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Monmouth

recently purchased by Charles H. IJavis ol
New Hampshire, burned last night. A crew
of men were chopping wood on the farm and
It is supposed
had quarters in the house.
that they built up a big lire when they came
out of the woods at night. The loss is about
$1<SOO; insured for $1200.
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Winthrop, April 20.—A disastrous fire
occurred In Monmouth Centre yesterday afternoon, causing a total loss of at least 875,000. A steamer was sent from Lewiston,
but before its arrival the Hames had leaped
across the street, and at one time 18 buildings, or nearly the entire southerly business
portion of the town were on fire. The steamer did good service, but on the east side of
the main street, from the railroad to the corner of Maple street, opposite the hotel, ev-
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He Republicans of Scarborough will
at 4
Town House, SATURDAY, April 21,
the
lock p. rn., to choose delegates to attend
Banat
held
to
be
publican Stare Convention

varies.

At

97

street. Portland. Me.
all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Kxchange

Address

dition to be

THE WEATHER.

Cape Elizabeth.
The Republican* of Cape
ed to meet in Caucus at Town House on SATURDAY. April 21st, at 4 p. in., to choose delegates
held at
to the Republican State Convention, to be
Bangor. April JSOtli. and, also, delegates to the
be
held
at
to
Convention,
Republican District
Portland, May 2d.

April 21.
The indications for New England are
followed by fair weather,
snow or rain,
slight changes in temperature, light to fresh
winds, becoming westerly.

Windham.

LOCAL WEATHKlt RWOttT.

Tlie Republicans of Windham are requested to
meet at tlie Town House, In said town, ou SATURDAY. tlie 21st day of April, 1888, at 2 o’clock
In the afternoon, to clioose delegates to attend the
Republican State Convention to be held at Bangor
on April 2(>, 18SS, for the purpose of selecting
two candidates for electors of President and Vice
President of tlie United States, and four delegates
at large and four alternates to attend tlie National Convention; also to choose delegates to attend
tlie District Convention to be held at Portland,
May 2. 1888, for tlie purpose of nominating candidates for Representative in Congress and Elector of President and Vice President of tlie United
Slates, and two delegates and two alternates to

Portland, Me., April 20, 1888
17 AM | 3 PM 110 TM
Barometer. 29.82 29.80 |29.72
40.
137.
Tliermometer. 41.
33.
80.
Dew Point..30.

Dreriag.
Tlie Republicans of Deering are requested to
meet at Lewis Hall, on MONDAY. April 23, at
7.30 p.m.. to choose delegates to tlie State Convention. to be held at Bangor, April 20, also to
choose delegates to tlie District Convention, to be
held at Portland, May 2.
Per order Republican Town Committee.

(April 20,1888,11.00 P.M.)

Per order Town Committee.

Washington.

Humidity.

Wind.

North Yarmouth.
Tlie Republicans of the Town of North Yarmouth are requested to meet at their Town House
on SATURDAY. April 28, 1888. at 3 o’clock p.
m., for the purpose of electing delegates to attend
the RepubllcanJConvention of the First Congressional District to be held at Reception Hall in
Portland, Mav 2d. 1888. Also to choose delegates to attend the Gubernatorial Convention.
Per Order of Town Committee.

Cloudy Cloudy Cloudy
Maximum tlier....44.1
Minimum tlier.33.8
Max. vel. wind... 11
Total precip.0

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

Observations taken at tile same, moment ol time
at all stations.
Therm’ etor wiiiq
*“

©

Place of

ei

8,.

Deering, April 18,1888.

Pulmaulh.
Tlie Republicans of Falmouth arc requested to
meet at the Town House on WEDNESDAY April
26tb, at 4 o'clock p. m., to choose delegates to attend tlie state convention at Bangor April 20, and
tlie District convention at Portland May 2, and to
Per order
choose a town committee.
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WeatluT!!!.!.!!
Mean dully bar...29.78
Mean daily tlier...39.3
Mean dally d’wpt.35.0
Mean dally lium..86.3

attend tlie National Convention.
Per order Town Committee.
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IT WASN’T THAT KIND.
with me?”
‘Mertllda, Is you
“G’ way, sam Jolmsing, cose I Isn’t”
for my heart burns.”
don’t
dat,
”8bo’ 'Tilda
say
Hold on Mister Jolmsing, ef you has tlie heartof them
box
a
and
get
burn, Jest yo go
In lub

WOODBURY'S OYSPEPSIA KILLERS;
they will cure yo heartburn immediately at once,
and el you suffer from water-brash, 8am, they will
cure that too.”
••But Tilda, It ain't that kind.”
“Never you mind, Sain; it must he indigestion
then what makes you look so glum, and tlie

D. K.’S

Jolmsing.—Good day.

Doolittle & Smith, 24 and 2(1 Treinont St., Boss
ton, will send a box of Dr. Mark It. Woodbury
any part of the U. 8.
Dyspepsia Killers by mail,ato
26
cents.
for
box
trial
or
on receipt
F of Go cents;
TiiTh&Slst2dor4tlipnrm3ni
Jepa

ASK

—

•••■

••••
•■••

—

...

will cure Dyspepsia and Indigestion quicker and
cleaner than you can rob a hen roost, Mister

Kapid City.

SW -...Clear
Clear
8E
—Clear
8
Denver,Col.. 29.94
Halifax.129.86
IFair
36;.j NE
32 .| N
I Cloudy
Montrea'.... 129.90
F.. P. Jones. Prv’t 8. C.. U. 8. A
••••
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FOR
MAINE.
Montvllle All Out Of Money.

n

[Special

the'Tress.]

to

April 20.—Montvllle is in a
peculiar condition financially. The treasury has been empty for months. So many of
Mo ntville,

the tax payers hold road bills and orders In
of their taxes that the collector is
unable to get sufficient cash to pay the sala-

excess

MEAT

of

EXTRACT
other being substituted

u,:^ no
N. B.—Genuine on.'T
Baron Liebig-s signal. ‘fejiiJiLl

and insist

for .L

label.
Bold by Storekeepers. Grocers and Druggists.
dlawlya
across

Iuu26

liBSTETIIL—COMIfOBTIAfO.

COCOA.

EPPS’S

KKEAKFANT.
la we
“By :i thorough knowledge of the natural
which govern the operation of digestion
fine
of
the
trltion, and by a careful application
Mr. Epps has
properties of well-selected Cocoa,
a
with
delicately
orovided our breakfast tables
lavored beverage which inay save us many heavy
lectors’ bills. It is by the Judicious use of such
irticles of diet that a constitution may be gradually
milt up until strong enough to resist every lenmaladies
iency to disease. Hundreds of subtle wherever
•.re floating around us ready to attack
a
here is a weak point. We may escape many
atal shaft, by keeping ourselves wTell fortified with
frame.
Hire blood and a properly nourished
'ivil Service Gazette.
Q
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
nly in half pound tins by Oroccrs, labelled thus:
JAIUKMKPI’N A Co., HOMOEOPATHIC
AS&wly CHEMISTS. Cou.lon,JKoirland^
...

..

1308!
Season
IEW CROP ARROYO, P. R.,

MOLASSES!

sell. “Jennie Parker." Sailed March
22d; arrived April 4th.

ex.

SB Tlcrccn.

OOIIlidn.
,w

landing at Merchants’ Wharf and for sale by
the

Importers,

WITCHELL.CHAMPLiN & CO.
d2w

,p9

ries.
Celebration at Cray.
[Special to tlie Press,]
Okay, April 20.—The Gray Park Association have voted to give a grand celebration
on their grounds at Gray Corner on the 4th of
July. There will be “horribles,” trotting,
dancing, band music, &c., Jfcc. A new floor
will be put into the second story of the Agricultural Hall for the dancers.
A Paper bold.
Livkumoiie Falls, April 20.—II. A MorRecrow, formerly publisher of the Wilton
Crand

T.iti/^BLiTeINK
b iMi

into

ord, has

iroe

remaining delegates.The ruleslwere

names on
,ed so as to vote for the three

allot.
The State League.
The Ohio lie90
yroS, Ohio. April
Grand Opera
League met in the one hundred
ids evening, about
State being reprecovering the eitire
of the Blaine
I
John A. Caldwell,
elected president of
Cincinnati,

'an

!f

ague by

was,

acclamation.

Queer Curiosity.

Journal.]
trial ace rinvernation about tlie Beal
of those
number
the
that
said
uggist
asked him how
s, who during the vear
man,
■olson it would take to kill a
t Kennebec

iverage one per

day.

of

Memorial Day Orations.
Rockland, April 20.—J. H. Beale of
Washington, will deliver the oration before
Appleton G. A. R. Post, Memorial Day, and
L. C. Bateman, of Barnemau Post. Washington, will deliver the oration before Belfast Post.
Boutelle Delegates.
Banooh, April 20.—The Republicans of
this city to-night elected delegates to the
State and District conventions to be held in
the city next Thursday. The delegates to
the district convention unanimously favor
__t

‘AYTOir, ()., April 19.—The Republican
itc Convention was called to order by
nporary Chairman Gen. Keifer, and the
orts of the committees were called for.
on. Charles Foster, chairman of the comIt
tee on resolutions, read the report.
arses the administration of Gov. Foraker.
tiongly favors John Sherman for the
the
sidency, and the delegates to
ionnl Convention are directed to use all
orable means to secure Ills nomination,
report was unanimously adopted. DanRyan was nominated for Secretary of
by acclamation and Judge Bradbury
nominated for Supreme Court Judge ou
irst ballot. For member of the board of
ie works Wells S. Jones was nominated,
to elect
e convention then proceeded
<iele«ates-at-large to the Chicago confirst
convention
suspended
The
*on
ules and selected Gov. Foraker as one
Buslinell,
.* delegates, and then Asa H.
los Foster, Win. McKinley, Ben Butterwere
Atwood
S.
(colored),
hand John
d in nomination, from whom to select

list

the Legislature.

_ _

At/.n

nf rnnirroaeman

Hull t.pl l<*.

--»

REPUBLICANS.

tgates to National Convention In*
structed for Sherman.

purchased

subscription

the

the Livermore Falls News.
Dr. John B. Walker.
Tiiomabton, April 20.—Hr. John B. Walker, one of the leading physicians of Knox
county, died at (i o’clock this afternoon, aged
02 years. lie graduated at the Maine Medical School, 1847, and practiced medicine in
Washington, Union and'.the last 20 years in
Thomnston. Last year he was president of
the Maine Medical Association, and in former years was a member of both branches of

UIV

OHIO

cleaned out by the fire of Fast Hay afternoon.
The fire was first observed at 3.45 o’clock.
It caught in Edwards * Flaherty’s drug
store and in a few moments spread to the
shoe shop of Mr. Harlow next north, then to

the shop of Oliver Edwards.
The next building in its course was the
The
hardware store of Gilman & Beal.
The next store
goods were moved in part.
to burn was owned by Rufus and S. O. King
and occupied by Gilman & Beal as a shoe
store. The second floor was a tenement oc-

cupied by Frank Whitney.
The fire next took the Dudley store, owned
by W. K. Dudley, and occupied by his son
E. A. Dudley, general dry goods and groce-

ries.

Some of the goods

onoffararl nnd

were

saved, but

slamanrarl

Then the fine dwelling of H. A. Williams,
station agent at Winthrop caught.
South of the Edwards and Flaherty store
was the dwelling and stable of Dr. M. O. Edwards of the above firm. This was quickly
This with its convenient stable
in flames.
was an elegant establishment.
This led the fire to tbe old Cochnewagan
House on the corner of Maple street, kept by
The fire extended down
David Pinkham.
the long row of buildings to the outlet of the
and
made
a
desperate
attempt in the
pond,
ell of Elias Wadsworth’s house, but Johuny
Prescott, wrapped in a wet bed-quilt was
there, and supplied by a bucket team rnude
a valiant fight. He. held the fort till a stream
from the Lewiston steamer reinforced him,
and cooling down the fire in the old stable,
placed that side of the street in safety, and
also saved the grist mill opposite.
On the southeast of the Edwards & Flaherty store was a harness shop occupied by W.
A. Smith.
Back of Oliver Edwards’ shoe shop and
the store ol Gilman <fc Beal was Mrs. Getchell’s large boarding house. This was a

large, three-tenement building.
Beyond this hlock was a small house, occupied by Mr. Turner, section man on the
Maine Central.
In the rear of tbe Dudley store was a
small house owned by Simon Clough, and occupied by John Wilcox.
Below this was the fine two story house
and stable lately built by Simon Clough.
This place was worth fully 84000. Tills was
the extent of the buildings burned on the
east side of the main street.
From the Edwards & Flaherty store, the
flames jumped across Main street, as much
as four rods, and attacked the Dudley block
of two stores. The first was occupied by
Mr. Jewett, who was just establishing a
grain store. The second was occupied by
Mr. Hooper as a marble shop. Mr. Hooper’s
heavy stock could not be moved.
Next the big store of W. W. Woodbury
Mr. Woodbury kept a heavy
was kindled.
stock of boots and shoes, and ready made
clothing, and sent out a large quantity of
Boston clothing to be made through the
country. A good many of his goods were
got out but in bad shape. A platform car in
tbe rear of the store was piled with goods,
mixed in every, which was run out of the
reach of the ifre.
Back of the marble shop was a stable
owned by Edwards & Flaherty.
William
Bonnemnn bad taken possession that day.
His carriages and horses were all saved.
THE LOSSES.

I.EWTSTOY. Anril 5(1.—The losses and inthe Monmouth fire are as follows:
Edwards & Flaherty, three-story building, stock
of dry goods, drugs, groceries, etc., loss #25,000;
half covered by insurance.
Gilman & Beal, hardware; loss #0000; insured
for #4800.
Building owned by King Bros, and
worth #2000; insured for $1500.
O. s. Edwardss’s store, worth #1000, Insured
for $400. His stock of boots and shoes, valued
at $2500, Insured for $1500.
W, W. Woodbury’s loss in store and stock of
boots and shoes, $5000 or over; partially insured.
E. A. Dudley, store and stock of dry goods and
groceries, loss $5500; insured for #4000.
Henry Williams’ loss $4000 in bouse and furniture ; $2500 insurance.
M. O. Edwards, three stores, livery stable house
and furniture, loss #4000; partially covered by
insurance.
David A. Pinkliam, proprietor of the Coclinewcuan Hotel, lost $25(0; insurance $1400.
H. M. Hooper, marble shop, loss #1000; uninsured ; building owned by Mr. Davis.
F. It. Jewett, grain dealer, loses $200; Insured
for $lo0.
Lewis Harlow, shoe shop, $4000; no insurance.
Himon Clough’s residence and furniture, with
two other houses and harness shop, all valued at
$5000; insured for $5250.
Mark Getchell estate loses S2500 on boarding
house occupied by Mrs. E. W. Getche II, whose
loss is #1000; insurance $700.
H. M. Hooper, $800; no insurance.
W. Smith, $400; no insurance.
It. G, & S. O. King, store, $3000; insurance $1,surancc on

COMPANY’S

LIEBIG

68
62
64

Cheyenne— 29.96
North Platte 29.92

at Monmouth Centre is built
along a main street, running north and
south. The railroad cuts it through, just
north of the sites of the burned stores.
These with the old Cochnewagan House occupied all space to Maple street, on the ra«'l
to Litchfield, On the opposite side, extending to the station wrere stores, all of whith
were
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A marvel of purity
streugtn and wholcsomeness. More ecouoniical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
short
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weigh! alum or phosphate powders. Sold,
Wall
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Conference at

Thorr.ten

Academy.

Saco, April 20.—The trustees of the Thornton Academy fund, today, opened proposals
for the academy to be built this year. M. C.
Foster* Son of Waterville, were the lowest
There were 11
bidders on the entire work.
bids. The trustees will not make public the
amounts of the bids.
Placed

in

W.
Brown, followed by a business session.
H. Faroot, George F. Bradford, S. T. Page,
Eli S. Walker. T. A. Hodgdon, J. H. Reid,
D. B. Dow and W. F. Prince were examined
Hiram B.
and elected to deacon’s orders,
Nutter. T. S. Ross, Mark H. Spirells, Preston A. Smith, Thomas J. Wright, William J.
Kelly, Nelson R. Pearson, W. H. Rowlesland and Edward Freeman were admitted on
trial. J. D. Payson, H. W. Norton and N.
S. A. Marsh were advanced to the class ol

burned. Every store in town
and but a small portion of their
contents saved.
The cause of the fire is not

Pure.

KRAL INSURANCE AGENCY,
EltablblMd in

the

Rockland, April 20.—The third day ol
the East Maine Conference was opened at J
o’clock with a meeting for the promotion ol
holiness, led by B. C. Wentworth. A social
meeting was held at 8 o’clock, led by P. E,

erything was
is destroyed,

LITTLE & CO., POWDER
Absolutely

31 EXCHANCE STREET.

of

Rockland.

€i*nr i*

Innnd.
Every
raped J. V.

MORNING, APRIL 21,

PORTLAND, MAINE, SATURDAY

26.

Jail.

Saco, April 20.—H. A. Deal, the file peddler, who was arrested in Portsmouth, Tuesday, for the larceny of a watch, was itried in
the municipal court this afternoon,
lie was
discharged but was again arrested on a civil
suit. Being unable to obtain bonds lie was
taken to jail to await trial. He is wanted in
Dover, Manchester and Portsmouth for hotel

beating.
Knocked Down and Beaten.

Binoham, April 20.—Wednesday morning
Charles Ball of Bingham, while on a cross
road, was badly beaten about the head and
face, knocked down, and left insensible by
some one, who also searched him.
CENERAL NEWS.
Hon. Frank Hurd spoke on free trade at
Hanover, N. II., last night.
The Edgar Thomson steel works of Pittsburg, Pa., have started up after lour months
idleness, with a crew of non-union men.
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy announce that they will not agree to sustain
freight rates.
The present indications are that .the Democratic counters in Louisiana will make
Nieholl’s majority 80,000.
At a (ire in a New York rag picking establishment, Thursday, Minnie Leonard, aged
DO, died of suffocation.
Several employes
were burned in effecting heir escape,

500._
Death

of

[Special

Asa
to

O.

Pike.

the Press.]

Fbyebubg, April 20.—Mr. Pike died
Fryeburg Thursday morning, after threo

in
or

days illness with pneumonia, attended by
His age was 05
iOiue affection of the heart.
years and five months. By his death a seblow has been struck at the business interests of the town, as he was its most active
and enterprising business man. At different

the fourth year. Frank I). Brooks was advanced to the class of the third year.
Rev. Charles Parkhurst, editor of Zions
Herald, was introduced and addressed the
A, F.
conference in behalf of his paper.
Chase addressed the conference on “Methodism in Maine
John L. Hill was readmitted and IV. i1.
Chase, G. G. Winslow, A. W. C. Anderson
and W. H. Crawford were elected tellers and
V. P. Wardwell secretary.
A resolution was adopted that all publications of the Book Concern be published
under the corporate name of that establishment, and delegates to the general conference be instructed to work for it.
The conference was instructed to draw on
the conference trustees for $148 for domestic
missions.
The following delegates to the general
conference, which meets in New York, May
I, were elected on the first ballot: J. WDay. W. G. Jewell, C. A. Plummer and G.
G. Winslow.
The conference was invited to meet next
The Dexyear at Dexter and Bar Harbor.
ter invitation was accepted and a vote of
thnnlrs nnssoil to the Rar Harbor cliureh for
its invitation. W. L. Brown was elected
transportation agent for the ensuing year.
The following visitors were appointed:
To the Eastern Maine Conference Seminary—
C. A. Plummer, A. A. Lewis, W. W. Baldwin, B.
C. Wentworth.
School of Theology—H. E. Frohoek.
Bostou Wesleyan Association—W. T. Jewell.
Lassell Seminary—W. H. Crawford.
Fraternal delegate to the Maine Baptist Missionary Association—G. D. Lindsey.
Fraternal delegate to the Free Bautlst Yearly

Meeting—John Tniling.
Fraternal delegate to the Maine Congregational
Churches—F. C. Rogers.
Trusteed the Wesleyan University-O. H. Fernald.

Doings

Rockland, April 19.—The second day of
opened with
a 5 o’clock meeting for the promotion of holiAt 8 o’clock
ness, led by S. M. Dauton.
there was an enjoyable social meeting led by

farming,

trading, lumbering, building houses, stores and
barns, constructing and {operating a steam
mill, leasing for several years a canning fac-

tory which he had built, to the Portlond
Packing Company; enlarging the Oxford
House and managing it as a hotel. He was
of necessity, a very busy man. lie, however, found time to serve his town by advocating earnestly improved school-houses, by
strenuous labors in behalf of the introduction of new industries, succeeding in securing a vote of the town exempting in the
future a shoe manufactory Horn taxation;
and had his life been spared he would have
benefitted the community more than himself
by building a new and improved hotel.
For
Mr. Pike was well known in Maine.
twenty years he had been a trial justice; he
was a lecturer in the Grange, president of
the Western uxloru Agricultural society,
member of the State Board of Agriculture,
and at its last annual meeting was chosen
vice president. lie was a director of the
White Mountain Telephone Company, and
the first president of tho Fryeburg horse
railroad; carrying successfully the heavy
burden of construction and operation in

spite of

narrow

opposition.

Of the Democratic party to which be belonged he was the leading member, in his
when he
own town; as was demonstrated
went to Washington alone, and secured the
in
appointment of the present postmaster
spite of the heavy endorsement of another
he
success
was
this
candidate. By virtuoof
commissioned by other towns to go (again on
a similar mission, and this lie did once or
twice with a similar result.
While he was landlord of the Oxford
House he conducted it upon temperance
| principles, and everywhere he was an outspoken friend of temperance, not merely in
precept, but also in practice. For this, spec-

ial commendation is due, as being frequently
a candidate for office, he often
found that
his party associates were not always in sympathy with him in tlii3 respect.
Mr. Bike was a liberal
supporter of the
different religious societies in bis village,and
interested in the charitable movements of the
day. The funeral services will be on .Saturday at 2 p. m. iu the Congregational meeting
house, where lie was an attendant upon public worship.
He leaves a widow, formerly Miss Harriet
Warren of East Fryeburg, a son, two daughters and three grand-children.
A Cood Town for Fires.

Fauminotcn, April 20.—A large two-story
wooden house on tho Alexander Hillman

first floor.
At precisely 9.45 the casket was borne out
of the house to the hearse. The pall-bearers
followed, led by Senator John P. Jones and
the Hon. Manton Marble.
They were Isaac
H. Bailey, Mayor Hewitt, Clarence A. Seward, Judge Shipman, S. L. M. Barlow, Hon.
W. J. Wallace, Walter S, Church and Sena-

The pall-bearers, together
tor Cameron.
with Drs. Sands and Fordyce Barker, occupied the first three carriages. The mourners
entered the carriages in the following order:
Col. Conkling, with Mrs. Conkling and Mr.
and Mrs. Oakum in the first carriage; Alderman Conkling, Miss Conkling, Judge Coxe
and Mrs. Linkleyn in tbe second carriage;
Herbert Conkling anu "Mrs. Coleman and
Col. Fred Grant and Mrs. U. S. Grant in the
third carriage; Secretary Fairchild and Mrs.
Conkling’s sister, George C. Gorham and
Mrs. Fred D. Grant in the fourth carriage.
The procession moved directly to the chapel
of Trinity church, which is situated on the

next

block, in

E. Skinner. At the business meeting
siding Elder Plumfner read an encouraging
report of the Rockland district.
W. W. Ogler, R. M. Wilkins, T. H. Murphy, H. E. Frohoek were elected to elders’
orders. F. W. Brooks, F. E. Whitten, Mr.
Kearney, G. M. Stephen. M. F. Stewart, W
A. MqUraw, C. If. Fuller are continued on
trial and advanced. W. H. Pillsbury, Rufus
Day, YV. H. Crawford, J. W. Marsh, E. Bryant, C. B. Dunn, R. S. Dixon, D. P. Thompson. A. Church, B. M. Mitchell, E. M. Fowler, A. Kendall, L. D. YVentworth, L. I).
YVardwell, S. If. Beale ate continued on the
superannuated list. A. If. Tyler, fraternal
delegate of the Maine Congregational General Conference, was introduced.
S. T. Page, Walter G. Prince. G. F. Brad,
ford, Eli S. Walser, YV. If. Farrat, T. AIlodgdon, D. B. Dow were called to the altar
and addressed by the Bishop. The usual
questions ;were asked. Dr. W. A. Spencer
addressed them on
of Philadelphia then
church extension.

Pre-

SOLID FOR CLEAVES.

Strongly

Endorsed

by Republicans

of Camden and Calais.

Calais, April20— The Republicans held
largely attended caucus this evening
to select delegates to the State and District
conventions. They were nearly unanimous
a

very

The delegation is
for Hon. II. B. Cleaves.
headed by Mayor McKusick and is a verystrong and representative one.

Kockpobt, April

rtepuoncan
caucus met in G. H. M. Barrett’s office this
evening. The chairman was J. S. Cleveland, and the secretary, M. T. Crawford.
20.—L'auuien

The delegates elected to the Bangor convention, April 2tith, are T. R. Simonton, E. A.
Morrill, E. G. S. Ingraham, J. W. Bowers,
Peleg Wiley, and S. J. Groat. These dele,
gates were elected to the State convention at
Portland, June 28th: H. L. Shepherd, G. F.
Burgess, Frank Anderson, T. Ii. Simonton,
W.A. Marriam, Ruel Robinson. To the
District convention at Lewiston, April 27th.
Allen
the delegates:
the following are
Miller, Jr., J. S. Cleveland, W. P. Simonton,
J. S. Foster, Y. H. J. Tibbetts. The following resolution was presented by Hon. H. L.
Shepherd and on motiom ci Hon. T. II.
Simonton, unanimously adopted:
Resolved. That wc again reaffirm and emphasize
our
our devotion to Republican principles and
loyalty to the old soldiers of the Union by earnestly declaring In favor of the nomination of Hon.
Henry B. Cleaves as the Republican candidate
for governor. Going from the farm to enlist in
the army as a private, a brave soldier in time of
war and danger, a faithful
public officer who
labored for the interest of the people and tax.
payers in sustaining the rights of taxaiion against
tlic railroad corporations of the State and In the
enforcement of all laws, always an earnest Republican from the time he east his first vote iu the
inarmy for Abraham Lincoln, devoted to the
terests of the people and his native State, we
commend him as a strong and popular candidate,
and worthy of the confidence of the Republicans
of Maine.

Brown

street.

Al-

was

The casket was
placed in the centre
of the middle aisle.
The pall-bearers took
front seats on either side, and the mourners
in
the
rear.
People continued to
directly
besiege the doors of the chabel long after it
was crowded, and some were unwilling to
Hundreds wero
take “no” for an answer.
turned away only to stand In the rain to
take a last look at the casket of the Illustrious dead.
Three magnificent floral pillows
were placed directly behind the casket, When
it was placed in position in the chapel. With
bowed heads the friends of the great dead
listened to the beautiful services of the Episcopal church, over which Rev. I)r. Morgan
Dix presided. No sermon was preached; his
fame was too well-known to the whole nation.
When the cortege reached the Grand Central depot, the casket was borne into the
first W agner car, the train consisting of five
Wagner cars. The train will reach Utica at
6.45, and the remains will lie in state from
The funeral services
noon until 1 o’clock.
will take place at 2 o’clock.
THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.
Senator (Hoar’s

Plan for

Reporting

the Treaty Debate.

Washington, April 20.—The Republican
the foreign affairs committee
have completed their adverse report on the
fishery treaty. Senator Hoar offered a resolution yesterday which was referred to the
committee on foreign relations, providing
that the official reporter snail be admitted to
report the debates and proceedings of the
Senate when the fisheries treaty shall be under consideration; the report, or such parof it as may not require secrecy, to be pubt
members of

lished if the Senate shall so order.

The Dakota Bill Passed.
The Senate resumed consideration of tho
bill for the admission of the State of South
Dakota, and was addressed by Mr. Plumb in

support of the bill. In response to the challenge of Mr. Vest, he instanced the case of
Kansas and California as Territories which
had changed their boundaries. It was therefore in no wise a derogation of the privileges
of Congress for Dakota to divide its territory.
There had been a good deal said about the
undue representation in the Senate of small
States, such as Delaware, Rhode Island, Con-

necticut and New Hampshire, but that was
something which could not be got rid of because the Constitution said that, in that particular, there should be no change except
with the consent of those States. The country had to rest under that inequality of representation in the Senate, except there should
be a revolution. In the meantime, however,
the inequality might he modified by such a
proper division of the Territories, or .such a

limitation of boundaries of new States as
should give to the interior and western portions of the ennntrv a lareer share of retiresentation in the Senate. At the election of a
delegate in 1886, Dakota had cast 104,811 votes.
The population of South Dakota was about
two-thirds of the whole and the voting population of the proposed new State was about
80,COO. He contrasted the small votes in the
Southern States with the vote of Dakota, and
said that very few of them had cast as many
votes at any election within the last live years,
as the Territory of Dakota had cast in 1886.
If it was the quality of the people of Dakota
that the Senator from Missouri (Vest) objected to, then he (Plumb) declared that they
were a fair representation of the Anglo-Saxon
race on

this continent.

The Pension List.
The

following

Maine

pensions have been

granted:
ORIGINAL, INVALID.
Addison 8. Cliadbourue, Cambridge.
Patrick F. Maguire, National Military Home.
Thomas J. Hill, East Jackson.
Geo. F. Moulton. Wellington.
F. J. Kowe, Riverside.
INCREASE.

Levi N. Straub, Poland Corner.
lsaiali M. Cookson, Oaklleld.
L. French, Boyd Lake.
C. Kennedy, National Military Home.
Will. Homerby, Winn.

a Alva

BPatrick

REISSUE.

James B. Craig Carmel.
Win. A. Rowe, East Eddington,
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.

Joanna, widow of Andrew J. Welch, North Ber-

wick.

Nearly Murdered by

Hallowed

Twenty-fifth

crowded when the proThe grand tones of
cession reached there.
the church organ struck up a funeral inarch
as the procession
entered the edifiee.

_

SHOT BY A DRUNKEN BOY.
H. L.

West

ready the chapel

tiie East Methodist Conference

vere

times he had been engaged in

of the Second Day.

a

Youngster.

Ira, father of John Spaulding, South Nomdge-

wock.

Nancy, widow
Minors

James,

Hallowkll, April 20.—The usually quiet
city cf Ilallowell was yesterday thrown into
fever of excitement by an attempted murA young gentleman named H. L.
der.
Brown was quietly walking on Second street
with a young lady, when lie was arrested by
a pack of young boys, who threw mud at
h im. There were three boys, aged from 8 to
12 years, who wero so intoxicated that they
could hardly walk, and they thought it fun
to insult people, and tried it with the young
man.
lie caught the largest one, and after
boxing his ears let him go. The boy seized a
picket from a neighboring fence, and again
made a rush at Brown, who took it away
from him and pushed him into the street.
At this the
He then proceeded on his way'.
infuriated boy suddenly drew a revolver and
fired twice at Brown, one shot striking him
in the head, just back of the right ear.
The
boys were arrested and taken to the station,

Centre.

of Albion Hodgkins. Egypt.
ot James T. Gardner, Machlas.
father of William 8. llodgdon, Emden
MEXICAN

WAR, WIDOWS.

Mary E., widow of Gardner Walker. Westbrook.

a
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succeeded in extracting the ball, which they
said went within a hair’s breadth of the
jugular vein, and may result fatally. It was
a very narrow escape from instant death.
The youngest boy’s mother went to the station and pleaded for her son, who was retained as a witness.
She took him in her
arms dead drunk, and carried him home—

truly

a

disgraceful spectacle.

said to have stolen
where it was hidden,
is that some older
drunk. The name

the

liquor

The boys
from a

are

barn,

but the general opinion
person
got the boys
of the boy wbo did the

shooting was Fred Miller, and he is net over
12 years of age.
The prisoners were arraigned in court this afternoou, and Miller,
the assailant, waived examination, and was
held in $2,000 bail.
FIRST TOWN OF YORK COUNTY.
Crowth and Population of the Smart
Town of Sanford.

[Special to the Press.)
Sanford, April 20— During the past eight
years the population of the village of Sanford has increased 88 per cent. The census
for 1880 gave it a population of 800, and it
Its remarknow numbers 1,471 inhabitants.

growth in this respect and others is due
largely to the continued prosperity of the
Sauford plush mills, conducted by the
Messrs, (ioodall, and to the fact that it contains a particularly thrifty and enterprising
class of people. There are in Sanford village
over 470 children of school age, a number
greater than the entire population of the village twenty years ago. The population of
the town, which includes the villages of
Spriugvale, South Sanford and Sanford, is
now' estimated to be at least 3,500, entitling
it to rank as the first town in tire county.
able

1888._

in which the latter came
General debate having oeen
dispersed with, its consideration by para
graphs was immediately entered upon in
Conducted
Ceremonies
Impressive
committee of the whole.
Mr. Boutelle, speaking on a verbal amendby Dr. Dix in Trinity Chapel.
ment,!criticised tne provision of the bill and
j commented on the fact that states represent: ed
members of the committee on rivers
Many Distinguished Persons and : andbyharbors received nearly $14,(XX),000 of
Friends of tho Dead Present.
the $10,000,000 carried by the bill.
retorted
Mr. Blanchard, of Louisiana,
that New York harbor received an aggregate
state of
the
of
while
$835,000
The Final Service to be Held in Utica
appropriation
New York received more than $1,500,000.
Today.
committee
the
Pending further discussion
rose and the House took a recess until 7.30,
the evening session being for the consideraNew York, April 20.—Today, the casket tion of private pension bills.
that contained the lemalns of Roscoe Conkling was borne out of the house and taken
STATE POLITICS.
to Trinity Chapel, on West Twenty-fifth
street, where the funeral services took place Republican Delegates Chosen in the
The remains were brought
at 10 o’clock.
Towns.
down from the Conkling apartments at9
o’clock, and placed in the back parlor on the
The
delegates have

FUNERAL OF EX-SENATOR CONKLING.

Ltli CONGRESS -FIRST SESSION.
HOUSE.

Washington, April 20.
The House resumed the consideration of
the Indian appropriation bill the pending
question being on a motion to strike out the
Choctaw judgment section. The motion was
lost and the bill passed.
The House went into a committee of the
whole on the pension appropriation bill, and
was addressed by Mr. Henderson. Mr. Henthe
to
.operation
referring
derson,
said
the
Mexican Pension
law,
of
UHlt U11UCI
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idly that the recipients sometimes did not
know they were claimants. In proof of this,
he had read a Chicago paper to the effect
that Commissioner Black had ordered a pension certified to Col. W. K. Morrison, notwithstanding that he was informed that
Morrison’s name did not appear on the list
of applicants. Col. Morrison returned it in
a terse letter note, in which he stated that he

for a pension.
Mr. MacDonald said this statement was
not true.
Mr. Henderson insisted it was true, and
had the clerk read a copy of the letter from
Col. Morrison. Mr. Henderson continued:
“I want the truth from your pious commissioner who started out in the administration
of his office by charging against a faithful
officer and brother officer, who left a part of
his body on a battlefield—Col. Dudley—that
during his administration of the pension
office, from turreti to foundation it was used
for political purposes. Now the same gentleman stands convicted, on Democratic authority, of violating the terms toof the law,
a Demoand swiftly issuing certificates
cratic chief, who was too high and too clean
This
to become a party to the transaction.
man, who entered upon the discharge of his
duties with Heaven erected face, like a saint,
is cauglit in a Democratic trap.”
After the general debate closed, Mr. Conger, of Michigan, offered an amendment providing that in all cases of pensions to widows, the payment be made from the date
of the death of their husbands. The amendment was adopted.
On motion of Mr. () Neill, of Missouri, an
amendment was adopted providing tlrat all
officers of the United States authorized to
administer oaths, shall administer all oaths
required by pensioners and witnesses Jfree of
charge. The committee then rose and thb
bill, which appropriates 880,200,000, was
never

applied

,,

passed.

A contest for the precedence of consideration then arose between the post office, District of Columbia and river and harDor ap-

propriation bills,

out victorious.

following Republican

been chosen:
To the Bangor Convention—John W. hunt,
Charles F. Leach, A. M. Welch, Daniel A. Burnham.
To 1st District Convention—George H. Tarbox,
H. B. Hutchins, Joseph H. Jeffery, Ira Deerlng.
_

k liot.
To .Bcinpor—Timothy Dame, Sylvester Bartlett

Henry

F. Abbott.
To 1st District—Timothy Dame,
Hammond, George O. Athorne.
ATKINSON.

Henry C.

To Batigor—C. J. Ford, and J. C. Campbell.
To 4th District—E. C. Morrill ana George 1>.

Lyford.

WASHINGTON.

To Bangor—Hiram Bliss, Jr., Luther A. Law
Alternates, W. E. Overand James L. Burns.
lock, C. D. Wright and A. A. Skinner.
To 2nd District—Hiram Bliss, Jr., Pearl G. Inand T. 8. Bowden. Alternates, Joel Flint,
Idward W. Farrar and Wm. L. McDonald.

falls

SKOWHEGAN.
Shepherd, A. G. Blunt, A. K.
Walton, E. P. Coffin, Geo. E. Snow,

Bangor—K.

B.

Bixby, 8. J.
John Weston, W. H. Hanson, John Tenney, Judson Packard.
To 1st Fistrlct—L. L. Walton, L. H. Webb, J.
O. Smith. J. C. Griffin, T. H. .Anderson, Nathan
F'owler, James Wright, Alex. Crawford, Jr. aud
Amos

EMPEROR FREDERICK DESIRES RELEASE

Tobey.

NEW

GLOUCESTEB.

8. H. Chandler,
To Bangor—J. B. Hammond,
J. W. True. J. M. Thompson.
To 1st District-D. W. Merrill, F. M. Thayer,
Geo. W. Haskell, Z. A. Howe.

Conflicting Reports of the Condition
of the Stricken Ruler.
Newspapers Which Insult the Empress to be Prosecuted.
French

In addition to the sleeping cars run on the
from Boston to St. John, via
the Maine Central railroad, parlor cars will

throughout the

summer.

By this new

and very convenient arrangement passengers
who do not care to travel in the sleeping cars
There will
will be greatly accommodated.
be no changing of cars, and for this reason

travelling will be much more comfortable.
Returning from St. John, a parlor car will be
run on the Flying Yankee without change at
Bangor. The addition of these parlor cars
furnishes accommodations for the travelling
public that will be highly appreciated.
CHANCES OX THE MAINE.

An order of considerable importance has
been issued by the management of the Boston
and Maine railroad. It is as follows:
General Manager's office. ) —
Boston,
The office of master of maintenance of way of
the eastean and northern divisions Is hereby abolished, and the construction and repairs on all
parts of the road and its leased lines, except the
western division, and the machinery and car departments, will be placed under the charge of a
If.
chief engineer, with headquarters at Boston.
Bissell is appointed chief engineer, and will enter
Mr. Bissell
at on-’e upon the duties of his office,
will have entire charge of tho engineering department, which will Include all pay rolls and accounts
heretofore included In the road, bridge and building departments, except as above, and roadmasters and foremen iu the road, bridge and budding
departments will report directly to the chief engineer. The chief engineer wtll report to tne general manager. Mr. George K. Ilurd. purchasing
agent, will, on Tuesday, May 1, extend his authority as purchasing agent over all leased lines, and
will move his office from Haymarket Square depot
to the building on Nashua street, Bostou, now occupied by the purchasing agent of the Lowell system.

James T. Fubbkb,
General Manager.

(Signed),

NOTES.

A town meeting is to be held in North Anson on Wednesday next to see if the town
will vote to raise money for a survey of the
proposed Carrabassett railroad from North
Anson to Megantic. There is considerable
interest manifested in the town.
A man who applied for a situation as civil
engineer upon the Shore Line tells the Maehms Republican that he was told by the Vice
President of the Maine Central that they
would positively do no constructing in Maine
the present year. So if work is to commence
upon this road the present spring, as reported, it must be done by some other gorpora-

tion.
Col. A. W. Wildes, Railroad Commissioner, is employed by the Boston and Maine

railroad to do some work as an engineer and
expert, and is now away from home on that

business.

Calais is becoming interested in the NorthMaine railroad, and it is proposed that
the city make a liberal subscription on the
condition that the road make Calais its objective point. This would give a direct line
from Calais into the Aroostook over Ameriern

can

territory.
llo

mayor

anu

mo

was

proposed saie of the gasdays ago Mayor Chapman said

Speaking of

the

stock a few
the subject was not a new one and had not
been introduced into the present city government for the first time. The matter came
before the last city council, but no definite
action was taken. The Mayor said he favored the sale of the stock provided its full

value could be realized. He fully agreed
with the Press that a thorough investigation should be had to ascertain the value of
The reathe stock in advance of sale.
he favored the sale were these: Our
debt is now so large that it impairs our credit.' If the full value of our gas stock could
be realized nnd the amount devoted to the reduction of the city debt as it would if he had
charge of it the result would be a considerable improvement of our credit. It might be
argued that the fact of the city’s ownership
of this stock would be taken into account by
Some
investors, but that was not the case.
States had laws forbidding savings banks to
invest in the securities of municipalitieswhose
debt exceeded 5 per cent, of their valuation.
The fact that the city’s assets deducted from
its debt might take it out of that category
did not taka it out of the prohibited municipalities. Another reason for selling was that
gas stock was probably worth more today
He had been
than it ever would be again.
informed by persons who ought to know
that it was not now worth as much as it was
te decline.
a year ago and its tendency was
There were mveral reasons for this. One was
the
progress of electric lighting which
was reducing the revenues of the gas company. Another was the fact that the value
of the company’s real estate had declined.
Still another was the probability that in the
near future a large sum of money would have
to be expended to repair or renew the gas
company’s apparatus. The gasometer was
nearly worn out and a new one would have
to be provided soon.
With regard to the apprehension that the
sale of the city’s stock would result in the
consolidation of the gas and electric companies, thus creating a powerful monopoly, he
said that the city had no power to prevent
such a consolidation by holding on to the
stock. It owned one quarterof the stock,while
private holders owned three quarters so that
the latter, if they saw tit, could arrange a
consolidation in sDite of all the citv could do.
The ownership of stock gave the city no
voice in the management of the gas company. A year ago when the city asked that it
might be allowed a member of the board of
directors and the gentleman selected by the
City Council, presented himself at the
stockholders’ meeting with the official request of the Council, the stockholders paid
The Mayor
no attention to it whatever.
said, however, that if it was decided to sell
the stock he should urge that all possible
precautions should be taken to prevent
in
the
saie
from
the
assisting
consolidation if any such scheme was on
stock
in
small
blocks
of
the
sale
foot. The
might have a tendency to do this. The
Mayor further said that his only desire in
this matter was to do what was for the best
interests of the city. He thought if the full
value of the stock could be realized it was
best to sell it, but if a majority of the Council thought otherwise, that of course settled
it. But if it was decided to hold on to the
stock he thought the Conncil should renew
its request that the city be allowed a director and insist upon it.

Mr. Nickerson looked at the face of the
clock he would remember the faces of the
Sabbath school, and when he heard it chime
the hours he would think of the happy hours
superintendent and school had spent together. Mr. Nickerson was completely surprised, but replied in a manner acceptable to
all. With Mr. Nickerson as our superintendent for another year we anticipate a year of
Pise Street.
advance aud prosperity.

Baxter successfully removed the splinter and will save the sight of
the eye. The operation was one of the most
delicate ever performed here and has created
considerable comment.”
Dr. Baxter is a son of Ur. William U.
Baxter of Deering.
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In a

Opening of

unfavorable symptoms
are entertained if
that he has imdevelop. The doctors admit
proved in a manner they had not dared to
no

Berlin, April 20.—The reassuring effect

today’s news is plainly shown in the
comparative cessation of commotion and excitement in the vicinity of the Charltonburg
Palace. The Emperor was anxious to rise
today, but the doctors forbade it.
Berlin, April 21, [1.00 a. in.]—It Is stated
that the Emperor is worse than the last bulletin intimated, but there is no immediate

danger.
Stricken with

Apoplexy.

Berlin, April 20.—Mr. Pendleton, the
to
while travelling
American Minister,
Frankfort, was stricken with apoplexy. He
was taken to the hospital at Wiesbaden,
where he now lies.

Hew York, April 20.—Minister Pendleton’s son Francis, who is practicing law In
this city, received a ; cable dispatch last
night from Wiesbaden, Informing |hlm that
while his father sustained a slight apoplectic
stroke, his condition was not considered danThis morning he was again reassuredoy'tmtle. dispatches from Wiesbaden

A secrets;?, of Legation at
and Berlin.
“Continued improvement.
Berlin cables:
Danger not feared. Your father

telegraphy

himself today.”
WTesbaden, April 20.—The condition of

me

Mr. Pendleton Is
considerably improved.
The paralysis of the side is pronounced
A
complete recovery Is expected.
slight.

Fighting Over Boulanger.
PAbib, April 20.—This evening 1300

students assembled in the Latiniquaiter, and
marched to the Hotel du Louvre, shouting
“Down with Boulanger!” “Down with the
Dictator!” etc.
They came into collision
with a crowd of Boulangerists and were
driveu into the boulevards in disorder. Reassembling they attacked the Boulangerist
The Boulangerist party
newspaper offices.
following, attacked the students with loaded
wounded. Finally
were
and
many
sticks,
the police separated the combatants and arrested a large number.

BANCOR AND THE LAW.
The State Constables

Doing Well

liquor.

They

have made two seizures of over

The county comnot in the least aid them.
missioners allow them no per diem compensation of fees for travel, except in serving a
warrant. They allow them nothing, in fact,
except their fees for service of precepts.
iou special w*aco yam iu j^ajigui,
numerous others all over the county.
no other officers in this State are

inert} are

and

Certainly
opposed by

such odds, and if, in face of
them, they make any headway, too great
praise cannot be theirs. Few understand, or
can
understand the disadvantages under
which they labor. At the last term of court
there was such a press of criminal business,
the most important and greatest in amount
that ever engaged the attention of any Maine
court in one term, that it was thought unwise
to bring before the court many cases of miAt the August term unnor importance.
doubtedly several indictmeuts will be found.

*nuuo, aituuugn

Mrs. Appleby, sister of Nicholas Fessenden, Esq., of Fort Fairfield, will hereafter
make her home in l’ortland.
HANCOCK

COUNTY.

A correspondent of the Ellsworth Amerisays that the Penobscot bay shore is destined at no distant day to be lined with
brick-yards. There will probably be eight
or more in operation the coming season.
can

KKNNE1IEC COUNTY.

Mr. S. W. Whitney, of North Vassalboro,
lias issued a book ISO pages, d escrlptlve of
many of the towns on the Kennebec.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

Capt. Alfred

C. Yates, who spent last sumDamariscotta with friends, and returned to his post of duty at Edina, Grand
Bass*, on the West Coast of Africa in early
autumn, died very suddenly on the 23d day
of November last at the age of about 63
He was a son of the late Samuel
years.
Yates of Bristol.

deford.
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SOMERSET COUNTY,
Deacon Joseph P. Lancaster, of Palmyra,
who recently died, was for twenty-five years
deacon of the Free Will Baptist church at
Anson.
The Skowhegan Board of Trade is considering the best place forilocating the new

library building.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The suit of the town of Topsham vs. bondsmen of Chas. H. Small has finally been dropped.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.
The Eastport Sentinel notes a great improvement among the Passamaquoddy Indians. The women are discarding barbaric
finery and both men and women are anxious
to have their houses well furnished. But
they still cling to the birch canoe.
The burning of the old engiue house at
Milltown, for the discovery of the cause of
which the Calais city government ofTers a
reward, is declared by a correspondent of
Calais Times to be something of a blessing.
It was a resort for gambling and drinking.
WALDO

COUNTY.

The monument in Belfast harbor which
was torn down by last winter's ice is to be
re-built at once by the government.
A petition for a lighthouse also in Belfast harbor
is to be forwarded to Washington.
In fifteen years the sales of commercial
fertilizers in Belfast have increased from
twenty to a thousand tons.
Kussell Stover, of Rockport, was arrested
in Belfast Tuesday for stealing junk from
Carleton, Norwood «fc Co., of Rockport.
YORK

COUNTY.

Laconia Lodge of Odd Fellows of Biddeford have celebrated this week their fortyfirst anniversary.
A Skillful Operation.
"Mr.
The Bangor Commercial says:
Phlneas Bachelder, one of our well known
citizens, while engnged in some work on
Saturday was splitting a piece of wood when
a splinter flew from it striking him in the
eye, and making what was thought to be a
w ound that would destroy his eyesight. Sunday Dr. W. E. Baxter, who has recently located in Bangor, operated upon his eye, assisted by Drs. Woodcock and Simmons. The
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college pitcher, soon got to batting and
rolled up a big score. The new men gave
evidence of being able to hit the ball hard,
and considering their lack of practice, did
first-class work in this respect.
They all

used the stick with good effect, but Fusselbacli led, getting seven hits with ten totals
with seven times at the bat. Koons. Prince,
O’Rourke and Mitchell hit the ball safe most
of the time, while no one did any weak batting. The Portlands ran bases well all
Thu Colbys earned a
through the game.
run in the filth inning on a double by Parsons and a single hit by Gilmore.
The rest
of their runs were obtained, one at a time,
on errors of the battery
mostly.
The Portland
pitchers, McAuliffe and
Mitchell, handle the ball well and have good
speed, the latter In particular being very
fast. What they will do In the league Is
only indicated as yet. Klmber has not yet
been seen. Koons and McCloskey seem able
to do good catching. Householder on first,
Fusselbach on third, and O’Rourke at short,

considering how little they have played,

showed themselves good men.
Myers bad
little to do at second, but he is light on Ills
feet, a good worker and It looks as if-i lie
would make a quiet efficient manager. It is
a rare thing for Portland to have a
good
Stine did not play hut
ploying manager.
will probao.'.v ue seen this Hfteruoon. The
out fielders are wifhout doubt good men.
When the spectators left the grounds there
was au evident feeling of safi’/actiou among
them and the verdict was that the team had
acquitted themselves well in the opening
game. They did better than our teams of
former years at the opening for this team
has had no practice together. With harmony In the team, all pulling together and bent
on winning, there is little doubt that the
name of Portland will not occupy the foot of
the list in the league record. The score follows:

PORTLANDS.
AH.
Fusselbach, 3b. 7
Koons, c. & rf. a
Prince, c.f. 8
Myers, 2d. 8
r.f. Sec.. 8
Householder, !b. 7
l.f.
6
Brady,
O’Kourke, s.s. 7
3
McAuliffe, p.
Mitchell, p. 3

R. BH. «!. PO. A.
5
7
10
3
3
3
3
5
7
2
3
4
5
0
0
2
3
3
1
0
4
3
4
7
0
4
4
6
7
0
3
2
2
1
0
6
5
6
0
1
2
1
1
0 10
2
2
3
0
8

_

McCloskey,

33

43 *26

34

25

E.
2
2
0
0

1
1
0
0
2
2

11

•Dow out for running out of line.
COLBYS.
AB.
Pulsifer, c. 3
Wagg, p&2b. 6
Gibbs, If. 4
Parsons, 2b & p. 4
Gilmore, lb. 4
Roberts, cf. 4
Dow, rf. 3
Bangs, 3b. 4
3
King, ss
_

R. BH. TB. PO.
2
0
0
7
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
2
1
2
3
3
1118
o
2
1
2
0
O
0
1
0
1
1
2
1
0
0
0

A.
2
7

1

E.

4
1

1

3
4
13
O
0
1
0
8
3
2
3

Totals.34
5
6
7 27 25 10
23456780
Portland.0 4 3 9 7 1 0 3 6—33
Colbys.0 1101010 1—6
Earned runs-Colbys. lj Portlands, 6.
Two
base hits—Fusselbach 3,
Prince, McCloskey.
Householder, Mitchell, Parsons. Three base hit
—Koons. Stolen bases—Householder, Koons 2.
Fusselbach 3, Prince 3, Myers. McCloskey 3,
Brady 2, O’Rourke 4, Mitchell, Pulsifer 2, Gilmore 2. Roberts 2, Bangs, Parsons, Dow 2,
King.
First base on ball—Parsons 3. McAuliffe 2, Mitchell 2. First base on errors—Portlands, 10; Colbys, 8. Struck out-Portlands. 7; Colbys, 15.
Double play—Dow and Wapg.
Passed balls—
Koons 2, ''cCloskey 1, Pulsifer 3. Wild pitches
—McAuliffe 2, Wagg and Parsons.
Time—3
hours. Umplres-Small and Flaherty.

Innings.1

Thursday afternoon,

AT PITTSBURG.
4 6 «
7 8 91011 12
0010000003—5
Detroit*..0 20000000000—2
Base hits— Bittsburgs, 0; Detroit*, 8.
Errors—
Pittsburg*. 1; Detroit*, 7. Batteries-Pittsburg*,
Morris and Carroll; Detroits, Uetzeln and Sutcliffe.
2
0

3

AT PHILADELPHIA.

Innings.1 23450780
Bostons.0 1000030 x— 4
Philadelphlas .100002000-3
Rase hits—Bostons, 7, Philadelphia.*, 7. Errors
—Bostons, 7; Philadelphia*. 8. Batteries-llo*tous, Clarkson and Kelley; Philadelphlas, (Reason and Clements.
AT WASHINGTON.

Innings .1 23460789

New

Yorks.0

2

0

0

0

1

1

2

x-

0

Washington*.0 00000000-0
Base Hits—Washingtons, 3; New Yorks, 0. Errors—Washingtons. 8; New Yorks, 0. Batteries
—Washingtons, O’Day and Deasley; New Yorks,
Titromb and Murphy.
AT INDIANAPOLIS.

23450789

Innings.1

Chicago*.2 0 200000 1—6
Indianapolis.2 0100000 1—4
Base hits—Indianapolis, 12; Chicago*. 12. Errors— Indianapolis.
Batteries—
; Chicago*, 3.
Indianipoli Boyle and Myers; Chicago*, Van
Halt)< n mid

At
i°.

Darling.

Baltimore—Athletics, 10; Baltlmores,
Notes.

The Butler School nine opened the season
Fast Day by defeating a picked nine front
the High School, by a score of 27 to 12.
The Opinion reports little Interest in base
ball in Rockland this year compared with the
Interest of last year.
The Webb and Cushing base ball club and
the Shaw, Goding base ball club are old time
rival shoe nines,having played tour games
the past few years, and the Weltb & Cushing
F.i-t day the)
club winning all four.
u
played on the horse car grounds before
large number of spectators, the Webb A
a
score
of
nine
to
nine
wiuniug by
Cushing

eight.

___

Mike Burns in Belfast.

[Belfast Journal.]
The mission of Michael Burns, the original
package liquor vender of Augusta, to Belfast
last week was to make arrangements for esIt
tablishing a branch of his business here.
is said to be his intention to open an agency
in every place in Maine where there is a
Custom House. His plan is to import liquors
in bond, which will be stored In the Custom
House, if there are no bonded warehouses.
A local agent will then be uppointed and
when the agent makes a sale be will give the
customer an order, or go himself to the Custom House, take the liquor out of bond and
pay the duties on it. The liquor is sold in
The law Is that a
the original package.
package or case shall not contain less than
Duties have to be paid
one dozen bottles.
ou the bottles as well as on the contents. The
duty on the bottles is three cents each, and
on the liquor according to the quality, averaging about #2 per gallon. While in Belfast
Mr. Burns called upon the Custom House
officials to ascertain the facilities for storing
liquor, and found that they are ample. He
said if he engaged In the business bis liquors
would probably tie taken from tbe Bath Custom House. He expects to open here about
May 1st.
The Cerman

Forgotten,

but not the

o’clock,

about n

s ru-

through the city that s man had
shot a woman near the Congress street station of the Maine Central Railway Company
and afterwards shot himself. The facts, ss
learned by the Pbess reporters, are these
Ida M. .Stevens w'i the daughter of exAle, /,0,
Mayor J. E. Ladd,
mor

ran

Samuel

Stevens,

She was a pretty
with blonde

jtr

a

r

womr^e

w

complexior)

"**f

of a refined nature, and’

f

was

said, by those who

seven

For

a

She

was

weir.^etv».
tnaiT.

years ago was
time all went

wer'^ <>6-

conple disagreed, and tl

youn’^o®*

casions when the
0
and went to her father’s
1*
time back she has not

husband. At times Mrs. \
to her aunt, Mrs. T. A.
Congress street, in this
she came to Portland to

ci<V

-£o

^0-

^

™

&

\yss-

dist Conference, for she w1'
0t
In Methodism and was a
b®
now
of
Auburn,
Ladd,
nutc®’Z.\\e
of the Congress street Met.11,4
t<®
as usual, stopped at Mrs. JW®
a4
^et
here she went to see other P^*\.
o®
attendlng the conference
aunt, and was notfat the Jfee^ 0<x#®e _4i'®e
nesday night. Thursday afl*®°

'lent

i,^®*^

to drive with Mr. and Mrs. Jocelyn,
ty returning about 3 p. m. White they were
gone, a gentleman called at the house and
left the following note for her:
TMirwUv r. M. f
Dear Ida—I have sent to New York for money.
Won’t you please stay over tonight, and give me
this eve., only this evening is all I ask for.
If you will meet me on the street [Congress]
about 7 or past.
I will go to the train, and If you are not there
1 will
shall understand that you are to meet ine.
Yours lovingly,
not go to the house.
If ID.

When Mrs. Stevens returned, this not
handed her. She opeued it and read.
to herself without expressing any emotionof course the Josselyns d.• n t know what It
contained—and theu, as Mrs. Josselyn and
herself felt tired, they both took naps. When
they awoke, Mrs. Stevens expressed herself
much refreshed, and, as Mrs. Josselyn urged
her to have some tea before leaving for Oardiner, Mrs. Stevens t(erpted the Invitation.
She apiieared as in no burry to «a to the
trnin, and when one of Mrs. Jocelyn’s daughters ottered to go with her and can., her
-atcliel, she declined the proffered company,
remarking that some of her friends were to
meet her at the station, aiyl at 4 30 p. m., she
That was the last seen of
left the house.
was

Mr. Jorseljm went to
her by the Josselyns.
the Portland Club iu the evening, and while
there heard of a murder having been com-

mitted. but

no

names were

Later,

given.

when lie returned home, he heard that Mrs.
Stevens had been shot by a man, and the
body taken to Mr. Kich’s, the undertaker's.
Lest Monday, a man who registered as
Charles W. Johnson, took room No. fid at tb

He was a very quiet man, abo32 to 35 years ofwgg, evidently, some 5 fee
inches in height, will' dark
litf
tache, and slight b u iW*silPi(ftlseTOvea t
that Johnson and Mrs. Stevens were acquaintances Thursday afternoon Johnson
was noticed by the people who had gone to
City Hotel.

tu>jrL;lagk

the new Maine Central station on Constreet, walking up and down on SL
John street, between Congress and Portland
streets, just back of the present Congress
Later he was joined by a._^_S
street station.
woman, who proved to be Mrs. Stevens. They
walked up and down together, and seemed
to be engaged in earnest conversation. All
at once, a boy, who was near them, saw the
man draw a pistol and fire a shot at the
woman. The woman fell to the ground. The
man then fired two shots rapidly into his
He then walked away some disown head.
tance, the crowd—for a number of people
had gathered—shouting “stop that man.’*
*
He then walked back a little way. an*
again at his own head. This shootin
see

gress

In front of E. C. Greeley's stor
*
Marshal Morse of Augusta, was
crowd, and, hearing the report of the pistol,
he ran to Johnson, seized him, and asked
He told the Marshal
him what he meant.
his name, said he met the woman in Bruns-

^
%

place

wick the day before, and they had quarrelled.
The man then dropped to the sidewalk,
asked for his handkerchief, and then sar
into partial unconsciousness.
Just at that time Officer Langroaid-w*—
oaa ueeu

League.
The following games were played in the
National League yesterday:
The National

mer in

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
They say iu Monson that Kev. W. Q. Manu
has not yet decided to accept the call to Bid-

The Murderer Still Alive at tha Hos-

position.

the

Totals.65

to Take Hla Own

pital.

PORTLANDS, 33; COLBYS, 5.
Tne base ball season opened in this city
Thursday afternoon. Thirty-five hundred
people were on the grounds, filling every
seat and lining the fences in both right and
left fields. Tne
day was as fine as could
have been expected and the grounds were
pretty dry. The Portland team for 1888 is
dressed In the same colors as last year, white
and red. The caps are made of alternate
stripes of the same colors. It is an athletic
looking lot of men, well formed and evidently used to handling a ball. As far as could
be judged from this practice game there is
m
every reason to expect good work from
when the league season opens.
The Colbys were opposed to the Portlands
and gave them some lively practise.
The
College boys won many words of praise for
their agility and snap and it was remarked
by more than one of their {opponents that
they are likely to give the other college
teams in the State League hard work to defeat them. They batted well and ran bases
better than any college team that ever came
this way. A little more steadiness in the
field will be gained by further practice.
Two umpires. Small and Flanerty, one behind the bat and the other baak of second
The Portbase, gave good satisfaction.

Pittsburgh

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

In This City

and the Maine State

Colbys Wednesday,
College Thursday.

I linings. 1

THE STATE.

Attempts

TODAY.

the

In

200 gallons each. Some dozen or more places
have been closed up, and there certainly has
The temperbeen much less drunkenness.
ance people do not support them as they
should.
The city has refused room for an
office or place to store liquor. The police do

And Then

Fast Day.

The Portlands will play the Bowdoins
this afternoon. Kimber and Riley will be
The game
the pitchers for the Portland.
will be started at 2.13 to allow the Bowdoins
The
to get home on the afternoon train.
management extend an invitation to all the
news boys and carriers in the city to attend
the game this afternoon. They must bring a
card signed with the editor’s name and present them at the gate.
Flaherty will umpire the game today.
The Presumpseots play here next Tuesday,

Spite of the City Authorities.
[Bangor Correspondence of Belfast Journal.]
Since the special constables were appointed they have spilled nearly 1000 gallons of

Chase Deliberately Shoots
Ida M. Stevens,

Life.

the Season

Fight.

ble characters and save him from the annoyof rewriting them.
According to trustworthy information, the
gravest fears are entertained of a speedy faIt is
tal ending of the Emperor’s disease.
apprehended Irom his present condition that
death will ensue within a week.
The Emperor has given orders lor the
prosecution of all newspapers guilty of insuiting the Empress. As a result of family
negotiations, a jointure of 12,000,000 marks is
secured to the Empress, and 1’rlnce Henry
inherits 1,000,000 marks upon the Emperor’s
death.
London, April 20.—A dispatch from Berlin this afternoon says the Emperor s fever
has lurtherdiminished, and his general condition is more satisfactory. Dr. MacKenzie
considers the Emperor suffering from a mild
attack of pyaemia. Yesterday he inserted
an aluminum tube, being lighter than the
silver one, which the Emperor was using.
Berlin, April 20.—7.45 p. m.—The discharge of pus from the throat, which has
continued at intervals since yesterday, has
greatly relieved the Emperor. His respiration is falling and the fever decreasiny. His
temperature is not yet normal.
Berlin, April 20.-The last 24 hours have
revealed the extraordinary strength of the
patient has
Emperor's constitution. The for
recovery
made such progress that hopes

Edward

BASE BALL.

GAME

sons

A Pleasant Surprise.
The Pine street Sunday school held its
annual meeting for election of officers Fust
Day. At the close of reports for the year
from the different officers, the school took
occasion to express its appreciation of the
untiring services rendered by their respected
superintendent, Mr. A. A. Nickerson. Mr.
Chenery, in behalf of the school, presented
a beautiful French clock, asking that when

successful, much to the surMr. Bachelder and

was

and satisfaction of
prise
his friends.

on

Bkbi.in\ April 20.—The Emperor did not
leave his bed yesterday, and the accounts
current of his sufferings are distressing. He
said to Chaplain Koegel: “You pray for my
preservation; rather pray for my release.”
He perseveres in transacting business, and
does not cease writing. The Empress is often summoned to decipher the almost illegi-

of

through train
be run

Boulanger

and

Students

Sympathizers

RAILWAY MATTERS.
MAINE CENTRAL.

operation

Dr.

ance

KENN KB UNKPOKT.

To

PRICK

ueapatcueu

w

mw»ui»
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matter—came along in Mr. Jewell’s wago,
This was about 4.45 p. m. Langmaid thei
telephoned to the police station for the ambulance, as a marder had been committed
and snicide attempted, but already a message had been received for an ambulance to

Deputy Margo to Congress street station.
shal Merrill immediately took Officer Miles
and started for the scene of the iiuirdorr-dert
notifying Mr. Rich that his ambulance was
wanted. On the Iway, the ambulance overWhen they
took them, and they got into it.
reached the spot, they found the woman lying by the side of the plank sidewalk, dead,

and the man was in Jewell’s wagon. Dr.
Elwell had arrived from the Maine General
Hospital, and had applied a compress to stop
the bleeding from the murderer’s head.
Capt. Merrill wished to have Johnson removed to the police station, but as Dr. Elwell said it would be far better to have him
at the hospital as the weunds were dangerous, Capt. Merrill allowed Johnson to be
taken there on condition that an officer
should be allowed to keep guard over him.
This was assented to, and Officer Miles put
Mr. Jewell took his wagon and
in charge.
went for Coroner Hall, and the ambulance
took Johnson, with the doctor and Officer
Miles, to the hospital. After Coroner Hall
had arrived and viewed the body of the
murdered woman, it was taken in the ambulance to Mr. Kicli’s shop.
At the hospital, the contents of Johnson’s
{HJCKI'13

W*U3

fcihfll

i<»

im*

inurs.

iiinc

bunt'll i1 keys, a pocket-book wlttf
82.49, iirnl u illavy. The surgeon* examined
his wounds. Hue ball bad entered just fror
were

n

right ear and passed out of the centi
of the tun bead, anil the bullet was cut
of the frontal bone. It went through thf
tcrior lobs f the brain. JCousiderable
.natter ecaj ed end the wt uud bled T
the time of the shooting and subsei
There 'was mu tlier wound, but that
wound, in the forehead. It was evide
of the

the third ball did not enter the head,
bullet which entered the woman’s

passed through the brain,killing her
ly, and leaving a great pool of blood

sidewalk where her head struck. Shi
knew what hurt her.
Johnson’s diary bore the following in.
“Edward Ch
tion on the inside (lags:
Gardiner, Me.,” and on the body of the diary
this: “Edward Chase, 202 E. Uth St, NewYork." A paper bore the following state,
_

ment:
“I am the son of Dr. E. F. Chase, No. 202
E. llth St., New York (Tty. The lady is the
daughter of lion. J. E. Ladd of Gardiner,
Me. My valise is in room No. (*, City Hotel
where 1 have been stopping for the last few
days under the assumed name of Charles VV.
Johnson. This lady has antaunt at No. 817
Congress St. Mrs. T. A. Josselyn.”

The police went to the hotel and secured
the handsome sole leather valise and gripsack that belonged to Chase.
In the diary
was a statement that on March 19th he received from the Brush Electric Light Co.,
the sum of S 16.67, salary up to that date.
There was also the name of a preparation of

potosh known

as a

poison,

and the statement

forward letters to Augusta, Gardiner. WatThe valise
erville to Charles H. Johnson.
contained soiled clothing.two bottles labelled
but

they do

pose.

not

speak German

as

many sup-

[coxtsnuxd
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THE PRESS.
SATl ItluV MOKMMjj. APRIL «I.
The Waterville Sentinel wants to see a
burly form in the Governor's chair. Tastes
differ. We prefer the military figure of an
old

soldier_

There
Maine.
tLnin hi

was

The c<v

Jfofl.'H

fasting

and prayer.

The Lewiston Journal reports that Hon.
W. H. Clifford has withdrawn from the contest for delegate-at large, and will make no
further opposition to the choice of Mr. Pay-

Tucker. Mr. Clifford is the Hon. Simon
S. Brow n’s candidate for governor. As Mr.
Brown bosses the Democratic party of Maine
there Is no doubt that Mr. Clifford can have
the nomination if he wants it. The chances
wever, that he does not want it.
son

Aroostook farmers have been very
ul in their campaign against the
trust.
At the lecent meeting of

Pioneer Grange the committee
armers reported that thirteen tliourels of potatoes had been shipped,
tlie prices to the faruiers would be
ik

irty-five

or

forty

cents

higher

a

in the trust would
In this contest the farmers have
advantage of an organization like
the dealers

ge,

which

lias enabled

them

1

State convention
of ^solution endorsing the candidacy
4'at^erman and instructed the delege to support hlmjin the conven-

Republican

tioij.

*04 ^ distant

a‘un

y

#/***««/

t

observer it looks as if a

*f resolving in favor of Mr. Sher0 wa8 I,ure‘y
Perfunctory. The

StPP*rently about equals the en'“ao /„ ‘‘ ‘cold molasses.
Yet Mr. Sherworthy of the most enthusiastic
..port. He is one of the strongest and
ablest Republicans in the country, and his
services to his State and nation have been
conspicuous. We suppose
he lacks aiagnetism.

the trouble is that

We are at a loss to account for the surprise
and dissatisfaction reported from Augusta
over the verdict in the Beal poisoning case.

The evidence against the prisoner was, to be
sure, all circumstantial, but It was nevertheless of a very strong and convincing character
Inconsistent with any other theory than that
of the prisoner’s guilt. The elder Beal ap-

^

pears not to to have been a very agreeable
character, and there was some evidence that
he had treated the defendant harshly at

times.

This may have created a certain
amount of sympathy for the prisoner, but it
ought not to have blinded the eyes of the
public to the facts. It is gratifying that it
did not have that effect upon the jury.

Having allowed somebody, whom it now
scribes as a “prominent citizen of York
county,” to use its columns to asperse over
a fictitious signature one of the
Republican
candidates for Governor, the Farmington
Chronicle now says: “We are not disposed
to adopt any unfair means to forward the
of the candidate of our choice, for it is
advancing grandly enough without,so we give
the same publicity to the Press’s answer.”
The inevitable inference from this deliverance is that the Chronicle’s campaign of*
anonymous slander has been abandoned
only temporarily, or while the “causeWMe
candidate of our choice” is “advaneb^grand
ly enough.” When it ceases to advance with
the requisite degree of^fandeur another
“prominent citizen”
probably be called
Ijyte coneoijlj,«ouip/new slander by which to
restore the declining grandeur. Mud throwing is nothing new for organs, but we believe
that to the Chronicle belongs the honor of
discovering that it promotes grandeur and is
to be held in reserve for that purpose.
cause

One by

the Independent newspapers
in the President’s devotion
tio civil service reform. Harper’s Weekly is
the last one to go, though for some weeks
back it has shown signs of failing confidence. “Disappointment," it says, “with
the result [of the President’s expected efforts in behalf of the reform] have been as
general as the anticipation. He refused to
make a clean sweep at the outset of his administration and he has reappointed a few
old incumbents, upon the expiration of their
terms. But the clean sweep, if not made a^
beginning of the administration, will be
Aicaliy completed at the end. Indeed
we cannot even admit that the reform law
within its limits has been really enforced,
because the only way in which the President
can enforce the law is to appoint as heads
of the various offices whose subordinates
the law affects, sincere friends of the law.”
This the Weekly thinks the President has
not done, and its coaclusion is that the administration will have done nothing to reRre

1

one

losing faith

strain the hand of a spoils successor. All
this is very true, but it has taken the Week-

ly unreasonably long

to discover it.

In view of the fact that Senator Morgan
is now making speeches in tke Senate in favor of the ratification of the fisheries) treaty,
a speech of his delivered in the Senate two

He was
yours ago becomes interesting.
speaking in support of a resolution declaring that a commission to settle the fisheries
dispute ought not to be provided for by
Congress. In the course of his remarks he
said:
It Is impossible to get back to the treaty of 1818
as a limitation upon tbe rights of an American
fisherman to go Into British waters, unless we
here intend to undo by some concessions we are
about to make the whole eeffct of the British
statutes giving us the right of going there.
Now the fishery treaty does get back to
the Treaty of 1818 and is a practical admission that all the rights our fishing vessels
have in Dominion ports they have by reason
of that treaty and nothing else. Hights of
going there given us by the British statutes,
which Mr. Morgan alluded to are entirely ignyred by this

new

treaty.

It is a complete

rights other than those
accruing under the Treaty of 1818 are conaurrender so far as

cerned. Yet Mr. Morgan is now anxious
that this treaty should be ratified. It is impossible to reconcile tbe two positions of tbe

■Senator.

They
utterly inconsistent,
imply complete change of mind. It is fortunate on the whole for SMr.SMorgan that the
fishery treaty is not to be discussed in open
»

and

are

session.

MR. CLEAVES AS A PUBLIC OFFICER.

[Ellsw orth American.]
Mr. Cleaves’ whole career as a man and a
public officer whose record is open to the
inspection of the world, proves conclusively
that he thoroughly believes in a faithful,
honest and vigorous enforcement of the
laws of the State, and that any executive
officer would be unfaithful to his trust were
he to hesitate in enforcing the laws enacted
for the benefit and protection of the pecple
and for the suppression of crime and intemperance. The 70,000 prohibitionists in the
Republican party expect and require of the
Chief Magistrate just what Mr. Cleaves has
already given us as u public officer; that is,
a faithful discharge of his official duties as
required by law. Such a course would entirely satisfy them. They ask no more of
any public officer, whatever his name or
rank; they will be satisfied with nothing
less. We write the above not because we
wish tol help Mr. Cleaves in preference to
the other candidates, but because we do not
believe in the kind of warfare with which he
has been attacked.
NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

debt and thereby improve our credit; secondly because there is dauger of a decline in

the value of that stock in the near future.
Everybody wants to see the city’s debt reduced, but it would be poor economy to rethis way unless a much larger
be obtained lor gas stock than

price

can

seems

likely. Our debt

can

undoubtedly be

funded at 4 per cent, per annum. Our gas
stock yields $S,500 a year. To make tbe sale
of the gas stock and the devotion of the proceeds to debt-paying a profitable transaction
wo must realize for the stock about $215,000.
This of course is on the assumption that the
stock is to continue to pay 10 per cent. If
the dividends are likely to be cut down, that
is another matter. In considering this question it is well to bear in mind that 10 per
cent, by no means represents the yearly
earnings of the company. It is well known
that within a few years the company has

paid enormous special dividends, and there
Is good reason to believe that it still lias a
very large surplus on hand.
Probably 15
per cent, represents more nearly the average
yearly earnings of the gas company than 10
per cent. The danger then that the regular
dividends will fall below 10 per cent, in the
near future is very small.
It is very far yet
from being demonstrated that electricity can
take the place of gas for general lighting
purposes, and there is no evidence that elec,
trie lighting has done any serious injury to
gas companies in cities where it has prevailed for many years. There may be reato fear a depreciation of gas stock, but
doubt if lighting by electricity can be
Private holders
reckoned among them.
who are notoriously timid Hand quick to
take alarm, are making no efforts to dispose of their stock. On the contrary anxsons
we

Everything

practical reformer and of a strongly
religious nature, while at the same time she
had all the gifts and graces which caused her

Watches cleaned $l,Oa,

Crystals

Main .Springs 81.00.

10. 565 (MESS STREET, EIDER «. 1. R. HUE.

The balance of the stock purchased of
will be put on sale

per Barrel of Flour.
A half

SATURDAY MORNING,

of ordinary
pound
baking powder will raise twelve
and one-lialf pounds of flour.

require

in

$4.00

ounce

of

package

Younj^.^Tt
wherggAlTouis
GegijiW“favorite

have been so much under Hannah
The aptest scholars do
More’s influence!
not always run in the groove that their

lay should

teachers have left them.” (Boston: Roberts
Brothers; Portland:
Loring, Short and

$2.00

size 50x24

lot,

37

$2.00

Preparation,

dlawS&weowCmnnn

mli!7

T. *■!.»

k/vnl..

...»

1_If-

Wright’s collection of simple and tender little stories, which may seem very old-fashioned, only that goodness and truth are nevout of fashion, and A Kiss for a Blow inculcates the principles of peace and goodwill. Mr. Wright had the greatest affection
for children, and they, in return, dearly
loved him—and the effort he made to be of
er

use to them should surely be appreciated by
the parents and children of to-day as well as

those of forty years ago.
A third volume in this serfts is Mrs. Horace Mann’s delightful story of The FlowerPeople. It is not only written in eharming
style and contains a good moral lesson, but
it gives a child a good idea of botany. The
flowers also give the little ones the story of
their lives and travels, and many a happy

A FRIGHTFUL SKIN DISEASE.
Intense.
Head
Rody covered with Mores.
Cfnticurn Remedies-

nearly

Cured

raw,
by the

Messrs. Stevens & Bkuneb, Monroe, N. C.
Dear Sira,—About two months ago, on your recommendation. I bought a bottle ol Ccticora Resolvent, one box Ccticora Salve, and one cake
of Cuticuba Soap, for my son, aged thirteen years,
who lias been afflicted with eczema for a long time,
and I am pleased to say tiiat I believe the remedies
have cured him. His sufferings were intense, his
head being nearly raw, his ears being gone except
the gristle, and his body was covered with sores.
His condition was frightful to behold. The sores
have now all disappeared, his skin is healthy, eyes
bright, cheerful in disposition, and is working every day. My neighbors are witnesses to this remarkable cure, and the doubting ones are requested to call or write me, or any of my neighbors.
WM. S.

STEPHENSON,

Winchester P. O., Union Co., N. C.

Monroe, N. C.. Oct. 29,1887.
The Potter Dbuo and Chemical Co.:
Gentlemen,—M r. Wm 8. Stephenson of tills county brought Ins son to town to-day to lei us see him,
aud to show us what Cuticora Remedies had
Tills is the case referred to In our
done for him.
To look at the boy
letter to you some time ago.
now. one would suppose that there had nevei been
seems to be In
anything the matter with him,
perfect health. We have written, and herewith inclose what his fattier lias to say about the matter,
—wrote it just as he nictated.
We are selling quite a quantity of Cuticuba
Remedies and hear nothing but praise for them.
We regard the Cuticuba Remedies the best In
the market, aud shall do all We can to promote
their sale.
Yonjs, truly,
STEVENS & BRUNER,
Druggists and Pharmacists.
—

CUTlctiUA, the great Skin Cure, and Citticura
Soai- prepared from It, externally, and Cuticura
ItKMU.vi.nt, the new Mood purifier, internally, are
a poattive cure for every form of skin and olood
disease, from pimples to scrofula.
Mold everywhere.
60c.;
Price, Cirrii'UHA,
Soap, 25c.; Ulcsol.veiit. (1. Prepared by the
Potter Diu'O axo Chemical. Co.. Boston,
M

ass.

Q ft" Send for "IIow to Cure Skin Diseases,” 04
pages, 6" Illustrations, ami 100 testimonials.
black-heads, red, rough, chapped and
piMl’LKS,sklu
11111
oily
prevented by CUTICUUA Soap.

apl4

apl8

26 cents'

MLE SI.. JLI.VCT. OF FREE.

__.

Wc

m
The Originnl and Only 10c Cigur
so,d ,or 5c<
■Costs the retailer more than any

Predecessor

Mo

and

Mo Rival.

^W.

ready

to show a i'resli and

DUE

The Celebrated Smith Ameri-

Organs.
or

WOODWARD

&

SUMNER,

1^3

EXCHANGE

|

musicTfor

BANKERS,

STREEJ.

flower time.

Of the 3.000,000 Sheets of Music which are in
stock, very many are appropriate to sing and
to play, not only (tra-la), among the spring flowers,
but throughout the open air season, with its festivals, convent ions and concerts. Consult catalogues,
or And the "Dltson and Co.” music in any respectable music store.

Cor. Middle &

Exchange Sts.
dtf

apie

Musical Conventions
or sing trom Emerson’s
JEHOVAH 'S PRAISE (|l),or ills
CONCERT SELECTIONS (31), from Zerrabn’s

MAKE

$50,000

—

As, Due 1927.

HAZELTINE,

NEAR EXCHANGE.

apl4

dtf

OPP. THE FALMOUTH HOTEL.

--«-

GROCERS,
203 Federal St.,
Whitney Building,
-

TELEPHONE SOI B.

SPRING OVERCOATS!
All those who Intend to buy an Overcoat this Spring should examine
the line we are showing in our well-known

CUSTOM-MADE GARMENTS
Our stock of Ready-Made Coats is up to its usual standard, and the
prices are as low as well made and well trimmed
goods will warrant.

SALE HASKELL & JONES,

-OF-

470 CONGRESS STREET.
eodtf

ap7

TEAS AND COFFEES!

week.

dtf

apld

MARK DOWN
—

fhttiifute
ior

the Next

at

Thirty Days

7
"mil ,

a

full line of ull kinds of Furniture nt
count.
Call and get prices.

EXCHANGE

a

great|.dis-

J. M. DYER & GO.,
ftll

LIGHT

WEIGHT

OVERCOATS.

I, VAN NOORDEN &
Svrrai*

IIAYERLY’8 MAMMOTH SPECi

Uncle Tom’s Cat
30 PEOPLE.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,
255 MIDDLE
W. C.

WARE,
aprl7

STREET, PORTLAND,

....

IT1 31000.00

SAYS THIS IS THE BEST FIVE-CEN

I

dPmiT.i

V

-7

F.

THOMPSON.

Smoke the best ft cent

Cigar.

No

urtiliclal flavoring. Manufactured and

3TS THOS. CAREY’S CIGAR STORE,
NovlO

5 Per Cent Debenture Bonds of the Company, a legal investment for
Havings Banks.
7 PerCent First Mortgage Loans on Real
Estate in the best sections of Kansas.
8 Per Cent First Mortgage Real Estate
Loans of the Maricopa Loan and Trust
Company, of Phienix, Arizona.
Also Bank Htocks and other Investments,
ST&Ttf

mtlio

GENT’S WHITE SHIRTS,

eodCui

—

—

Daring the Evening, and afternoon,
fnlnnd Ornamental Article, will
he offered far aalr.
Hot Mapper, will be served In the Rece
Room from 6 until 7.30 each evening.
On. I.. Brlgg. A t o. iDomestic Rooms)
make their Annual Exhibit In the Hall <1
the Fair. This will be the finest display
made In Portland. Remember that the adml
each Afternoon Is FREE.
TICKETS
Season tickets, admitting oni
son each evening, tl.OO;
Single Admlsslo
the flrst three evenings, 26 cents each; fi
Drill and Ball, 60 cents each;
Children,
12 years, accompanied by parents, free.
Doors open each day at 2 o’clock, except Mo
(the opening day) when the doors will be
at 7.3Q p.
m,_ apt9c

CONGRESS SQUARE CHUR
Thursday Evening, April

That has become so celebrated with Xr.
Staples In the past, as the best ralue
for the money In the market.

TOE LEADERS IN THIS DEPARTMENT.
The
The
The
The
The

Senator, Unlaundried, at
Senator, Laundrird. at
Bonanza, Unlaundried, at

C R AIN D

Bonanza, Lauudried, at
Kerilo, Unlaundried, at

•
•

•

1.10
.75
.85
.50

By the celebrated New York Organist, M

Frederick Archer
Tickets 60 cents, now ou sale at Stockbrii
Music Store.
Half fare ou M. C. R. K., to all bolding tic
dtf*
apr21
HL’MINKMN MKUK.

J. A. 11AYDEM,
81V4 EXCHASG* 8t., Foktla.vd, Mb.
leblS

J. A. Merrill & C<
JEWELERS.
J. A. Mkkkii.l.

Sanitary Pluming.

To parties contemplation erecting New
Houses or making changes iu their old
fixtures, I would respectfully Invite to
my new store and inspect ail of the
latest and most approved Water Closets
that I have set up on exhibition with
water running as in buildings; you can
better select by seeing these Closets in
actual operation.

MILLER,

miss A. II.

Kan

Manufacturers and Dealers In M1I11
and Soclet; Uoods, Lodge Outfit'
Regalias, Bold and 811 rer

Laces, Fringes, Badges,
Medals, Etc., Etc.

Middle St., Junction of Free.

COKBKSFOXDKXCK SOLICITED.

MIDDLE
rnarl7

STKEE

POBTLX8D.

COLUMBIA

PER

SET.

These are the best Teeth manufactured lu the
world, and the prices for these teeth the past hf
teen years have ranged from fio.oo to $16.00
and even $20.00 per set. Wilmington Teeth
$4.00 per set. Gas free to all who wish to have
one or more teeth extracted without pain.
Gold
Filling $1.00 and upwards. Silver Fillings 60
cts. to 76 cts. Cement or Bone Fillings 60 c< nts.
Appointments by mall will receive prompt attention.

BONNEY,

Dr. F. J.

•

18

d2mos

Everett,

Orders by mall
TuTh&SSui

to.

WEIIDINU
engraved or printed. W. W.
DAVIS A CO., Engravers, 43 West street,
Boston. 20 samples anu estimates sent free.
eodOm
Jan 14

Everything that is practical for the cr
machine is used by the Pope Man
facturiug Co., regardless of cost.
Inves
This Is proved by eleven years’ time.
tiou will prove It If you will take the trouble,
If you are going to buy a wheel this year It
Send or call for a free Catali
pay you.
of 60 pages that will tell you the whol* st<

WE ALSO HUE THE ME1CV Fill! 1

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER,

Dentist,

4!)91-2 Congress, Cor. of Rrowu.
dtf

T

dems and Safeties.

S .8. White’s, H. O. Juste’s, and Johnson & Lund’s Best Teeth,

the only lever machine that has ever met with
great success. It is also a perfect safety, and
a fifty Inch wheel In front tor a driving and s
lug wheel, thus giving It the grace and ease of
trot of a regular bicycle.
Catalegae V

C.H.LAMSOI
177 RIDDLE STREET,
mh20dtl

514 CONGRESS

STREET,
ME.

PORTLAND

In all colors.

The in Shades

are

Decoi

Transparent, ill Mmotto Shades, i
or Decorated, are unsurpassed in Be
Durability and Finish. Mounted on
class Spring Roller ready to hang.
and

PALACE-CAR
P
Pnot

oldest and best line of
Leads in the market.
Nearly 20 years* practical tests
have proved them to be the
most durable and
economical
paints to use. Ground In pure
linseed oil from the best pigments, to the consistency of
white
m
M kb ordinary
which
1A ^ I F lead, to
The

Tinted

Thtjr

AINTS.

_•_

eod2m-lstor4tlip

Fort Clyde Marine Railway has been thor
oughly rebuilt, and Is now In readiness to
take out all vessels In need

repairs. All work
dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed
Address.
W. C. 8TIMF80N, Jr.,
I' Tt Clyde, vie.
dec 1 ddtf
of

COMING!

W. and O.

eod

aprfi

WATCH FOR THI

W. and O.

reqttired

amount of linseed oil must be
will
added before using.
crack, peel or chalk ofr% and
to
stand
all
ordiare warranted
nary exposures. Sample cards
on application to
H. H. HAT A SOX, 262 Middle St.

apXO

POBTLAVD. SB

PHOTOGRAPHER

LEADING

To Vessel Owners.
STENOGRAPHER, THE
INVITATIONS

A.

11G. LARRABEE & CO.,

mar20

0410.000
Surplus.
73,000
oilers for sale, at par and accrued Interest, 8 per
cent and 7 per cent first mortgage loans on farms
In Iowa, Kansas and other Western States, valued
at three and four times the amount loaned thereon
and fully guaranteed by this
Alsu Its
company,
own 8 per cent debenture bonds, and further secured by deposit of first mortgage farm loans, as
collateral, with Mercantile Trust Co., of New
York trustee. A supply of mortgages and bonds
constantly on hand, which Investors are Invited to
call and examine. Coupons cashed on presentation. Please apply personally, or by letter, for list
C. C.
of references and other information,
I ll tF’.t\,(On. \trnl.Oxford Building
l**5 middle Street, Hoorn 7.
eodBm
dec20

aprl 1_

Recita

Organ

$1.00

•

3«

STE NOCRAPHEI

Kstabli8hed;l872.

TEMPLE STREET.

HAL

.Vlauday Evening, April A3
Grand opi
at 7.3b o'clock; music by Chandler’s Full
tary Band, F. L. Collins, conductor, Shaw’s I
tette,' and the Mandolin Club.
Tuesday Eve.lag, April A1 Drill by G
Canton J. H. Dearborn, No. 4. of Blddeford
Wednesday Eveniag, April AA There w
an Entertainment of a varied character,
announced hereafter.
Then
Thaesday Arirraooa. April A#
be an Exhibition Drill by Grand Canton Rid
No. 2, ol Portland, to be followed by a Ball.

Will continue to hare manufactured
for them, the same line of

Authorized <'npil.ul.% I
Fnid Up Uapi.nl.

Type-writing and copying done.
|an27
promptly attended
Support home Industry.

CO.,

orvKus roa sal*

$5.00

31 CHESTNUT STREET,

BOSTON

•

11.

18

_

CITY

Bieyeles, Trieyeles,

Tlie choicest stock of Marble for Cemetery purposes in New England. This
stock has been selected with the
greatest care, and for style and workmanship cannot be surpassed.
No fancy prices, just a living proilt, at
my new warcrooms. Call and see me.

JAMES

CIGAR TO BE HAD IN PORTLAND.

aprl7<

FOR

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

ME.
Manager.
M

Brass Band and Drum Corps (white and cot
and the original troupe of Luitlsana Jubilee
ers.
The best dramatic artists, the largest
pany, the Onest scenery, the best equipped ol
company m America.
A tew of our strong features consists of SI
Plantation, thrilling floating Ice scene, iotr<
lng tbe'savage bloodhounds in the realistic, b
curdling chase alter Eliza escaping over the
River; Bt. Clair’s residence by moonlight, the
beautiful picture of a Southern plantation
beheld: moving steamers on the Mississippi;
ton picking scene; great Ohio River scene;
scene at New Orleans; beautiful
gates ajar.
Free concert In front ot the nail every I
at 7 o’clock.
Pries*-Evenings 25, 85 and 60 cents,
lnees 16, 26 and 36 cents. Reserved seal

W. and O.

of Emmetsburg, Iowa.

Dwelling!

Jan23

PREPARED

$12,000 Invested in special Scenery to prodt
greatest of ail model Oramas.

—

The AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.

Centlemen in want of a good article for the least
money will find on our counters the largest variety
to be found anywhere and at prices that are lew
enough to suit all purses. Ail grades and shades
Also
are here for your inspection and selection.
the leading and popular styles in SPRINC OVERCOATS for YOUNG MEN.
Spring Overcoa's for Boys and Children from 4
years old and upwards. Also Boys’ Spring Reefers
at only $5.00 each.
See our Combination Suits for Boys 4 to 14years at
only $5.00. Suits, extra Pants and Hats, all for
$5.00; the suit is worth $5.00 alone.

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices* and
Gutters. Metal Shluglea. Sheet Metal Work
for Jtuildinga. Send for Illustrated Circular.

ELEGANT,

CREAT

—

dtt

22-TEMPLE ST.-22

eodtJUl

And VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores

BE

Congress St.

MARBLES.

STREET.

METAL SKYLIGHTS
and

Spring Goods.

We cordially invite yon to come
in and see our handsome new
Spring Dress Goods. All the novelties of the season in Bobes,
Silk Warp Henriettas, Bedford
Cords, Camel’s
Hair,
Plaids,
Checks, Silks, Satins, French and
American Satines, Scotch GingNew trimmings to
hams, etc.
match the dress goods.
Also a
choice assortment of Sacqnings and
Ulster Cloth.

mti2G

This week we offer Teas and Coffees at prices that
will prove interesting to purchasers.
Our stock of
Teas comprises all grades of Oolongs, Formosas,
Japans, Hysons, etc., and were purchased direct of
importers for cash ; therefore we are able to offer
them at very low prices. We make a specialty of Fine
Teas in small chests for family trade which we sell
at liberal discount from retail prices.
Our Coffees are carefully selected, fresh roasted,
and ground to order.
Our constantly increasing
trade in this line warrants us in saying that we are
offering unusually good trades in this department.
Our Special Sale of Canned Goods continues this

H.M.PAYSON&GO,

aep28dly

lew

Af.

—

—

for a sitting when you have a leisure hour. Noth
lng gives as much satisfaction as a finely tiDlshed
Photograph of yoursels, your children or your
friends. Up oaly one flight; making it easy fur
the children or older persons.

ST.--182

Saturday

APRIL 33, 34, 33, 36.

These Bonds arc payable In gold, and
can be registered, the Interest being forwarded by draft similar to U. S. Bonds.
We recommend holders of C. 8. Bonds
to exchange their bonds for these, thereby still receiving the same rate of interest and also securing the large premium
on the U. 8. Bonds, which will be lost if
the bonds are kept till maturity.

—

FARRINGTON,

Ha

PORTLAND

PATKIAHCHM MILITANT,

NorthernBankingGo.

^
eodlinnrm

OF

CITY

AT

APPOINTMENT
AT THE

at 2.15.

Portland Water Go.

are

C. J.

S. JOHNSON,
E. W. MURPHY,
F. A. TURNER,
E. R. LANE.

SPECIAL

Saturday, A

Odd Fellows’ Fai

ages 8 to Id years.

MARRINER & COMPANY,

—

AN

the proper thing for this season,
Price Eight Dollars.
Our line of mens’, Voutlis’ and Boys’ Spriug Suits is now
which

180-MIDDLE

GREAT

Boston.

STu&Th&wtf

apl4

Boston.

V. B. FULLER & SON,
GLOBE TEA CO.,

-

Tenny’s

AMERICAN MALE CHOIR (31).
Send for Lists and Descriptions.
Any Book Mailed for Retail Price.
Liberal discount for quantities.

Oliver Ditson & Co.,

vs.

To be given under the auspices of

new

or

E

StockbrUlge'a.

Snnday School Assemblies

(gl),

on

BASE

1917.

Woodbury & Moulton

our

A pou K A PH

produced

April 20th and 31s

This Bond Is a First Mortgage on the Water
Works at Waterville and Fairfield. We have sold
almost the entlro Issue to Savings Banks In this
State and recommend these Bonds for Trust
Funds or to those desiring to change United States
Bonds for a safe Home Investment that will yield
them more interest.

(Successors to E. B. Robinson & Co.,)

will examine

stock of Children’s Short Pant Suits in
ages from 4 to lOyeurs.
The styles and patterns arc unusually handsome tills season, and our assortment is large and varied.
Price* from Three Dollars upward. We do not keep the
extremely lotv priced Suits, as we prefer to sell only
such goods as we can recommend to be good
value for a customer’s money,but will guarantee our prices us low as the same quality
of goods can be purchased in the city.
Wc have just received a line of Boys’ Spring Keefers

H. XV. SPIJltK * CO., Proprietors,

„

apl2

ever

Noth.— Do not confu,
with similar name, as
Plot, Scenery and lnclden
Tickets 78,60 and 35. B

ial Matinee

INSTALL-

on

MENTS.

erson.

carefully selected

ready.

D. W.

Scene

r

For CASH

see

Friday and Saturday Erenin

Waterville Water Company 1st Mortgage 5
Per Cent Bonds

dtf

•

________

We have received several lines of Spring Overcoats this
week that are very desirable.

C.W. DYER,
N. C. FESSENDEN,
A. T. HALL,
B. W. JONES,
S. M. KELLY & CO.,
C. E. SHAW & CO.,
MURPHY BROS.,

We have

and O.

are now

FOR SALE BY

10

SIMPLY

Home Investment!
25,000

SONOS AND (iARES FOB
LITTLE
ON ESI (J2), Jenks, or for Common Schools,
UNITED VOICES (50 cents.) Emerson, or for
High Schools. KOVAL SINGER (00 cts.) Em-

Cigar sold in the U. S. for He.

i

|jgjr-See the great

Play begin*

School Teachers' Institutes and Summer Schools

W,8&w2w

draulic Self Working Washer, different from all
others, does its own work to perfection without
labor or injury to clothes; saves from (60 to (300
annually to families, hotels, etc. A trial convinces the most skeptical. No one seeking a
profitable Agency should fail to applv with stamp
for particulars at once. DANNMKYKK M’K’u
CO.. New York City.
aprl2codlm*

and several other well-known makes.

will examine the

DEANE & COLLEY’S.
Instantaneous, infallible.

dtf

ap2

PIANOS

can

Womai

a

and the Houses of Pi
•‘Old Sluice House and
“Opening of the Flood t
Water." The most effei

No. 186 Middle Street.

VOICESOEPRAISE (40 cts.) Hutchins, or
NEW SPIRITUAL SUNOS (36 cts.) Hoffman & Tenney.

Cigar sold

BOr,

Robert Buchanan'
al drama of English 1
E. Sinn’s Park Tbeat
New. realistic and r«
chanlcal effects.

BOWOOINS

BANKERS,

Praise Meeting Books,

hour will the cuildren pass in their company. (Boston: Lee & Shepard; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.)

Sufferings

HARDMAN

should examine and use
CHILDREN’S DIADEM (30 cts.) Abbey &
Munger, or NON A5N OF PKOMlNE(36c.)Honman & Tenney, or NONU WORSHIP (36cts.)
Emerson A Sfierwln—or as

The Finest

ALONE

mi & Minim'.

now

MANSON G. LARRABEE & CO.

by using HOSFORD’S Bread

for lO cents.

ones.

Portland WaterCo.Bonds due
April 1st, and other Maturing Bonds, taken
in exchange.

COR.

Wednesday.

A M)

Cotton, Wool, Silk and Satin, Linens, White
Goods, Cassimere, Prints, and Cottons.

l-2c,
inches, regular price
25c a piece.
I lot, size 40x19 inches, regular price 17c, now 12 l-2c
a piece.
A few more pieces of the All Wool Dress Goods, 40
inches wide, in the Spring Shades,
at 37 l-2c per yard.
Special sale of Black Silk and Silk Warp Henriettas.
I

barrel of flour

REVERE.

the you&i

•

A barrel of flour will require
8 packages, at 25 cts.

Harmon.)
The Sefen Little Sisters, Who Live on the
Round Ball that Floats in the Air.
By
Jane Andrews, with an introduction by
Louise Parsons Hopkins, Supervisor in Boston Public Schools. In a series of volumes
entitled Classics for Home and School we
find a new edition of Miss Jane Andrews’s
exquisite little work The Seven Little Sisters who Live on the Round Ball that Floats
in the Air. The round ball is the earth, and
the 9even little sisters are selected from
seven different countries, and a story is told
of their homes, their parents, how and where
they live—the whole being a bewitching
mingling of instruction and amusement,
which delighted the hearts of the children
twenty years ago. First the little brown
baby of the Tropics, then Agoonack, the
Esquimaux sister, and how she lived through
the long darkness; Gemila, the child of the
Desert; Jeannette, the Alpine maid; little
Pen-se of China: Marenko, the little dark
girl who lives in the sunshine; and Louise,
the child of
the beautiful river Rhine.
These are the seven little sisters, who stand
ready to win the hearts of our own little

Specialty.

STEIN WAY

APRIL 14th,

to shine in the best London society.
An intimate friend of Mr. and Mrs. Zachary
Macaulay, she tells an amusing story of
“Master Tommy,” known in after-life as
Lord Macaulay. On callng at his father’s
house in London one day, she was met at
the door by a pretty boy, about four years
old, who politely informed her that his parents were out, but if she would be so good
as to come in he would give her a glass of
spirits. On being asked what prompted his
extraordinary offer, he could only say that
Mr”.
Robinson Crusoe always had some!
Hannah was very fond of the bey &uu kept
him much with her at ilarley Wood; and,
is somewhat amusing
says Miss
that
Philippe was Madame de
pupil, and Dean Stanley the
"representative of Dr. Arnold, Lord Macau-

Delsarte Expression

Kkfkkknce—Prof. Moses True Brown, Boston
School of Oratory.
eodtf
decs

WE mil PUT ON SALE 200 DOZ, LINEN TOWELS.

Preparation
will raise twenty-five pounds of

on a

Literature.
a

75 doz. of Buttons marked f-om 50c to 10c per doz.
5c per doz.
50 doz. of Buttons at
75c
Loomer’s Elastic Cut-a-way Hip Corsets at

Bread

SAYING

and

of Portland
6g
•
of Portland •
-4s
•
of Bidderord
4 1-2*
•
of Chicago
7s
•
5s
Town of Deering
•
•
«s
Town of Dexter
Daviess County<ludM
»>s
Androscoggin & Kennebec R. R. tis
tig
Leeds & Farmington R. R.
7s
Maine Central R. It., 1st mort.,
Maine Central R. R., cons, mort., 7s
Kansas City Water Co., 1st mort., tis
and other First Class Securities.

anu
TUI

City
City
City
City

DRESS GOODS

16 cans, at 25 cts.
An eleven

Portland,^.

3 DEERINC PLACE.

Staples

and will be marked in PLAIN FIGURES in RED at
1-3 less than the cost to manufacture to-day. Those
in need of DRY GOODS should avaii themselves of
an early examination of this stock, consisting of

can

A barrel of flour will

Mr.

Friday
of

fflOSEs7

ALICE C.

PORT

Stenography-

1. Sa«»er. 537 Congress St.,

Mts^A.

Elocution

Successor to 1IOKATIO STAPLES.

Bonds For Sale!

8end for circular.

dlwteodtt

6.
LAHRABEE
CO.
MANSON
&
COST Of BAKING POWDER

A.,

CfL

v

Portland School of

10 cts pair.
10 cts pair.
10 cts each.
10 cts each.

ap!4_

flour.

was a

cost.

*

Pupils thoroughly instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

MORRISON & CO., Jewelers,

thoroughly well done. We are especially grateful for this little brochure, because we doubt if the young girls of to-day
who "dote” on Rider Haggard, and “adore”
Robert Louis Stevenson, would for a moment think of regaling themselves upon the
big volumes which include the life and letters of Hannah More, and which would really delight them if they were to once make
Hannah More is out of
their acquaintance.
faBhlon, and is too often considered merely
in the “goody” light of an expounder of
ethics, rather than as the witty, brilliant,
beautiful girl, who charmed all hearts and
was the friend of Garrick, Horace Walpole,
Dr. Johnson, Burke, Sir Joshua Reynolds,
and a brilliant galaxy of the most clever and
cultivated women of her day. Hannah More

Watcli Free This Month.

600 pairs Earrings at
600 Pins at
GOO Hair Ornaments
to be sold regardless ol
10 cents. All Work Warranted.

Horsford’s

ways

Lady’s

.rECHI. BABGAim FOB APRIL,
GOO pairs Children’s ltracolets at

Famous Women.
Hannah More.
By
Charlotte M. Younge. It seems superfluous
to speak of the excellence of Miss Younge’s
work in this interesting sketch of Hannah
More, (the latest addition to the Famous
Women Series), for whatever she. does is al-

_

The Mayor favors the sale of the city’s gas
stock for two reasons: First because the
proceeds would considerably reduce the city’s

duce it in

A

COMMENT.

by the American people. He was thoroughly American in his sympathies, tendenaies
of mind, and:general type of character. It
is fitting that his departure should be
mourned by the citizens of the entire country irrespective of party. The Empire State
and the Nation have had but one Alexander
Hamilton, one William H. Seward, and one
Roscoe Conkling.

C L

MORRISON & CO., Jewelers.

[Kennebec journal ]
Throughout the entire land the intelligence
of his death, in the ripened maturity of his
powers. Is received in a manner which shows
how fully his great talents were appreciated

to

concert and confidence.

/i«Jlo

griNANCIAI..

KDIHATHmAt”_

CLOSING OUT SALE.

iiOKCOK CONK LING.

ii other and their leaders, and thus
<

nMCELLANHOVa.

HIMOIlLliANBeilk.

have work for some

ffp for the day the

"Let the party in this State boldly asserts
its principles In the coming campaign, and
choose a standard bearer who will fearlessly
declare them to the people,” is the Belfast
Age’s exhortation to the Democratic brethIt is plain that "Mike” Burns is the
ren.
only “fearless" standard bearer who can
match the Age’s free rum platform.

n

CURRENT

nothing slow about Fast Day in

Governor set apart for

I

iety to get hold of gas stock seems to be
prevalent just now than anxiety to get
rid of it. Wo repeat what we have once before said, that while it may possibly be advisable to sell our gas stock if we can get all
that it is worth, there naed be no anxiety to
get rid of it. It is our railroad that we
should be anxious to dispose of.
more

BOSTON it NEW YORK STO
Bought and sold
and upward*.

on

Orders by

or

mail

a

margin of 2 P*

telegraph

a

3p

THE NATIONAL STOCK EACH
JOSEPH CLEARY, Hunaper.
24 Congress St., Boston, Ma

HAINES,RICHARDSON*
-DKAI.EK*
IN

—

SOUTHERN PINE LIN

full assortment of sizes and lengths >
plank in stock at our yard on Brown'
Special attention given to sawing orders
srn mills.
A
and

Office 322 Commercial
rttSTLAVD

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
APRIL 21.

,

imports.
HUMAOOA, FR. Brig Kspcranza-352 lilids 54
tcs molasses to Geo S Hunt & Go.
Railroad Receipts.

FORTLAND.tAprll 63,1888.

Receipts by Maine Central Railroad—F or Fortland 53 cars miscellaneous merchandise; 'for connecting roads 104 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADK.
Wednesday’s Quotations,
WltKAT.

July.
..

June
82%
82%
81%
SI1/*

May.
82
82

84%
84%
;82%
82%

opening...
Higliesi
Lowest.
(•loHimr._

80%
80%

rouN.

opening....
Ucbili-

roltUCM, IMcnou*

66

67%
66%
66%

54Vs
66%
whkat.
June.
83 %

Opening.
Lowest..

Closing.83%

Highest...

..

is

frequent

OF

™IND;

irves become so weakened
will flush the
lat’the least excitement or shock
or palpitation of
aee, bring a tremor, trembling,
the heart. There is often gloom and depression o/
Greene’s Nerthe mind. For these symptons Dr.
and positive cure.
vura Nerve Tonic i» a certain
which
Under the use of this wonderful restorative,
harmless, the
Is purely vegetable and therefore
look and
doll eyes regain their brilliancy, the pale
*'-**'- *----*

IlOllOW

the weak and exhausted fellings give place to
strength and vigor,
HIM VIMON.
MlPAiKED me non!', the brain becomes
and
clear, the nerves strong and steady, the gloom
depression are lifted from the mind and perfect and
permanent health is restored. It is an absolute
specific for nervous debility. A WOKDEBFIIL
KEMEOY.
Young men with weakened
nerves and exhausted vitality can regain their
strengtli by Its use. It restores lost energy aud
Invigorates the weakened vital forces In old and
Don’t
young. No oue need despair of a cure.
fall to use this remedy, which Is the greatest med'
leal discovery of the century, aud an absolutely
certain cure will result. All druggists keep It.
Db.
Trice, l? I per bottle. Be sure and get
Grekne’h Nervuba Nerve Tonic; take no
other, for this remedy has no equal. If your
druggist does not have It, he will get It for you.
Its discoverer, I>K. 43BEEIVE, 34 Temple
Tlace. Boston, Mass., the great specialist in
curing nervous and chronic diseases, can be con'
suited free, personally or by letter. Use iiis
GREAT REMEDY AND CONSULT HIM ABOUT YOl’R
map

apjqp

_Tli&B2tiirm

“that you
‘•I suppose,” said the reporter,
found a great many objects de vertu in Tarts?
the
"on
contrary, it
“No," sold Mr. Adams;
w as the most immoral city I visited.”

Dyspepsia In its worst forms will yield
to the use of Carter’s Little Nerve Tills, aided by
Carter’s Little Liver Tills. They not only relieve present distress but strengthen the stomach aud digestive apparatus.
and he asked

on

girl

cold, rejective

SI“Don’t flatter yourself,” he replied,

himself up, "It’s out

a

..

a

as

64
64

56

64

Market.

[By Telegraph.]
The

daiiv:

.'lic.wlllg quotations of stocks

are receive*

Calumet S: Hecla.*230

cen'ral....17%

Wisconsin

Wli

*

38%
38%

onsln Central preferred....

New \oik and .New Falkland Railroad
do oref
Mexican Central
43%
F'lut & Fere Marquette Railroad com
107
ref
<n
110%
* ft ..
70%
Central 4s
80%
Aich.. I opeki. and Satin Ke Railroad
238%
He" le ephone
52
Chh ago, Burlington A Northern.
l»d%
Momou a Albany.
*1?
Boston & Maine R
'41*
talih rma Southern Railroad
*28
kasteru Railroad
Eastern Railroad pref.12.%
-••

•••-

....

Mexican

••.

••

*Kx-diyidend.

_

New Ye*V Stock and ftfloney

vlar*

TBy Telegraph.]
iOJttK, April 19 1888.—Money

NEW

he picked

at the took Kicoaiu*
gUH<j 281.438 shares.
u<*;at>ons o <*« ornto u; y's
are
The following
oicnt HHcurities:
United States 3s
74*%
New 4s, reg.

New 4s, coup
{-*7*
.7"7%
New f %s, reg.
*07 A
New 4%s, eoup.
Central Pacific lsts...
Jin7
21%
Denver & R. Or. lsts
Erie 2ds
."J.7*
Kansas Pacific, Consols.J07%
.110
Oregon Nav. lsts.
Luton r'acilic list
..

....

K Cana Orauts

d<Sinking Funds.
Tlie lortow.ng are closing quotations •>
Apr. 20
Adams Express.. .136
Am.

.looks:
Apr. 18

Express.70S

Centrai;raciflc. 29%
1
Chesapeake & Ohio

c»*A“on-.:::..
Uucago, Burlington * Quincy.... 119V4

Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.... 108 Vb
Delaware, Lacka. & Western.... 1*8%
Weuver, St Bio Grande.18 V*
Erie. 26
Erie pret. 67
Illinois Cential. ...119%
Ind. Bloom & West. 12
I«%
Cake Erie* West.
Lake Shore.
92,,
87%
Elevated
Michigan Central. 79%
0%
Minn «r>*. Lotus.
do pref. 15%
Missouri Pacific.... 74
New Jersey Central. 82%
Nor. Pacific common. 23%
47 V*
do pref
.1 os i
Northwestern.

.142
Nortltwestern pref
New York Central.106%
New York Chicago * 11. ouls.. 14%
SUilCc. do pref. 60
20%
Onto & Miss.
10
Ont. & Western.
22
Tratis-Cout’l.
Oregon
■

Pacific Mall.|33%
..142
Pullman Palace.

Heading.|t,0

Rock lsiaud.110%
26%
Bt Louis Si San Pratt
do pref. 07

gave

nor i.astona.

pref.112%
•••

Western Union. 76%
9%
E. Teuu, new.
East Tenn. pref. 69
Wells. Fargo Express.185
Oregon Nav. 90%
Houston & Texas. 14
8

Mobile 3t Ohio

Metropolitan El.131%
Alton* Terre Haute. 35V*
do pref. 70

loo
118
107

128
17 Va
24%

.95%

779%
11
14%
85V*
7, Vi

When ehe had Children, she gave them Caetoria

0
72

81%
22V*
46%
107 %
14 :
10,>

14%
66

20V*
16%
2UV4
32

111%
68%
'10%
27

111
102

74

9%
68
136

89%
15
7

130%
35
70

a;,

El Crlsto.

Heyagriculturist)—Mr.
on
a

policy

Naw, sir; Jim
'"Agriculturist—
of them tilings

jour

Bullard
las’ summer, au’ 1II he dumed

one

t<',oli,H'1!

if he didn’t die next day.

com-

Smart Weed and Belladonna,
blned with tlie other ingredients used in tlie best
8. W. & 1). Hack
porous plasters, make Carter’s
25
ache Plasters the best lu the market. Price
cents.

_

I
Newly arrived Irishman-But fwliat good
Benefit
git out av It if I Join tlie Milayslan Mutual
and Protective Association?
Acclimated Milesian—We bury a in mber lvery
Soonday, an’ it's a beautiful drive to the cimetary.
do

Roused from Inaction,
The precursor of their disease and destruction,
tlie kidneys and bladder healthfully stimulated
and toned with Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters,
s
actively resume their functions. Thus Bright
and
dtseese, diabetes, catarrh of tlie bladder
encuresis are prevented. For irritating diuretics,
and those unmedlcated and fiery stimulants
which, used even in moderation, excite both the
renal and vesical organs, tills Is the best possible
substitute. It Is of botanic composition, and so
congenial to tlie stomach, the digestive processes
of wiilcli It helps In no ordinary degree, that it is
promptly assimilated liy tlie system, and its tonic
effects are speedily fell. Not only does It remedy
Inactivity of the kidneys, hut renews a regular
habit of body, promotes a due secretion and
licallhv flow of bile Into the proper channels,
and expels from the circulation acrid principles
productive of rheumatism and gout. It is also
{lie leading specific for malarial complaints.
Brown-1 have always understood, Dumley,
that Luiniey was a friend of yours?
Dumley—Friend, naw! lie is a relative.
of catarrh is very
The usual treatment
thousands of despairing
as
unsatisfactory,
a trustworthy
patients can testify. Outhls point
is
medical writer says; “Proper local treatment
If not
positively necessary to success, but many,
most of tlie remedies In general use by physicians
afford hut temporary benefit. A cure certainly

expected from snuffs, powders, douche8
and washes.’’ Ely’s Cream Balm is a remedy
whjcli combines the important requisites of quick
action, specific curative with perfect safety and
pleasantness to the patient.

cannot he

“Have you ever appeared?’’ asked the manager of a candidate for histroulc honors.
“1 should say so; at the Bowery, ill ‘Ten
Nights in a Bar Room, or the Drunkard’s Last

Draught.’

’’

played”(Proudly) “The dog, and

“And you

barked In

00
2 25
2 30
8 00

the wings.’

Silver Kina. 6 00
Cal. & Va.14%
Yellow Jacket. 7 76

Con.

10 76
HoinesiaKe..
Hale & Norcross. 9%

Oplilr.

»%

Petroleum Market.

BOSTON, April 20.
Pipe Line Certificates.
88%
Opening
86%
10.30
85%
11.00
85%
11.30
88%
12 M
J P. V. 86%
2.30 P. \1 .. 81%
84%
Closing
Boston Produce Market.

BOSTON.'April 20.1888.—Thelfollowing

are

to

day’s quotations oi Provisions, die.:
Pork—Long cut 17 26® 17 75 jshort cuts 17 50®
18 00; hacks 18 00® 18 25; light backs 17 00;
pork tongues 16 00.
Lard—Choice at 8%@8%c iMbnitcs; 8%@9c
In lu-tb palls; 9®9%c ill 6-lb palls.
Hams at ll®12c, according to size and
cure, pressed hams 11%®12c.
Hogs -Choice city dressed hog- 7%® '%c C i! ;
countrv do at 6%®7c.
Butter— Western extra fresh ma-ie creamery at
27c; extra first Western creamery at 26®2Gc:
do firsts 2:i@24c; do fancy fresh Imitation ermey
23®24c; do seconds at 20®22c; Vermont Ifresh
The above
extra cmry 27c; do extra firsts 26c.
quotations are receivers' prices for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices l@2c higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at 18@13%c; Ohio
choice nominate; lower grades 7®i2%c; North
Jobbing prices %c higher.
eru sage 14c.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 16c; some fancy nearby stock higher; Eastern firsts nominal; extra Vt
ami NH at 16c; fresli Western at 14Vi -rife;
fr sli Southern nominal. Jobbiug price Ic higher.
Poultry—Western young fresli killed turkeys,
extra small at 13®14c; do fair to choice, 11®
12%c; Northern fresh killed chickens, nominal
at 20.' '22c; do fair to good at 14® 18c; Northern
fresli killed fowls at 14®l6c: Western fowls and
chickens 10®13c.
Beaus—choice small N Y hand picked pea at
2 80®H oil
hush; choice New York large hand
picked do 2 85 a 2 90; small Vermont handpick
ed do ai 3 10®3 15.
llay—Choice prime hay at 17 00®18 00; fair to
good at |15 00®$16 00; Eastern llDe $12ufir>;
door to ordluary S12®$14: East swale 10®*U.
Bye si raw, choice, 00 Oi'@»23 00; oat straw a 60
®10 oo.
Potatoes—Houlton Bose at $1 10 4> hush; do
Hebrons 96c; Aroostook Bose 1 06; do hebrons
hoc: urollflcs at 76®80c; White Brooks at

60@U6c._
Gloucester Fish Market.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING, Apr 19.
We quote Shore Mackerel at *20 ^ bbl for 1 s;
2s at *i7Vi(S*18; 3s at $15 Bay Is S17V4**18;
2s at *16. Bloaters *20.
qtl for large
We quote Georges Codfish at 4
and *30. for small ;|trawl Bank *3 Va at for large;
at
Bank
*6; medium at
Shores *3% ; large Dry
$3%
L>
Cus’k quoted at 3 qtl; pollock at *2Vi ; slack
salted do *3; Jliaddock at *2Vi, and hake *2Ys.
Boneless and prepared fish Jat 3V4IH/6C » lb for
hake, haddock ana cusk.and 6*;7c t> lb for codfish. as to style and quality. Smoked halibut at
8*lie ** lt>; smoked salmon 16c; do haddock 6c.
Medium herring at 19c » box;tucks 15c; lengthwise 16c; No is at 13c; Bloaters at 70c; 'calmed
trout *1 Vi; fresh halibut at SI1/.; fresh salmon at
2.25; clams I 36; lobsters 1 60.
Labrador Herring tfi.aS&Vi
bbl ;rnediuin split
*4V»; Newfoundland do $5: Kastnort *3Vi ; pickled codfish *6Vi; haddock >6Va ;liallbut heads at
3V4 ; tongues *6:souuds *12; tongues and sounds
8 60;alewlves 3 26; trout *14Vi ; California salmon at *16; Halifax do *20;
Newfoundland do
*18. Clam bait *7 to *7vi; slivers *7.
Refined medicine oil at ►fic.trgal; crude do at
40c; blackball oil 56c; cod do 27c; porgie at 26c.
Livers at 26c » bucket.
Fish scrap *6 t* ton; liver do *4.
Fish skins *20**40; fisli waste *5**10; halibut guano at *6.

bulls and mixed at 1 75*3 50; Texas steers 3 26
*4 00.
Hogs, receipts 16,000; shipments 7000; strong
and shade higher; mixed it5 3&@5 65; heavy at
6 60*5 77Vsi; light 6 26*6 60; skips 3 60*6 10.
Sheep—receipts 60(81; shipments 1,000; steady;
natives 4 00 & 6 60; Western 4 60*6 35; Texans
3 00*5 36. Lambs 6 76@7 00.

--

healthy
»andthe
NO GRIT,NO ACID
gums

A

^1/
7jjSNQR anything injurious^E,
HrpSk/L- o'lRCcrrioNS'^^vF

SA.*'CONTAINS

in

OMWOrBuBirOAM ANDAmrl«YHE
PRICE

Domestic Markets.

afe*
watersfrinklcohHIABNER.

I'By Telegraph.]

USUAL

YORK. April 20. 1888.—Flour market22, 94 packages; exports 1379 bbls and
10,610 sacks; generally steady; sales 26,000

NKW
receipts

bottle
zsi A mr.

put

up

co.
e.w.hoyt a.
OF
PNOPNttTONB

hoyt's german cologne.

myb

j

Iw&wdTT&S&wtopofc6tlip

nnarKets

By Telegraph.]
LONDON, April 20, 1888.—Consols 99 11-16
for money and 99 13-16 for the account.
Ll V, HP ,OL, Aprii;20,1888.—Cotton marketsteady With fair demand; uplauds at 6 6-16d; Orleans at 54'sit; sales 10,000 bales; speculation
and export 1000 bales.
Ll V Kit POOL. April 20.1888—Quotations— W inter wheat Os 8(lads 9d; Spring wheat at 6s 7d
(80s 9d; Club at 6s 9dS0s Od. | Cora—mixed Western at 6s 3d; peas|5s7d. Provisions, &c.-Pork
67s 6d; bacon at 40s 6d for short clear and 38s
6d for long clear. Ulie )se 60s. Tallow higher. Lard
at 40s (id.
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
fob

Ceplialouia.......Boston.Llverpoo'....Apl 21
Alaska .,.New York..Liverpool. ..Apl 24
Philadelphia.New York .1-aguayra.. ..Apl 26
Saale.New York..Bremen.Apl 26
Germanic.New York..Liverpool_Apl 26
Westernlaud.New York..Antwerp.Apl 26
Alisa.New York..Hayti.Apl 25
Cityol Columbia New York..Havana.Apl25
Santiago.New York. .Clenfuegos,..Apl 26
Niagara.New York..Havana.Apl 28
Catalonia.Boston.Liverpool_Apl 28
MINIATURE
rise8m. s.—
L imlh -i dai
Mooli gets

ALMANAC.APRIL 21.
..

...

Cld 10th, barque Isaac I. Skolfleld, Skolfleld,
Calcutta; schs Alfaretla Campbell, Campbell, for
Matanzas; Relief, Bradley, Old Providence.

barque Meudoza, Rice. Havana; seb
Welaka, Cottrell. Fernaudina.
Fassed the Gate 18th, barque II .) Libby, from
New York for Valparaiso,
Sid 19th, brig Woodbury,
WOOD’S HOLL
Brown, for Richmond.
VINEYARD-HAVEN— Ar I7th. sells Robert
Byron,Philadelphia lor Boston; EC Middleton,
Amboy for Portland.
Ar istli. seb Telegraph, Hoboken for Portland;
Viking, Newport News for do.
Sid 18th, schs Silver Heels, John Bracewell,
Diadem, Ella Presscy, Telegraph, Lizzie Brewster. Storm Petrel.
HYANNIS—Sid 18th, sell Charlotte Brown, for
Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 18tli, barque Joe Reed, Edwards,
Guantanamo ; Marion Hill, Armstrong, Maracaibo; Sami Dill,uvav. Brendige, Baltimore; TA
Lambert, Hall, Philadelphia; Dolphin, Chadwick,
Calais; Judge Low, Crossmau, Pembroke; 8 Sawyer. Bryant, Damariscotta; Amy Knlglit, Jordan,
Orlaud; Mollle Phillips, Mitchell, Orland; Estella
Barter, Hurricane Island; Maggie Cummings,
Murch, Hurricane Island; Fleetwood, Cooper,
—

North of Hatteras.
Cld at Matauzas 13th, brig L F Munson, Smith,
New York.
Ar at Lockport, NS, 15th, sch Ella Maud, Hayden, Ru tland.
Ar at St John, NB, 19th, sch Win Mason, McVane, Portland.
Arat Quaco 17th, sch Kendrick Fish, Hart, St

George.

Cld at Musquash, NB, 19th inst,
Green, Smith, New York.

Emma

sch

Sooken.
April 7, lat 26. Ion 60, sch Anna W Barker)
Sargent, from Wilmington, NC, for Basse Terre.
No date, off Gate City, sch Lucy A Davis, Loring. from Philadelphia for Havana.

8 ft 7 in
8 fl 8 in

21)1,'

*

a RIBTK

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND

ltaudall & McAllister.
Sell Charlotte Brown,
N M Perkins & Co.

Isle.
Sch
Sch

Norena. Chase. Waldoboio for Martinique.
Hunter, Kent, Swan’s Island.
RETURNED—Sell Titmouse, hence for Western
Banks, leaking. Has transferred outfit to sclir
Allen Lewis and abaudoued the trip.

Sell Aim E Ketenum, Ketch urn, Kennebec, to
loud for lSiclmioud, Va—Chas Bartlett, Jr.
Sell Forest Oak, Thurston, Tremont—J H Blake
Sell Vandalia, Betts. Bangor—Paris Flouring Co
Sell Victory, Cofllu, Harrington—J H Blake.
Sell Louisa Frances,
Kensell & Tabor.

Thorndike, Rockland—

FROM ODR CORRESPONDENTS.

SACO, April 18—Ar, sell G B Reynolds, Snow,

Poiladelpbia.
April 20—Ar. sell Mary E Oliver. Hodgdou,-.
Cld, sell Jas A Gray, Coleman, Boston.
BOOTHBAY. April 19-Ar, sells J It Bodwell,

bbls.
Flour quotations-Fine at 2 10*2 76; supernue
Western and State 2 46 a 3 10; common to good
extra Western and State at 2 85*3 40; good to
choice do at 3 60*5 10; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 30*4 60; fancy do at
at 4 70*6 10; common to good extra Ohio at 2 86

DEP'T,

Sleep.

Price 40 cts. Per Bottle.
Can be had at COOK, EVERETT & PENNELL’S, and J. W. PERKINS & CO.
eodlynrm

n rial inn

fitwHnu.

offer the above reward to the one who
guesses the nearest to the correct number o
grains each of Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock and
Dandelion contained in one of

DII^SIIOBES
SARSAPARILLA WAFERS.

of

The

on
you are to record your guess
a slip of paper with your address; place in a
sealed envelope and direct to Dinsmore & Co.,
Boston, Mass., and leave with the druggist you
purchase from, .who will forward to us. If more
than one person guesses correctly the above
reward will be equally divided. This offer closes

Wafers

June 1st, and is made only to purchasers
Dinsmore’s Sarsaparilla Wafers. All druggists
are barred out for obvious reasons. We refer in
this city to C. Way & Co., Geo. M. Young, T. J

Ar at Bordeaux 17th, ship Riverside, Rawley,
Portland, O.
Sld fm Liverpool I7tn Inst, steamer Madura,
for Portland.
Sld fm Liverpool 19tli Inst, sbinp A G Ropes,
Rivers. New York.
sld fm Cardiff 18th Inst, ship Hccla, Snow, for

She Tried and Knows.
A leading chemist of New York
No plasters of such merit as
says
the Ath-lo-pho-ros Plasters haveever
are
before been produced.” They
not made
n novelty because they are
the
are
simply to sell cheap, they
best that science, skill and money
do what is
can produce, and will
For sprains,
claimed for them.

Accapulco.
Passed Dungeness Apl 18, ship Nancy Pendle-

Pendleton, Portland. O, for Antwerp.
Passed Tarlfa Apl 12th, barque Andrea Lovico,
Martorana, from Trapani for Bucksport.
Ar at Capetown, CGH, 18th Inst, ship Undaunted, Hamilton, fui Philadelphia via St Thomas for
11 logo.
Arat Sierra Leone 17th Inst, brig Sullivan,
Wright, Satilla River, 35 days.
Ar at Barbadoes Meh 22, barque J W Dresser,
Parker, Iiio Janeiro.
Sld fm Trinidad 10th Inst, barque J J Marsh,
Whittier, Philadelphia.
Ar at Port Spam Mch 2G, barque J W Dresser,
Parker, Barbadoes.
ton,

Memoranda.
Ship Undaunted, Hamilton, from Philadelphia
via St Thomas for Hioglo, put into Capetown CG H
April 18th with cargo shifted, decks swept, and

aches, weakness,

they

are

Barque Skobelelf, Tucker, at Philadelphia from
Cardenas, reports heavy weather the entire passage ; lost soveral sails and carried away Jaws of
spanker galf.
Bell Henry Clay, recently ashore near Cutler,
came off leaky and keel damaged.
She will be refro

18tu.i
welc
have

Domestic Ports.
BAN Fit AN CISCO—Ar 12th, ship Cyrus Wake*
field. Hibbard, Seattle.
Sid 12th, ship Fannie Tucker, Greenleaf, Port

Moody.

18th, barque F S Thompson, Potter, from
Kabului.
GALVESTON—Cld 10th, sch Nellie T Morse,
Baker, Mobile.
APALACHICOLA—Cld 18tll, sch J B Holden,
Ar

Look. Boston.

NEW ORLEANS—Cld ltllh, ship Riverside,Hallett. for Ship Island.
MOBILE—Sid I7tli, ship Norris, Barstow, for
New York.
FERNANHINA—Ar 18th, schs II H Barbour,
Gllkey, and J 1) Robinson, Reagan, Phlladelpnea.
DARIEN—Ar 19th, sell Helen L Martin, Fountain, New York.
Sid 19th. sch Jos Souther, Belauo, Portland.
CHARLESTON—Cld 19th, sch Katie J Barrett,
McLeod, Elizabethport.
COOSA W—Cld 19th, sch Clara Goodwin, Wyman, Baltimore.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Ar 19th, sch Chas H VVolstou, Hinkley, Boston.
SAT1LLA RIVER—Ar 14th, scliCH Haskell,
Sllsbee, Boston.
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 19tli. sch Addle E
Snow, Hinkley, Port au Prince.
BALTIMORE—Ar 18th, schs Celiua, Murray,
Boston; Jas Boyce. Jr, Duncan, New York.
Cld 19th, sch Bertha Warner, Lailiwaite, for
Cardenas.
Ar 19th. brig Kalmia, Coffin, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18tli, barques Skobeleff,
Tucker. Cardenas.
Cld 18th. barque Nellie K Kumball, Kumball,
Sagua; sch Uranus, Peters, Cieufuegos.
Ar 18th, schs Jona Sawyer, Reynolds, Saco;
E C Allen. Meady, Providence.
Ar 20th. barque Kate, Crowley. Cardenas.
Bid fill Delaware Breakwater 19th, barque A C
Wade, Sherman, from Matauzas for Philauelphla;
sch C B Church, from Bath for Norfolk.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 18th, sch A FCrockett,
Thorndike, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 18th, ship Rembrandt, Paine,
Hong Kong; barque Archer, Mitchell, Mansantlla
schs Florence Lelaud, Adams,Mobile; B D Prince
Rockland; Mary Lymbiirnor, New Bedford; Jed
Frye, and Duroc, Providence.
Also ar 18th, schs s D .1 Rawson, French, from
Mobile; Mary Lymburm r, New Bedford; Olive
Elizabeth, Portland; EC Gates, Calais; Jennie A
Cheney, and F P Dixon, Rockland; Governor, fin
,,

Also

lameness,

ar

19th, ship Wm G Davis, Morse, Hlogo,
Ellen, Littlejohn, Amboy

118 days; sens Maggie
for Portland; Apphia &

Boston.

Amelia, Willard,

do for

WANTED-A
steam shovel.

Congress St.

Apply

at

WORK

18-1

faithful man to
the care
Address I. 8.
of horses; reference required.
DUNN & SONS, East No. Yarmouth, Me. 10 1

energetic,
WANTED-An
work on a farm; must be used to

collect small pictures to
copy and enlarge in crayon, India ink and
water color; salary paid and outfit free. Address
with references for particulars EASTERN COPYING CO., 21 Main St., Bangor, Me.14-tf
to

WANTED—Men

Three honest, pushing men in
your vicinity; special Inducements now;

WANTED

fast-selling specialties.

Don’t

delay. Salary

from

BROWN BROTHERS, Nurserymen, Rochester, N. Y.12 2
start.

Albany, N.

as

or

address

BERRY, 37 Plum

men

of

energy and hones-

a

feb29d3in

Boston.

to know that Mrs. McCor-

and ironing
hrststreet, fancy ironing a specialty; all work
ciass: best of reference. Address M KS. McGORM1CK, 60 Oxford street.__1°-1

EXCHANGE FOK
PROPERTY—A large and
comodlous house with L, containing twenty furnished rooms, suitable for a convenient boarding
house, can easily be changed into separate tenements, Is nicely painted and blinded, is within
four minutes walk of depots, schools and church,
stores and mills. Lot is 70x100 feet. Stable witli
3 stalls, Sebago water, good drainage; will sell at
a bargain.
Enquire of or correspond with G. D.
WEEKS, Gorham, Me.191
SALE

OK

ok to let—a

desirable

ber; graded school, postofltcc, church, blacksmith
shop, within Vi mile, about one mile from R. R.
station, and four miles from Portland. N. S
GAKDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.18-1

and restaurant,
furniture and fixtures of 16 rooms; always
full of boarders; 16 boarders at present: in a good
location; rent only $20 per month; business calls
Address B.,
the present owner from the city.

FOR

WALE—Boarding house

Dally Press Office.17-1

forwale-a 62 inchAppoiio,
Kirkpatrick saddle, ball bearings, In fine

Bicycle

tlliu

AHilrouc W

...dltion

nfflfiP

17.1

HALE—Blacksmith shop ami tools jhouse

of land; pleasantly situastable and V*
FOB
ted
church, post office and school; Vi mile
acre

near

Maine Central station; seven miles from
Portland. Address or call on. GKO. W. SNELL,
10-2
or A. 8. NOYES. West Falmouth, Me.
from

HALE—House and lot. Pleasant, sunny
location; desirable neighborhood for a business man, physician, boarding or renting rooms;
worth examination; terms very favorable. Apply
at No. 2 GRAY STREET, corner of Park street.

FOR

16-1

Upcer house in block of two
houses, No. 9 Anderson street, containing 16
slatrooms; especially arranged for two families:
ed roof, and all in good condition. Apply to JOHN
F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block,16-1
HALE

FOR

—

HALE-Building lots in the western part

of the city; prices low: and terms of payFOR
E. C. HKRSEY, Falmouth Hotel.
ment made
easy.

16-1

CANOE FOR HALE-About
13 feet long, 2% feet beam, can be used
with oars or paddles, will carry two persons with
ease and safety; price 112.00. Address CANOE,
Press Office._i°-l

CANVANH

sunny and
RENT —Desk room in
pleasant office in close proximity to Commercial Street and on a business corner. Kent fifty
dollars per year to desirable parlies. BENJAM1N SHAW, 48Va Exchange St.141
a

FOR

_14-2
house

seen

Portland March

Wanted for One Year

$35,000.
the

7-2

corpor-

a

a

very profitable
that would sell for the amount of loan.
Guarantee given that no other indebtedness
will be incurred on stock issued.
low
Proposals for the loan—which must be at a
rate of interest—Address BOX 896, P. O.. Port-

land,

apl7eod3t*

Me._

A thoroughly capable girlifor
general housework. Apply at No. 8 BRAMli»-l
HALL ST., between 4 and 6 o'clock p. m.
situation by a young lady who
has had flve years experience as bookkeeper and cashier; can furnish best of references.
Address A., Press Office._1 <-l
—

WANTED

WANTED—A

as nurse

for an

pump, inspirator
Address, BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUN-

gain.

DRY, Biddeford.

_ocStf

Me.

HALE OR TO LET—F’arm hr F'alJL’
mouth. lVa miles Irom coney s coruer,
known as the Chenery Farm; of about ninety
acres in wood, pasture and tillage, house contains
8 good rooms: very pleasant. For ternis
of 8. CHENERY, 7 Custom House Wharf, FortT30H

CURE.HKhfever

particle is applied into eaciiSnostril and if
agreeable. Price 60 cents at druggists; by mall,
registered, 60cts. ELY BROTHERS, 235 GreenA

Jan28eod&wnrmly

This Plaster
acts directly upon
lie
muscles and nerves of the
of
the
seat
all
back,
pain.
FOR ALL

Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this plaster will be found
to give instant relief by
between
the
applying
shoulder blades.
SHARP,

lyl'or Kidney Trouble,

Neuralgia,
Rheumatism,
the

Pain in
Side aud Back
Ache, they are a certain
and

speeib^cure.

Sold by druggists for 26
cents, or five for $1.
Mailed on receipt of price
liro- t:- *ioo,l"iB
Trade-mark, Patontcd 'V
A: Co., General Agents, Boston
eodCm-nrm
n<j?l

HopPlaster"»lc
peculiar and successful combination of
Noothinic, sl»•♦*««*and l*nin-Klll.
fresh hops, hemlock gum and
inu agents
Pain, soreness or weakness
pine balsam.
in the back, side, kidneys, chest, shoulder,
neck, limbs or muscles are all inittuntly re.
Ileved and cured.
Warranted
the best
pliiRlor known,— I
sweet, reliable, infallible. Sold DEATH
everywhere. 26c., five for $1.
1
Mailed for price. HOP PLASTER
CO., Proprietors, Rostop.
PAIN*

SALK—Farm in Falmouth, of 60 acres:
cuts about 20 tons of hay: nice buildings; 6
miles from Portland, on line of Grand Trunk road.
For particulars, inquire on the premises, A. P.
FIELD, or S.CHENERY, 7 Custom House Wharf
Portland.
_3-3
Kill FOB MALE—In Scarboro, equal distance between Portland and Saco, 76 acres
of land, young orchard, two good cranbery mead
ows, wood and timber sufficient, buildings suitable for farmer, well watered: terms easy, Enquire on premises of MOSES

FOK
Ft

address

adjacent

to a
rooms
first-class restaurant, or a first-class boardfor twelve or thirteen young men for

FOB

aggaryine

as

TO

LET.

LET—An up stairs tenement at 622 Conbath
gress St., consisting of 7 rooms and
baseroom; heated by furnace; also a
per year. Apply at PREMISES.
ment; price
19-1

rO

laundryin

$36o

desirable unfurnished rooms,

Very
7
TO
singly or in suit: call between 2 and 4
at 624 CONGRESS STREET, opposite
uid
LET

—

or

9p.in.
library building;

reference

required.

19-1

No. 5 Monroe Place, of
6 rooms; Sebago|and gas; pleasant and sunin
front;
ly; good yard
grape viue and some fruit
N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange St. l‘J-1
rrces.

Jl

LET

w

asm

at 76

—

Lower rent

rn__«n11 ........nnlnnl

B Fern aid and Hattie Maud; one thirty-second of
the Oracle C. Young, Henrietta Frances and
George Washington; and one-fourth of the Lucy
W Dyer and Idella StnalL For prlce and term.
of payment apply t° MATTOCKS, COOMBS

^la^-fe
In

1888.

NIKS. CURTIS,

or a

would like to go into the brick business,
stock and good trade, rent reasonable, a
chance for any one that wants to go into the
If sold before
ness, and will sell at bargain

good
good

busiMay

first,

RUFUS TIBBETS,
aprio

66

Itttt O

FI M I ^

ilrnrohnll Hi.,

T- 4

Portland.

d2w*

may bo found on nieatOfx*
rv H. Rowfll ACo’h Newspaper

T51?X>
t

-|J

8p™- fiuSWvoR*:

O

*

—

I
-

!

5

-

c
«

*

*•

At No. 6 HORTON PLACE,

a

rooms,

reasonable. Apply at 6 SALEM STREET, or on
premises afternoons only, between 2 and 6

p’clock,_16-1

LEASE—Two good twostory
with ells and stables on Ocean St.
Woodfords; Sebago til both houses; nine acres of
land. Address Cl H. ALLEN, Standish, Me., or
W. H. WALDRON, Portland.10-4
BENT OB

TO houses

LET—The spacious chambers 80x120,
over B. B. Farnsworth & Co., in Woodman
29 tt
Block. GEO. W. WOODMAN, Agent.

TO

Store Nos. 117 and 119 Middle
LET
oity;
street; one of the finest stores in thewith
a
suitable for wholesale or retail, or both;
on three slcDs,
and
lighted
basement,
dry
lovely
low
to
the
rent
right
almost equal to the first stonr;
164 Brackparty. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON,
ett street.
—

TO

oneon

Maple
NELL,

79

Commercial 8t„ Portland.2t>-4

TO

LET.

°
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a

E
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TOTAL OPERATIONS

rates.

Apply to

II.

N.

JOSE,

LE1ASS!

TO

After March 1, 1888, the

International House,
EXHAUSTED VITALITY.
A Groat Medical Work for Young and
Middle-Aged .Men.

Remember, if a baby does not thrive,
do not change its food, but add live or
more drops of Murdock’s Liquid Food at
each feeding.
disease, as by the use of one tablespouuful four
times dally for an adult, It will cause a rapid
Improvement in nutrition, a belter state of the
blood and tissue, and a decided increase in
strength. We use iu our Hospital 200 large
bottles of every lot made. This gives a guarantee
of sweetness of every bottle sold, which Is not
given by any manufacturer of any preparation in
flic world. It Is recognized by the Medical Profession as the ON LY RAW FOOD KNOWN free
from insoluble matter, drugs, minerals, salts or
acids and contains the blood corpuscles.

ft

my

f«n...liinH

10_eod&wly

rnrr i

A 26PACE

FREE! ,LL^TeReATED

of the Moil, CU«i«t»,P
lud...,rie.
nanilfncturiug
Wenl'h of Virginn and otlie

Descriptive
“

““KUANokK,'

Enclosing 2-cent Stamp.

ft?""
States.
wlC

Ml..

HomUOs
dtl

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPAM
For NEW YORK.
leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p.m. Returning, leave Pier
38, Bast Klver, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. H. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept2l-dtf
Steamers

On Accountof the Death of the Senior Partner the Stocke

R. STANLEY & SON,
low in llic original
to close tlic estate.

R. STANLEYS SON,
IMPORTERS.

41DForeSt„
feb7

Portland, Me.
__***_

DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.
Medical Rooms 93 Frarklln St., Portland, Me.
REED treats all chronic diseases that flesh
is heir to; all cases that are giveu up as incurable by tlie allopathic and homeopathic physicians, l will lake their esse to treat and cure
them. 1 fliid tliat about four-fifths of the cases
given up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
distance by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and *2.00 ExConsultation free.
amination .it theofflee, *1.00.
sep!4tl
Office hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. ui.

DR.

12.16 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cart on night On
Parlor ear* on day train between rortlai
Montreal.
__

NOTICE.
April 2Bth,

On

Steamer

Enterprise

disioulinue her trips until May
3rd, to have a thorough overhauling
preparatory to Summer business.
A. MOMUOMEKY, President.
will

apr!8_dtd

Steam bout

Freeport

Co.

la

WESTERN DIVISION.
3.34 1
a. m., 12.40
Hoetaa for Farilaad 7.80. 8.30, a. m., 1
4.00 p. in. (5.00 p. m. arriring Na. Herwie
8.00 p. m.t connecting with 8.36 P- m. tral
Farilaad.) Hcarara Bench. Ftae PMnco, Hiddrfard 7.30. 8.40,10.25 a.m.,
to,
*6.80,8.15 p. m. Old Orchard, 7.30.
lo.2f> a. m.. 12.40, fc.3o. *5.30, 8.16 |>. in. North
Drrwick,f« real Falla, Dare, 7.30,8.40 a.m.,
Farter, Uarerhlll,
12.40,3.30, *5.30 p.m.
Lawrrict, f.awell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40,
3.30 p. m.
Kacbcaier, Farminjgiou, Alloa
Hay.8.40a.m., 12.40, 8.30 p, m Maacbeeter
and C'aacard (na Lawrence) 8.40a.m., (rla So.
Newmarket Junction) 3.30 p. m.
•Via Eastern Dir. to Scar boro Crossing.
Far Ration 7.30, 8.40

SUNDAY TRAINS
tor Banian 1.00, 4.15 p. m. na East Dir, to Scar
boro Crossing.
Far Boston attf.OO a.m..dally.10.00 a.m., Jl.00,
18.00 p. m. Ba«ic a for Pertlaad 7.30, 0.00 a
m„ 12.30 p. m. (**7.00 p.m. dally). Cap* Flienbelli 0.00 a. m. (6.30 p. m. West. Ctv. Pass.)
Kacn 11.00 a.m., 1.00 p.m. Hiddefard 2.00, 0.00
am., 1.00.8.00 p.m. Parlamaath. Nrwburt
part, Malrm, I.yun 2.00,0.00 a.m., 1.00,8.00
p.m. Ameebary8.00am.. 1.00.8.00p. m.
tConnectt with Hall LIneslor How iofk —,
•Connects with Bound Lines (or New York.
“West Division-North Berwick to Scarboro

Crossing.
Through Tickets to all points Wsst and South
(or I ale at Farilaad Mialiaa TiekrlOHre and
at Union Ticket OMIrr, 40 Firhaage Mired
JAS. T. FUKBEK, Oen’l Manager.
Boston
D. J. FLANDKKS. lien. P. A T. A.
Oen'l
Agent,
M. L. WILLIAMS,
Portland
oct21dtt

aprlldtf_Freeport.
tw.

31 r.A nim.i

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
WEEK DAY TIMEC TABI.E.
lal. IWE.
nail After March
Leave Portland for Peak’s 6.45. 6.30,8.00 a. m.,
2 lc, 6.00,6.10 p. m. Leave Portland for Cushing's Island 6.30 a. in., 6.00 p. m. Leave Portland
for Long Island. Little and Great Diamond, Ever8.00 a m„ 2.15 p. m.
^green and Trefethens
C. W. T. G01HNG. Gen'l Agent.
marldtf
On

Steamboat Co.

Harpswell

On and after September llHli 1887. steamer
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run daily as
Leave

Orr’s Island for Portland at 6.45

a.

m.;

Bailey’s Islaud 7.00; Harpswell, 7.15; East End
Chebeague. 7 45; Jeuk’s, 8.00; Hope Island 8.05; Ltttle Chebeague. 8.20; Long Island

8.40, arriving In Portland at 0.16 a. m.
Returning will leave Portland for Orr’s Island
and all Intermedia'e landings at 2.00 p. in.
ISAIAH OANIELS. Manager.
seplOdtf

SEASON 1888"

ICE

BURNHAM

CO.,

With their regular house supply of

“KIMBALL BltOOK ICE,”
the stock of ICE secured
Having also
this season by the A.ilrwr.igi. Ie«
offer by wholesale and retail. Ice of purest quality

purchased

and atlowest prices.
We

are

promptly,

prepared

to answer

and flu all orders

at

Office, Nos. 71 & 73 Cross Street.
Telephone

141._apld3m-ls

Dr. Major D.

MacRae.
public

that Canannounces to the
cer rail now be positively cured, by removing the
oause from the blood, by constitutional and local
treatment, without cutting. Also Cancer of the
Ctera*. Pi.lula, Pile., Hcrntnln, Etiena,
Hr,«ip< ln«,aml all other Malignant Ulceration*,
cured by him. Send for Indisputable references,
has had over 26 years experience Hi the treatment of the above mention diseases. 3 /» «•«gren. (It., Portland, 31c.

Respectfully

*

*

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
0> ntt.1 after MON DAT, April Ad, I
Pa Meaner Traias will leave
Partlaad as fallawsi

NNM.

Aafcsn aad l.ewiatea, 7.00 8.85 a. m.,
via Hrsas
12.50 4.50 p.
m.; I.ewistoa
wick, 6.45 a. m., 12.65 til.16p.m. For Hath
6.45 a. in., 12.55 and 4.55 p. m., and on Saturn
Koeltlaad ami
dcys only at 11.16 p. m.
■inox and l.inroln K. K.. 6.45 a. m. anti
12.65 p.m., Brnnowick, Itnrdisrr. Hallo
well, aad Aaguvla, 6.45 a. no, 12.55, 4.6
and til.16 p. m. Paratiaatoa via l.ewit
ton, 8.35 a. m., 12.60 p. m.; via K.k'ss
W inth
tlonuiouth.
13.56 p. m.
IfeadAeld. Oakland aad North to,
7 a. m., 12.60 p. rn.. Walcrvtlle and 8k
I.ewistoa, 7 a. m. 13.
henna, via
via Asnssta, 6.45 a. m., 12.55 and til
p. in., and Wnterville Saturdays only 4
p. m. Belfast and Dexter, 12.50 and [11
p. m. IIleaner via I.ewiolna, 7.00 a.
12.60 p. m.; via Asnssta, 6.45 a. m„ 12.6.
l*i»rataqu»
and tll.16
p. m. Banner *
B. B.,6.45 and 7.00 a.m. and til.16 P. m
Bar Harbor,
til.If
BIWwaiih aad
and 12.66 p. tn. faacekoro tl 46-utul 7.0<
12.66 and tll.16 p. m. si
а. m.,

For

12.60,

Coat
[I'alnisi, Aroostook
Halifax, aad the Proria
m.
and
tll.16
12.50,12.66
p.
r*e-au trains timed as above from Comicv._.
Street Station, stop at
Slrphru

Nt. John.

a

CONCKES9 ST. STATION,
minutes later where through tickets

lew

as

baggage checks may be obtained lor prim-ip.
tNight express wit
points East and West,
sleeping car attached,runs every night Sunday
included, through to Bangor but not to Skowhe
gan on Monday mornings or to Belfast am
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morning,
will ruu through to Bar Harbor on and alter May
3»th,
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The morning train from Augusta and Bath 8.46 a. m. j
I.ewlston, 8.60 a. m.; froriiKnux ts Lincoln
K. K. 12.20 d. m.; day traltrTIrom Bangor at
12.40, 12.46 p. m. The afternoon trains from
Water.llle, Bath, Augusta and Borland at
б. 35 p. m., Flying Yankee at 6.45 p. m.;
Farmington ami Lewiston, 6.60 p. m. Night
Pullman at 1.60 A m.
Limited Tickets. Ini aad second clave, fo
all psiniv in the Proviareo oa sale at e
daced rates.

CAPT. W.1I. E. DENNIisON,
(weather permitting), and until further notice
will leave Portland Tuesdays andPrldays at 11
o’clock p. m.
Returning, leave Machiasport
Mondays and Thursdays at 6 o’clock a.m.. connecting at Portland with the 7.30 a. m. train for
Boston, arriving at Boston at 11.10 a. tn.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. K.BOOTHBY.Gen’I Pass, and Ticket Agf.
oct21dt.
Portlan... March 30. 1888.

Ilumford Falls & Ruck field Railroad.
Winter

Pban
fol-

:

i,AI

effect ttuudsty, Oct. il, INW7.

Arrangement la Effect Jan. All,
ISM.

as

Between Freeport and Portland touching at
Great Chebeague, Little John’s and Cousins Islands.
Leave South Freeport dally (Sundays excepted)
at 7.15 a. in.;
Returning will leave Burnhams wharf. Portland,
E. B. MALLETT, Jr., Manager.
at 3 p. m.

lAiVU

__

BOSTON AND MAINE R

PORTLAND. MT. DESERT & MACH'AS STBT U
Nttiimt-r €Uy of lUchmoiitl,

ISMKON TE.tV|EKM.

Great

More Than One Million

Blood, and the untold miseries oonseuuaat thereon.
Contains :iuo pages, substantia! embossed binding, full
Warranted the best popular medical treatise
gilt.
published in the English language. Price only (1 by
Ilmail, postpaid, and concealed in a plain wrapper.
lustrative sample free if you send now.
BUSHED by tb« PEABODY MEDICAL
STITt'TE, N«. I llulfinrliSf.Benton,Mim*.
Pfc»W)l. II. PA K Kit,.>1 !».,
4riau, to whom all ordern should be addressed

C0L’(ITEllFErE$.

Murdock Liquid Food Co„ Boston.
WS&M
mar28

package

Copies Sold.
*♦ treats upon Nervous and Physical Debility. Prematurv Decline, Emms of Youth, Exhausted Vitality,
lxx«t Manhood, iiniwired Vigor and Imparities of the

OF

K ran it

__

lows

will be sold

KNOW THYSELF.

MImip Nlrrct. Car.

elO

and after April 9th, 1888. the steamer
tom, H. B. Townsend, Master, will run

WITH A MORTALITY OF 9 ONLY.

BEWAKE

8.46 p. m.
Fram Quebec,

,

On

953,

or

^EXCHANGE STWEE^

Tuesday and Friday.

From New York, pier foot of Canal St., North
River, for Man Francisco via The Islhtnos of
Pansnso.
NEWPORT.sails Saturday, April 21, Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and (,’feiaa.
CITY OF NEW YORK sails Tuesday, May 1,
3 p. m.
Por Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS Jr IT..

•
1
$1.20
doz., Adults
•*
•
•
.60
1-2 “
“
•
.85
1
Infants
if not kept by your Druggist, we will
deliver by mail.

STORES TO LET.
Sunny and pleasant, heated with steam, with Eire
Proof vaults, furnished with all the conveniences
and requirements, in suites or singly, at moderate

LINE.

w*

food Is digested by absorption In the intestines,
and knowing the value of Murdock's Liquid Food
in making new blood when taken by mouth, and
that each large Suppository contains as much
nutrition as a full quantity of Liquid Food if
taken by mouth, we can say no more in recommending tlie Suppositories than that the daily use
of them In our Free Surgical Hospitals for Women,
containing 112 beds, confirms our claim

TWO

Fraat Uwlitaa aad Aabara, 8.
12.16. 8.16, 5.46 and 11.46 p. m.
Front t. or bam, 8.46 a.m., 12.16and«.
Fram Chlcage and Montreal, 12

—LINK FOB—

I IA

t

m.

Far tiarbam, Montreal and Oh
m. and 1.30 p. m.
Far Quebec, 1.30 p. m
Far Harkflrld aad Onlou, 8.46
1.80 p. m.
AKUIV kl,M.

Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. ra. From Fine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 12 m.
Insurance one-balf the rate of

and South America and Mexico.

after MON DA Y, 1
tralae will ran w fa

m.

California, Japan, China, Central

The benefit of our Free Surgical Hospital for
Women Is being recognized in all parts of the
United States by the medical profession, as they
are sending ladies suffering for the want of an
operation (known as capital case) from all
sections.

elegant stores on Exchange Street, Nos.
87 and »1, will be fitted up to suit occupants, with all modern improvements; also several first class

tverv

and

a.

PACIFIC HAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S

©
>
O
»

_

DKPAHTI HKM

Bound Trip MIN.
Passage *10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
If, H. SIMPSON, Agent,
70 Long Wharf. Boston.
Sldtl

5 ; i

_

Aabara aad Lewlawa,
and 12.46 and 6.20 p. in.
Far O.rhan, 8.46 a. in. and 1.3'
l<

a.

mission.

®
>> o

Z&

uun a

_

sArasailing vessel.

»

?

we reiiirmuei

..

Freights for the West by the Penn. B. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

WIkmi sick, and the stomach Is unalild
to retain food, you will find the Suppositories a great benefit, as they will
nourish the system and rest the stomach
so that it will be able to retain food in a
few days, and quicker if live or ten
drops four times dally, and increase to a
teaspoonful, be taken of Murdock’s
Liquid Food.
wneu

earliest trains lor

with

STEAMSHIP

From PHILADELPHIA

r

j:f

S ^w

o

®

(or connection

season

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

»

I

2

s

£

FOREST CITY and TREMONT
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arrivlngjln

DIRECT

(A

“

BTKAMEKS

Mods Philadelphia

with stable connected, both in first
By
class condition. 88 Brackett street.
mhBtf
UKO. MILLIKEN.

HOUSE

FARE ONLY $1.00.
THE FIKST-CLABB

-i.

c *;
® *

o

leave Portlaad ;iafu
for Brldgton, Pry:
■SSMOjwMSOIm.
'-~
I*—:lw:iv, Fabyau's, Bein'
*ha—sa ,trr, White field, l.lttleu,..,
er, Montpelier, 8t. Johnsbury, Newp
brooke, 8t.Johris,Mc>utreal, Burlington
Ogdenshurg and West.
3.13 p. m. Local, Portland to Bartl
termedfate stations, with Stage conn*
No. Windham, Blandish, Uiniugton, Se.
les, Parsonsfleld, Kezar Falls, Denmai
and Conway Corner; also for No. Brldgt:
son and Waterford via Bndgton. (
Traiaa Arrive ia
10.33 a. ns. from Bartlett ai
'*
x.33 p. in. from Montreal,
J
0HA8. H. FOYK.G. T. A.
Oct. 7. 18H7
_

From

«
(8
®
®

TO

—

|

ji
!•

TO

BENT

*
®

I

=

LET—A furnished front chamber, opposite Lincoln Park, containing two closets,
price #1.60 per week: also up stairs rent of live
rooms at 99 Lincoln 8t., price #12.60 per month.
126 FEDERAL STREET, left hand bell.
Inquire
1

®

|

c

•

o
Q

*

LET—Two fujnished Cottages of brooms
each. Situated on the ridge at Peaks Island.
F. S. KIMBALL, 112 Free street._17-1

BUSINESS FOB MALE-I will
K
part of my Brick Yard
sell the whole
BBICK
man that understands the business and
to
some

■

e

TO

down stairs tenement of seven
FOBdesirable
bath room and modern conveniences; rent

O

D©

TO

AKA

FOR SALE.

T9

Ogdensb

PORTLAND and MONTREAL
Only line making direct con*
Canadian I’aclllc Westbon
leaving Montreal same E

EASTERN DIVISION.

points beyond.
Through tickets (or Pravidencc, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 7 o’clock,
J. B. COYLE. Manager.
novltf

*
®

LET—French roof cottage, 8 rooms and
bath room; heated with hot water, cellar
semented; 82 Quebec St.; with stable or without.
Enquire at STOKE, opposite.16-1
LET—Unfurnished front chamber with alcove, hot and cold water, good closet room.
16 1
171 HIGH STREET._

Wiscasset, Maine.

FOB MALE—To close an estate, amanSion house with two acres of land; view of
»ln
bay and hlUi beyond; 3-story house, broad
iTIzzas 17 rooms, bath and furnace, stable; desirable for residence or a summer boarding house;
insured for *4,600; price *4000. Apply to Hon. II.
apl2eodlm»
INGALLS, Wiscasset.

done, that all perproposing to have such work
mits should be taken out as soon as possible, that
the nuisance which accompanies the prosecution
of such work during the hot months may be avoided
F. A. I.ibby and Chas. O. Phtnney are licensed
by tbe Board for this work. Orders for their services may be left at the ofllce of the Deputy Marshnl». Police Station.
Portlaud, April 13,1888.aplSdgw

«

_10-2

STEAMERS.

privy-vaults

premises._19-1

on

BOSTON

—

that all persons who

is hereby

Danforth St., near High; will be let to
at *8.00 per month. Enquire of

■ight parties

apr4W&Slm

KR]

THE

given
have been notified by the Inspector to have
NOTICE
cleaned, and all others who are
their

hnolthv rpnt.4

and offer for sale the following

propWE
erty viz: One-sixteenth of each of the
Schooners Gertie May, Daisy, Lizzie Maud, Lilia

OF

BOARD ofHEAI/TH.

character and security as
Address “B.,” This Office.

prompt payment.

mA

ATEAJIEBA.

t:iTV AUrEHTINEnilWrA

to

Corner ludiaand Commercial streets, Portland
Apply to AUG. P. FULLER.
janStf

Shipping lor Sale.
have

Successfully treated, and a permanent Cure guaranteed in each case. Dr. Nlcbolls will guarantee a
Permanent Cure each aud every case he may undertake of the following diseases, and if your case Is
not curable he will frankly tell you so: Deafness. Catarrh. Rheumatism. Epilepsy, Cancer, Uoitre (Big
Neck), Diseases of the Throat, Lungs aud Liver, Nervous and Ueneral Debility. Diseases of the Kidneys and Bowels, Heart Diseases, Falling of the Womb, Proloosus Ulterl, Barronness, Bronchitis,
Constipation, Asthma, Night Sweats, Files. Fistula, Fissure, and all diseases of the lower Bowels. AI
so private, special anil nervous diseases of the U rinary and Sexual organs.
REMARKABLE CURES perfected in old cases which have been neglected or unsklllfully treated.
No experiments or failures. Parties treated by mail and express, but where possible personal consultation Is preferred. Curable cases guaranteed. Address with postage.
Cases and correspondence confidential. Treatment sent C. O. D. to any part of the United States.
Free Examination ot the (,'rinr_E ch -rson applying for medical treatment should send or
bring from 2 to 4 ounces of Urine, which will receive a careful and microscopal examination. Offlc*
marlOdlawS&wtf
hours 9 a m to 8 p.m. Preserve this for future reference. C msultation free.

beginning April

References given

XO

Diseases of Women, Female Weakness, Debility and all
Diseases of the Eye and Ear

—

ROOMS.

lew

CATARRH.

OF

In
Constant disposition to clear the throat, hacking cough, dimness of sight, pam over the eyes, pain
both temples, roaring In the ears, pain In the back ot the head, nose stopped up. sick stoniacb,
have
feel
a
general depression Imagining you
dizziness, poor digestion, no appetite for breakfast, you
for various diseases, yet
dyspepsia, liver trouble, lung disease, aud you are treated by your physician
in the matter of a very short time you are a
you get no better, and are advised to change climate, and
Now, reader,
case of consumption.
into
a
confirmed
run
cases
of
ten
out
nine
and
confirmed invalid,
the
why is this? We will tell you: Catarrh is an ulcer formed in the posterior nerves Just above
eat and discharge a poisonto
the
ulrer
continue*
the
nose
and
throat;
the
between
the
uvula,
passage
what
causes
is
and
lungs. This, my friend,
ous flow of pus, running down the throat into the stomach
the constant clearing in the throat. Can yon wonder why you do not have good health with al this
poisonous matter constantly running into your stomach? The remedy is applied directly to the ulcer,
cleanses and heals in a few applications. The treatment is very simple and harmless.
that the
Dr Nlcbolls does not pretend to cure all cases of catarrh In one treatment, but Is confident
sufferer, after one treatment, will at once recognize Immediate relief, and he would leave the patient
what the result would be if the treatment were continued. First treatment given fiee of
to

Judge
charge

Portland and

WINTER AKKANG

SPECIAL NOTICE

WANTED—Local

octaadtf_J.

On

one or

WANTED.

agents for a new speclalt
Fire Proof Safes, N. Y. agent ordered a
a
N.
J. agent half car-load, a
car-load first week,
Michigan canvasser cleared $400 first mouth, a
business is clearing
his
other
Buffalo dealer with
}180 per mouth on our specialty. Send twocent
stamp, for lllustiated Catalogue. ALPINE SA EE
aplldliawW ASldw
DO., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Transfer,

trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West an<
may be had of 8. H. HKLLKN,Ticket Agen
land * Rochester Depot at foot of Preble 8
•Does not stop at Woodford’s,
W PKT’

suffering from

wrson

Neuralgia.

SYMPTOMS

May

G.,

ADENTtJ

;o

a

Catarrlial

or

WATERHOUSIL^

MALE —House and lot 180 State St.
Brick house and very desirable lot, number

The Cut represents

invalid,

or

....

GRAM TRIM RAILWA

treatments.

WANTED—Situation
companion for an invalid lady. Call
28
E. R.
St.,Clty.17-1

lnarlOdtf

9tli._

FOR

•

^

entire issued stock of

ation having the nucleus established of
SECURITY
business, and owning real estate

ex-

HALE—1 second-hand 12 horse power
engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with
and all fittings at a barheated

IP

—

furnish with

FEMALE HELP.

land._^

A

sea

mick is prepared to do all kinds of washing
WANTED—People
at her Home Laundry, No. 60 Oxford

FOR SALK.
FARMIN43
IVOR

Over one-half of the persons troubled with Catarrh
have an offensive breath, which Is very disagreeable and sickening to those with whom
they come In close contact. Or.
Nlcholls removes the bad
breath In three

17 1

or on

customers to

for “Gately's Universal
thorough and complete encyclopaedia and business guide; indorsed as such by every
one that has seen it, and by every paper of national reputation in this country and Canada. The
Boston Herald says of the book: “It is a carefully
prepared and thoroughly useful work, and those
who buy it will get their money’s worth.” N. E.
Journal of Ed neat Lon says: “No schoolroom In
America can afford to be without this great work
It is the most complete,
as a book of reference.”
plain and practical educational work ever published, and is indispensable to the family and
library. Gatkly & Co., 592 Washington St.,

Educator,”

All of which leads to hasty consumption, are positively
cured by Di. Nlcholls.

For the months of July and Au-

--

Harking

Bronchitis,
Clearing of Throat,

shore
WANTED
gust, furnished cottage by the
Diamond Island. Address 1.
near Portland,
0. Drawer 831, giving number of rooms
and^ndee.
a

at I .OO p. aa.
Per Hacheaier, Mpriagralr, Alfred,
bare, and Mare Hirer at 7.30 a, as
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. as.
Par Uerbunt at 7..'fit a. as., 1,00
tt.'dO, and (mixed) at 0.30 p. as.
Par Marrarappa,Caasbrrlaad VIill,
break Jnacliaa and Waadfard’a
and 10.00 a. as., 1.00, 3.00, «■
(mixed) *0.70 p. as.
Par Perrat A 'eaae (Deering) 10.0,
3:00 and 0.30 p. as.
The I .OO p. as. train from Portland con
Aver Juael. with Ilooai.r Taaael He
(be West, and at I'aiea Drpei, Wercee
New York via Norwich l.iar, and al
via MpriaaOrld, also With N. Y. * X. K
(“Htearaer Maryland Route”) (or Philade
Haltiaiare, Wnahiaglea, and the Maa
With Haalaa * Albnav K. H. fur the V
» Close connection made at Wrxbraeh
lien with through trains of Main t lentral R
at. Grand Trunk
Portland, with

FALL ARRANGE!

in
Pain
Constant

Head,

MK. STEPHEN

street._

one

WANTED—Young
ty to take orders

Weak
Deafness,
Eyes,
Cough, Sore Throat,

Stenographer and
longhand copy-

position
would do
WANTED—A
Type-writer,
full
For
ing.
particulars

arrangement!OF TRAINS.
and after Mendny, March 3, innn,
Passenger Trains will Leave Pertlnnd:
Par Warcealer, I'llalea, Ayer Jaacllea,
Nashua, Wlndhnns and Kppina at 7.30
a. m. and 1.00 p as,
_.
„_
Per vi u acheetcr, Ceacerd, and petC’ North
Ou

Commencing MONDAY, O
and until further notice, passe*)

In its worst|Iorms, &n>l all diseases that are caused hy
Catarrh, such as

Y._

or

HO

Heals the Sores,H*
Rest ores t h iw
Senses of Taste|RSBSVxft3%gv»
and Smell.

CATARRH.

persons In each place
Enclose stamp for SUrpug®
H. WOODBURY.
to J.
,i.;,r22eodlm

cast off

enquire

wich St.. New York.

few

a

particulars

clothing
few
and boys’
send postal
WANTED—Men’s
Cash paid for it. Please call
WANTED-A
nice family butter and fresh eggs at market
for
Also
Fore
street
H.
G. PARKEK, N. Gorham
CHAS. A. MOORES, 899
Address
sale,
prices.
platform scale.2-4

CHE FOR HALE—Having about six
weeks longer to remain in the city, I oner
can remy house for sale at a good bargain; and
commend it in every particular as being very dein
good
sirable. It is a two and a half story and
condition. E. C. CHAMBERLIN, 122 Kmenr St.

laasa.tB^afiJa
/&4?lfl

I'onnulliug Room, No. 3 and I Hrowna If lock, &‘.17 1-ongrr*. Ml., Portland,
Hr. Separate Entrance and Wailing Room, for I.adiea.
Connected by Telephone No, 441.
Ill presenting this notice to the public, I respectfully ask those into whose hands it may fall to give
it their careful consideration. Having euioyed a Urge and extended practice in Chronic Diseases for
the remedies I apply
many years, I am confident that 1 am able' to perform all I profess to, and that
are calculated to produce the most satisfactory results. I cordially invite all who may be suffering,
If they have any
to
I
will
tell
them
call
me
and
most
no matter what tne disorders,
upon
cheerfully
disease, and weere it is located, and the organ or part affected, free of charge. €’hnrg»*« for Ta raiHalf
Price.
Poor
Treated
for
The
ment Moderate.

Portland & Rochester R. R

Olflcr au«l

to do

to

No. 11 Silver Street.

Ssr

located here for the treatment of

Chronic Diseases and all Disease* Peculiar to Females.

of rooms

address

of

man

rtDLit.

■

or Islands; small
SUMMER, Press
and price.
Office, giving location, number

family

established

Apply
person
8 to 8.30 a. m. to P. DONNELLY, 57 Kxchango
17-1
St.. Room 27, Portland, Me.
an

__eo*Uf__
itiii

The Celebrated Specialist, of London, England,
The past two years Principal Physician in charge of the Ohio Medical Institute, Columbus, Ohio,
wishes to inform the Citizens of this city and vicinity, that he has permanently

shore
WANTED—Furnished
either in city
Address
of adults.

good
yoitng
WANTED—A
and steady habits to collect and solicit for
WANTED
light writing.
from
in
business.
book of

or

CRE#M

TU

house for the summer,

Depot._

changed, can be

CATARRH

Jl^I, C-

tAIfU

or

on a
near new

work

for

all sound and kind;

eod&wlvprmceod

_

A

Its
It.

HALE—25 horses,
LET—Up-stairs rent of six rooms and
FOR
good workers and drivers: weigh from 3,000
half of stable; sebago water in house;
TO
to 1,600.
Will be sold cheap for cash
Street, Deering. Enquire of J. B. DONat HOLLAND’S STABLE,

etc.,

501 CONGRESS STREET.
ap!4

costs only 25 cts. to try
C. WAY He CO. sell It, Cumberland corner Myrtle St.___181

St.__14-1

Y.
THE ATHLOPHOROS CO. 112 Wall St. N.

»

Compound Syrup
curative qualities, It

& Foss,

Schlotterbeck

afflicted
of

are

or

HELP.

FOR

Send C cents for the beautiful colored pio
ture, Moorish Maiden.

TRY the

who

persons
colds to ask the users
WANTED—All
with coughs
of Lungwort, in regard to

containing ten
HALE—Two story
rooms, furnace, sebago, bath etc.; good lot,
in
location
of
sun all day; one
best
city; can be
examined at any time. J. E. DAVIS, 116 Emery

ffi

...

Sedgwick.

Ayer's Pills,

Prepared hy<)r ©.Aycrfc Co., t.oivell,&£a»«.
Hold by all Beaters In Medicine.

HALE-House and stable with sixteen
D. S. COBB, F'almouth, Me.,

404 Fulton fit., Sandnskv.O., Nov. 2I,’87..
like
Tlio AtblojihoroK Piaster acted
I
mairic. It is the b**t I ever tried and
have used many kinds. Our drtWKlst
same but
the
about
all
are
said plasters
arm
I don’t think so now. I sprained mj been
and shoulder in July, and it has meat
painful since, but it does not pain
Mrs. Willis Magill.
now

ELT*

WANTED.

acres

at Cutler.

Sell Lconessa, Pattershall. with paviDg
Sullivan for New York, went ashore night of
near Race Point, and remains.
The crew
taken off by the Station men.
Wreckers
contracted to float the vessel..

mineral substance, but
vegetable remedies in
skillful combination.”
or

FOR of land.
near Pleasant Hill

unequaled.

loss of boats.

paired

STTImrn)3n,

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Plum, Port Discovery.

LONT—A

the virtues of

We

EAST MACHIAS, April 17—Ar, sell Lone Star,
Church, Portland.
Sld. schs Jeruslia Baker, Chase, for New York;
Nellie F, lluutley, Boston.
April 18—Sld, sell Wigwam, Strout, New York.
M1LLBIUDGE, April 19-Sld, sch Clinton, Wilson, Portland.
FROM

nut from end of Coupe Axle. Anyfinding same on the street will bewell
paid by leaving at FERNALD & SAWYKRS
STABLE, 607 Congress Street.^-lg
one

FOR

FOR SALE BY AIL DRUGGISTS.!

best blood purifier and spring medicine in
the world.
Every purchaser of a box of these
Wafers is entitled to one guess for every
box
purchased. Upon purchasing a box of

Sydney, NSW, 18tli, barque J H Bowers,

LOST—A

WALE—90 acres of farming land, mostly
tillage, cut 60 tons hay, some wood and tim-

Metcalf, New York.
Also ar, sell Hampton, McLaughlin, Maclnas
for Boston, with lumber, leaking. Is out on the
blocks repairing.
Sailed, sells Keystone. Wilder, Calais for Bridgeport; AdaS Allen, Wood Point for Philadelphia;
Annie Guss, Pembroke for New York.
W1SCASSET, April 19-Ar, schs Henry Wad'
dlngton, Magee, Portland.
Sailed, sens Boxer, Lewis,Boston; Stony Brock,
Wells, for Stony Brook.
Also sld. barque Tremont, Bropby, Barbadoes.
April 20—Ar, steamer Lincoln, Cofllu, Barba-

Ar at

small red covered Morocco memoranthe finder will be rewarded by
dum book;
leaving the same at H. J. LIBBY & CO’S office.
First National Bank Building, Room No. 24. 10-1

For

Recommended by EMINEM PHYSICIANS.

In boxes of 25, 50 and 100. We are selling the above
at the same rate as by the thousand.

FOUND—Another

wai.e or KXCHANCiK—For a good
farm, a house of 20 rooms; has two ells, good
cellar, perfect drainage, Sebago; lets for thirty
dollars a month; lot 56 feet on street by nearly
100. Apply at 62 PARRIS ST.18-1

Priceless to Nursing Mothers.

StfeeVbT8andE-F-S“aW-

a

lot of those nice Corned
Tongues at 14c. per pound. Fresh Lettuce,
ic. per head; Dandelion Greens. 30c. per peck;
These prices
sweet Potatoes, 6c. per pound.
mid good this week; next week we can quote
WINSLOW
AMOS
stuff.
on
ower prices
greeu
k CO., No. 2 Milk St. Market._171

known drags, isolated from inert matter, which plan is, chemically speakiug,
of great importance to their usefulness.
It insures activity, certainty, and uniformity of effect. Ayer’s Pills contain

blacksmith

Cigars

AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

urer, and shall sell at 6 cts. each,
ELL’S 6c. Store, 520 Congress St.lfM_

leason

mar28

bought

WALE—Stable located at 68 Thomas St.
WANTED-Lodging
FOR
For*jurticulars enquire at 189 MIDDI.K ST.
ng house,
17th, and ending Oct. 1st.

Restores Sound, Refreshing

Imported

cans (made
not go Into
to manufacat MITCH-

milk

one

new

contains 13 rooms and
bath room; first class location fora physician,—
lias been so occupied about ten years. Will be
19-1
sold on qasy terms. Apply on PREMISES.

Strengthens the System.

diuu.uu

lot of

quart
measure which did
for the
INOUND—A
loss
at
have
ise) that

best cathartic In use.”
The Massachusetts State Assayer, Dr,
A. A. Hayes, certifies : I have made a
careful analysis of Ayer’s Pills. They
contain the active principles of well-

ITI ALL

reward._lb-1

get

oughly built and in good
perfect drainage; house

Dyspepsia.

answers

on

practice.”

metallic

nameo’ “Wilson”
Return to 16

dog,
to “Hero.”
LONT—Newfoundland
collar,
mEE STREET and

we

WALE—The

aa

itreet.__18-1

Mayhew, of New Bedford, Mass.,
“
Having prescribed many thousays:
sands of Ayer’s Pills, in my practice, I
can unhesitatingly pronounce them the

no

and Domestic

seems

property,
very
No. 316Congress street; brick house, thorFOK
order: good cellar and

Aids Digestion.

a i aa

use

can

19-1

PHIL. BEST BREWING CO.

Cures

for any fifty cent piece.
one bottle ot Newell s
doing much god* in
bad
:ases of Rheumatism and Neuralgia. Can be
itC. WAY & CO.'S, Cumberland corner Myrtle

good
You
FOUND-A
pay it for
to be
dixture which

containing 12 rooms and hath
room, sewerage perfect; lot 60x148 feet; situated
on Spring street, upper end, in one of the best
neighborhoods in the city) price $0,300; terms of
payment very easy. Address P. O. BOX 1176, or
apply at 258 Middle St. Rent $550 per year.

Liquid Extract of
MALT and HOPS,

Reed, Fahiiaven—nails to

Sell Vamlalia. Betts, Boston.
Sell Sarah Hill. Lane, Boston for Rockport.
Sell Victory, Oher, Sulllvau for New York.
FRIDAY, April 20.
Arrived.
Sch Grace Webster, Jewett, New York—coal to
Kerosene Oil Co.
Sch Cock of the Walk. Lewis, Boston.
See Eunice P Newcomb, Allen, Boston for Deer

in my
Dr.

for hale

MANUFACTURED BY SPECIALTY

lost and found.

highly
Conn., says: “Ayer’s
and universally spoken of by tbo people
about here. I make daily use of them

House
good house,

A Concentrated

THURSDAY April 19.
Arrived.
Steamer Harrisburg, Albertson, Philadelphia—
coal to Randall & McAllister.
Steamship Winthrop. lltagg, New York— pas
sengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Brig Esperauza, (Spanish) Beugoecliea, Hunucoa, Ali-molasses loGeo 8 Hunt & Co.
Sell Weyhosset. Crowell, Newport News—coal
to Randalls McAllister.
Sch Geo M Adams, Standlsli, Philadelphia—coal
to Rolling Mills.
SeliClias L Mitchell, Frost, New York—coalto

I

Pills are

Philadelphia.

Strong, Philadelphia.
Ar at Havana 14tb,brig Gipsey Queen,Chandler
Philadelphia.
Sid 13th, barque Syra. Pendleton, for Delaware
Breakwater; 14th, sch Fred A Small, Thompson,

ifaiue; doing a fine business; thorough lnvestigaW. F. CARion invited; established years.
21-1
fUTHERS, 11 Court street, Boston.
NOB SAUB—$1500 buys stock and fixtures of
cash and family grocery store; will sell for
ust Its value or at apprlsal; a tenement of six
ooms connected; a bargain at the price; located
w. r.
na smart city 20 miles out of Boston,
,’ARRUTHERS, 11 Court street. Boston. 21-1

distinguished successors are doing.
The celebrated Dr. Farnsworth, of
Norwich, Conn., recommends Ayer’s
Pills as the best of all remedies for
“Intermittent Fevers.”
Dr. I. E. Fowler, of Bridgeport,

PORTLAND & WORCESTER UNL

FINE

city

;oods

Once said that tlio secret of good health
consisted in keeping the head cool, the
feet warm, and the bowels open. Had
this eminont physician lived in our day,
and known tho merits of Ayer’s Pilla
as an aperient, he would certainly have
recommended them, as so many of his

Cld 18th, brig 1111 Hussey, Hodgdon, Charleston, SC.
S d 18th, sch Augustus Hunt, M A Aclioru, and
A Hayford.
Ar 18th, sells Mt Mope, Crowley, aud Carrie A
Lane, Over, Baltimore: Robt Bvron. Willard, from
Fhiladefpbia: Ruth Darling. Lowell, Elizabethport; Mary E Ainsden. Clark, aud Mentor, Ferry,
Hobokon; Joe Carlton. Beal. Rondout; Mary Augusta, Treworgy. New York; J H Crowley, Lord,
Portsmouth; A Hooper, Calder, Calais; Josle,
Smith, Macblas; E L Warren, Colson, Belfast;
Hume, Post, and D W Hammond, Flanders, trom
Rockland; Radiant, Hardy, Rockpcrt; Regalia
Hallowell, Thomaston.
Cld 19th, schs H P Masou, Percy, Baltimore;
Cornelia Soule, Francis, Tenant’s Harbor, to load
for New York.
Sid 19th, brig H B Hussey; schs Jennie Lockwood, M V B Chase. Bessie H Rose.
Ar 20th, schs B R Woodslde, Wade, Baltimore;
WCNorcross, Robinson, Rockport; Wm H DeWitt, Elliott, Damariscotta.
DAN VEKSPOKT—Ar 13th, sell Georgia, Coffin,

Foreien Ports.
Ar at Rangoon Mch 19, barque Fannie Skolfleld,
Forsyth, New York.
Ar at Calcutta Well 29, ship Cbas Dennis. Allen,
New York, (will take return cargo.)
Arat Antwerp 17tli Inst, ship Servia, Gilmore,
San Francisco.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Mch 18, barque S R Lyman,
Plnkham. New York.
Sid tin Rosario Feb 24th, BCh Nahum Cliapiu,
Arey, Brunswick.
Passed Fortune Island 9th, sch F D Dodgklus,
Thompson, New York for Azua.
Ar at Port Spain Mch 27. sch Sarah & Elleu
Henley, Labrea, to load for United States.
Arat St Pierre Mch 25, sch Anita, Small, Fernandina; 26th, brig Mary C Mariner, Wharton,
Point-a-Pltre.
Ar at Kingston. Ja, Mch 31, sch D W Hunt,
Merritt, New York.
At Ponce 2d inst, brig Morancy, Wass, from
Portland, ar Mcli 29, disg.
Ar at Havana prev to 16th inst, brig Onolaska,
Griggs, New York.
Ar at Cardenas 13th, sch Grace Davis, Dyer,
New York.
Sid fin cienfuegos 10th, barque Olive Thurlow,
Corbett, Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Cardenas lltli inst, sch Carrie Strong,

$1600 buys
one of the best clothing and gents furnishing
FOB
in the State of
store In the smartest

A Famous Doctor

Uockport.

BEVERLY—Ar 17th, schs Lewis Clark, Bartlett, Ellzabethport; David Faust, Alley, Hoboken.
SALEM—Sid 17lh, sch .las Barrett, Preble, (fra
Amboy) for Augusta.
Ar 19th, schs Louisa A Smith, Webber, Hoboken; Silver Heels, Aylward, Amboy; A Hayford,
Warren, Ellzabethport.
NEWBURY’PORT-Sid lBtli. sell Jennie F Willey, Chadwick. Friendship, to load for Annapolis.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 18th, sell J R Smith, Case,
Kennebec.

stock and fixtures of

*a l.E

Cld istli.

26
446*H1
, water
,
(67 02
High
|

6 33
13 47
2

does.

Chicago Cattle Margot
By Telegraph..!
CHICAGO, April 20, 1888—Cattle mamet,—re
ceipts 9000; shipments 3C00; weak; steers 3 60;u
6 26; stockers and feeders at 2 40*3 60; cows',

KEEPS 7HU

T-uropoan

Ontario.28

Plymouth.
Quicksilver. 9%
36%
do preferred.
take out

_

oiearea.

York mining Stocas.

Amador.

Insurance agent (to
sced, don't you want to

§uiet

Jlacoris,

It A 11. HO A DM.

mwiuiniovi.

ai’IIINEM CHANCE*.

nMCELLlNEOl'S.

20tU, sch Henry S Woodrufl, Hodgkins, from

Ar

16%

closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal. 34%
Hocking Coal .A2&

-.10 waa a

delivered. Oms-receiufs68,000 bush, exports
400 bush: sales 82.000 busli; a shade lower and
dull; No 3 at 38c; White do 4284244c; No 2 at
3844(838%c; White do at 43c: No 1 White 4444:
Mixed Western at 38.840c; do White at 42@4Gc.
Coffee—fair Rio firm at 1444- sugar firm; refined
steady ;’C 544c ;Extra C 5% ©5% c; White Extra C
6%c; Yellow at 6 6-1086 7-10c; standard A
644c: Mould A 744c; Confectioners A 6%; cut
loaf and crushed at 8c 3 off A at 6 1-10: oowdered
7®7V»cxranuiated at 044c: Cubes at 7c. PetroPork Is firm and
leum quiet—united at 8444c.
fairly active. Beef dull. Curd lower but steady
with moderate trade ;Western Stearns 30®8 3 2 44:
city steam at 7 80-.refined quoted 8 00 for Continent; 8 A 8 80. Mutter is steady; fine grades in
fair demand. Cheeae weak.
Freight* to Liverpool dull.
OHICAOO.April 20.1888.—The Flour market Is
and firm. Wheat is quiet but higher; No 2
pring at 8144 ; No 2 Red at 8Gc. Corn quiet and
lower—No 2 at 5644 c. Oats are lower—No 2 at
Barley—No 2 at
3l%@32c. No 2 Rye at 63c.
Provisions weaker—Mess Pork at
7 7 44 ®78c.
Lard 7 95®7 9744- Dry salted
14 1244@14 15
shoulders at 6 76®6 00; short clear sides at 7 80
@7 86. Whiskey at 1 18.
Receipts—Flour. 25,000 bbls; wheal. 20,000
hush; corn 82.000 hush; oats 117,000 bu; rye
2000 bush; barley, 16,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 20,000' bbls ;"wheat, 14.000
hu/corn. 47,000 busli; oats, 58,000 bu: rye O.OCO
hush, barley 18,000 bush.
8T. LOUIS. April 20,1888.—The Flour market
is quiet and steaav. Wheat is weak, unsettled and
lower—No 2 Red at 8644@8644c. Corn steady at
51 %c. Oats weak and lower at 3Sc. Whiskey at
1 09. Provisions firm. Pork at 14 50. Lard 7 60.
Dry salted meats—shoulders 5 8744: long clear at
7 26; clear ribs 7 3750; short clear 7 6244
7 76. Bacon—shoulder
v44; long clear at 7 75
A ; short clear 8 16
@7 85; clear ribs 7 85 8.
10
12
25.
Hams
at
00©
@8
Receipts—Flour. SOOOfbbls, wheat 23,000 hush,
corn 83,000 bush.toats 27,000 hush. burley.6,000
bush.rye 0000 busli.
■shipments—Flour 12,000 bbls, wheat 00,000
busli, corn 32,000 bush, oats 57,000 bush, al ley
00.''<>•*> hush,rye 3,000 bush.
DETROIT, Apr 20,1R88.—Wheat—No 1 White
at 88%c bid; No 2 Red casli at 8844 ; May SS’/s ;
June 8944c; July 8844 bid. Coru-No 2 at 66%.
Oats—No 2 at 86c.
Wheat—receipts 7,200 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, April 20 1888.—Cotton is
very firm; middling 044c.
SAVANNAH. April 20, 18S8.-Cotton Is dull;
middling 9 6-16c.
CHARLESTON, April20.1888.—Orttou steady;
middling 9 9-10c.
MEMPHIS, April 20,1888.—Cotton quiet; mld•lliag at 9s/»e.
MOBILE,April 20, 1888.—Cotton Is quiet: mid•ilihi' 944c.

-el,

[By Telegraph.]
YOKE. April 20 J.8U8. The following

NEW

Child, ehe cried for Caatoria,
When elie became Misa, ahe clang to Caatoria,

29Vs

30%
166%
27%
62%
72
12%
22%

prf.110%

—

rams

do
8t Paul. Minn m Man.103%
Bt. Paul & Omaha.... 37%
sc l’aui& Oinalia prf. 10B%
26%
Texas Pacific.
6-*
Union Pacific
U. 8. Express. 73
13
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref. 23%

do 1st

5’25

iob

Paul. 72Vs

New
was aie*. we

136

67%
110%
71V*

...

aof

cal

ou

ue transactions

*

Si

Two little girls were quarrelling the other day
Tlielr struggle iu
over the possession of a doll.
time waxed fierce, and their mother attempted to
in
a
way.
gentle, motherly
interpose
"There, there, Utile eirls, you mustn t uuarrel
like that ; what do you read in your l!U>le?”
“An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth,
vus the unexpected iespon»e of one of the little
•lligerents, and the struggle went on.

t

uas been easy, ranging from 2 to 3 per cent.; last
loan 2, closing at 3 per cent. Prime paper at 6(0,’
7 per cent. Bteriiu- Exchange is qui it and firm.
Government bonds uuiet.and steady to firm. Kailroad bonds quiet and -• enerally firm. Tne stock
market closed fairly active and firm at fractional
gains over first prices.

third.”

No wonder the name of Burnett Is so wel
known; ask for the best flavoring extracts in any
part of the world and Burnett’s are handed you.
At last the foreigners arc finding tills out.

*g%

....

Manhattan

WIT AND WISDOM.

lie was a base ball player,
to marry him.
"Out on first.” she said, with

65%
66%

58
60
66

64J

Lowest.

Closing.

July

May.

June.
65
66

Boston Stock

•re

July.
83%
84%
83%
83%

30US-

Opening.

Ac.

from nervous debility complain of
,nd nervous weakness and exhaustion;
rostratiou of the physical strength, a
ing witli no inclination for exertion, and
is diminished; the patient
er to work
nomings tired and unrefreshed; there Is
a
rente nervous and Irritable condition;
KNKNH AIVIS dull, cloudy sensation,
often accompanied by
BVOlNVItNN,
reeable feelings in'lie head and eyes; the
gilts wander easily; there will be gradual
in the
ng of strength, with weakness and pain
the
k; bad taste 111 the mouth mornings;
and
ion becomes dim, the memory impaired,
dizziness; the IlFI'Kl sslO'

66

May.
82
82%
81%
81%

!8S%
82%

Highest.

u. Indigestion. Lon of Appealipation, Kidney and Liter

Debility.

64%

Friday’s quotations.

Physical EihnuMion,
roHiralioM)
Slecpleautneai*,
PnrnlynU, NunbariM,
ej,
IVcmalgid, It he mini limn,
ide nnd Back, Epileptic Fita,
Dancr. Palpitation, Nervou*
Headache, Tired Feeling,
iud

vous

June,

67

66%

Highest_
Lowest....
('losing.

OSITIVE CURE OF

.July.

May.

lab 10; commouiU) choice extra BCLouis at 2 85®
5 10- patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 6084 70; clioice to fancy do at 4 7ffS5 10.;includine 6,600 bbls city mill extra at 4 56@4 75,
2200 bbls one do 2 10@2 75: 960 bbls superfine
2 4083*10; 1600 bbls extra No 2 at 2 8583 40;
B roo bbls wiuter wheat extra at 2 85@6 1(5, and
for fancy; 10,880 bbls Minnesota extra at
Southern flour quiet ard flnnly held *,
2 8585 10
common to fair extra 3 3084 10; good to choice
4 160®6 10. Hye flour steady. Wheai-recelnts
busli; sales 89,000 busli:
1110 bush; exports
lower and rather dull; No 2 Red at 9.3%, @9444c
elev,
and
95%@9G4ic delivered, 9544c fob
store
for choice. Rye nominal. Harley dull. Corn -re
hush
;exports 476 busli .sales 66,000
eeipts 37,425
mi; dull and still tending In buyers’ favor:No 3 at
c
G5®0644 ;steamer at 66c elev, 6744c delivered;
steamer Yellow 6G44@67c: steamer White 6744c

^apfGdly

Leave Piwtland, via G. T. Railway, 8.45 a. m.;
Lewiston 0.60: Mechanic Falls (mixed train' 10.60; arriving at W. Minot 11.16; K. Hebron 11,30;
Buckfleld 12.00; E. Sumner 12.20; Hartford
12.40; Canton 1.00 p. m.
—„
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 2.00,
Mechanic Falls 3.16; arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
E. ilebrou 3.40; Buckdeld 3.60; E. Sumner 4.061
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27.
RETURNING— Leave Canton 4.30,9.00 a.m.;
arriving at Portland 8.45 a. m„ 13.16 p. m.
STACIE CONNECTION*.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. ra. lor Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 3.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner ; Canton 4.37 p. m.; arrlvtug at Ferv
6.30; Dixtleld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also lor
Brettun’s Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico fl.OO, Dlxfleld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at FortL. L. LINCOLN, Hupt.
land 13.16 p. m.
ian33dtf
R. C. BRADFORD. O. T. A.
is ■iiki ki «-i ven, ti it the
subscriber bas lieeu duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of
SARAH A. COLLAOAN, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and givAH persons having
en bonds as the law directs.
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are reulred to exhibit the same; and all persons ludebted to itaid eatatc are called upon to uiako pay-

Notice

_

ment to

ROSCOEU. GREENE, of lllram, Me., Adm’r.
Portland, April 4, 188s._ap8dlawE3w«

VOTH'K IM III HE HI GIVES, that
IN subscriber bas been duly appointed Ex
tor of the Will of
ISAAC P. WHITMAN, late of Gorham,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of saiil deceased, are reoutred to exhibit
the same; and all |s-rsons Indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to
THOMAS If. HASKELL, of Portland, Executor.
Gorham, April 3, Imhk.
npndlaw K3w*

VIITICK I* IIEKEHY GIVES, that the
is subscriber has lieen duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of
the estate of
WILLIAM P. STEARNS, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, agiven bonds as the law directs. All persons b
lug demands upon the estate of said deeea
are
same;
exhibit the
required to
all persous Indebted to said estate are c
upon tu make payment to
JULIA A. STEARNS, Adi

Portland, April 3,

A

1888.

aprddlawK
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
I Continues to bo Crowded.
Congress Square Church—Organ Recital.
*"

^“nkw advertisements.
to.F.
arders Wanted,
r Sale—W. K. Carruthers.
r Sale—W. K. Carruthers.
3gule. & Jones.
> Let—House.
ank B. Clark—G16 Congress Stroet.
A. Jewell & Co-444 & 448 Fore street.
istman Bros. & Bancroft.
ouse for sale—2.
inn for sale.
rown, the shoe dealer.
he Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
red R. Farrington. 208 Middle St.
unier Bros.
Continues to be Crowded.
The large and dally increasing number of pa.
uts flockluq to consult Dr. Nichols at his rooms,
7 Congresi street, indicates that they fully apciate the rare opportunity now presented to
His rooms
in to be cured of their maladies.
Many who
e crowded duiing business hours.
first doubted are now being successfully treat*
*n and are among his greatest admirers,
a
.or wishes to say that patients desiring
d
consultation should notify him by
d&w
itlierwise.
Billers are the best remedy for
indigestion and all diseases originating
igestlve organs. Beware of couuter-

turn

4

for the genuine article manufactured
B. Slegert & Sons.
eod&wlw
are many forms of nervous
In men that yield to the use of Carter’s
Those who are troubled with nervous

night sweats, etc., should try them.
d&wlw

17

st cure for Consumption Is the old Boston
Able Pulmonary Balsam.’
novl8eod&w6m-cw
MEN DIE.
-'^ibe methods of approach udoptxe are the better enabled to ward
and postpone the moment when
mes inevitable. In many instances
rengtli of the body suffices to enac the tendency toward death. Many
lost these forces to such an extent
.tttle or no help. In other cases, a
the weakened Lungs will make all
e
between sudden death and many
dul life. Upon the first symptoms of
^old, or any trouble ot the Throat or
,ive that old and well known remedy—
It will
s Uermau Syrup, a careful trial.
hat thousands say of it, to be the “benenovl-dlycT
any home.”
KOW

w(,

Sunday Services.
The Sail Loft Meetings are held at No. 6
al Wharf every Sunday morning, comnien-

8trangers and others are corpresent. All are welcome.
ingress St. M. E. Church—Rev. J. M.
st. pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p.
by the pastor. Sunday School at 1.30 p. m.
ayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Jongrksh Square Chcrch.—(First Universal)—Rev. Henry Blanchard, pastor. Services
).30a. in. with sermon on •‘Who are the Uneuigelical?” Sunday school at 12.16. p. m.
CHESTNUT STREET M. E. CHURCH—Rev. N.
f. Whitaker, D. D.. pastor. Services at 10.30 a.
m., omitted. At 3 p. m. preaching by Rev. F. T.
Bayley. At 0 p. m. Young People’s Meeting. At
7 p. m. Sunday School Concert.
ut 10.30 a. m.
v Invited to be

church or the Messiah—(Unlversalist).
M. Crosley, paslor. Services tomorrow at 10.80
i. in. ai d 7,30 p. m.
Sunday School at 12 ra.
Rev.

First Baptist Church, Opp. Lincoln Park.—
Rev. A. K. P. Small, D. D., pastor. Preaching at
10.30 a. m. Sunday school at 12 in. Prayer meet-

ing

at 7 p.

m.

Free Street Baptist Church.—Rev. A. T.
Dunn, Pastor. Preaching at lu.30 a. m., Sunday
School at 12 m., Evening service at 7.30.
First Free Baptist Church
(Plymouth)
Cougiess St. Rev. J. M. Lowden, pastor, PreachE.
at 12
Rev.C.
Suudayiscliool
Springer.
ing by
m.
Prayer and Social meeting at 7.30 p. m.
Church.—William’s
Fir.it Presbyterian
Hall, Congress street. Sunday school at 2 p. m.
Preaching by Rev. Joseph S. Cogswell at 3 o’clock
and 7.30 p. m.
Free Church, Western Avenue, Deerlug—
Sunday school at 2 p. m. Preaching by Rev. A.
H. Wright at 3|p. m. Gospel service at 7 p. m.
All are welcome. Free seats.
High Street Church—Rev. Win. H. Feun,
D. D., pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday
school at 12 m. Lecture in the evening at 7.30.
Subject; “Ingersol and the Sentimentalists in
—

—

J*M8lfty.”

Gospei. Mission.—Rev. 8. F. Pearson pastor,
Sunday school. F. J. Russell, Sup’t., at 1.30 p. m.
Preaching by the pastor at 3 p. m. Service ofsong
at 7 p. m. Prayer and testimony meeting at 7.30
p. m. Preaching by the pastor at 8.16 p. in.
Seats free. All are welcomed.
New Jerusalem Church, New High StreetDivine WorRev. Howard C. Dunham pastor.
ship and preaching Sunday at 10.30 a. m. by
Rev. Julian K. Smyth of Boston Highlands. Subject: "1 Go a Fishing.” Lecture at 7.30 p. in.
by Mr. Smyth. Subject: “The Divine Humanity
of the Lord Jesus Christ, the Corner Stone of our
Faith.” The public are cordially invited.
Portland Spiritual Temple, 457V4 Congress street—Test Medium of Weymouth. Mass.,
will occupy the platform at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
Preble Chapel.—Sunday school at 2 p. in.
Preaching at 3 p. m. by Mr. F. D. Winslow. Temperance meeting at 7.30 uuder the auspices of
Mystic Lodge ol Good Templars. Mrs. L. C. Partington, Mr. it. C. Hale and others will address
the meeting. The public are cordially Invited.
Portland Liberal Fraternity meets lu
Good Twin liars’ Hall on Coucress street, at 10.30
a. m.
Subject for discussion: “What is the
.'.iy*£’vy that we should serve lilm; and what
iroiit should we have if we jiray unto him? Job
11-16. Opened by J. A. Maguusslon.
Pine Street M. E. Church.—Preaching by
the new pastor, Rev. Theodore Gerrlsh at 10.30
a. in. and 7.30 p. m.
Sunday School at 2.30 p.m.
SsPktu fri-p

All

lira

Yniinir

riftnnlft'H

7 p. m.
prayer meeting
Keform Club—Keform Club meeting tomorrow
evening, corner Temple amt Congress streets,
commencing at 7.16 o’clock. The public are cordially Invited.
S3>- Law rence St. Cono’l Church. -Kev.
A. H. Wrlglit, pastor. Preacliing service at 10.30
•'in. Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. Social service
at

dip. m.

.rxovu Parish (Congregational) Churchemugress. Cor. of Pearl street, Kev. C. II. Danielspastor. Preaching service at 3 p. m., Sunday
SoSchool at 1.46 p. m., Chinese Class at 12 m.
cial service at 7 p. m.
State Street Church.—Kev. F.
pastor. Services at 10.30 u. m., and

T. Bayley,
7.30 p. in.
‘‘Satan.’’
of
discourse,
evening
Subject
Becond Advent Church, Mechanics’ Hall,
corner Congress and Casco streets.—Preaching by
Kev. A. W. Sibley at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m.
Sunday school at 12 m. Social service at 7.30
m.

p.

#

k

The Young Men’s Liberal Association
meet lb Science Hall, corner of Congress and
Temple Sts., '■•drunce on Temple, at 2 p. m. Subject: "Does the Teaching of the Bible without
the Arts and Sciences Advance Civilization?”
Opened by Win. H. McLaughlin, Esq.
Vaughan Street Church— Kev. D. W. LeLeclieur, pastor. Prayer meeting at 10.30 a. m.
and 7 p. m. Sunday school at 1.3o p. in. Preaching by pastor at 3 p. in.
Woodford’s Clark Memoriae M. E. Church
—Preaching by Kev. Koscoe Sanderson, pastor.
Preaching at
Sunday school at 1.30 p. ui.
2.30 p. m.
Young People’s meeting at 0.30.
m.
service
at
7
and
social
p.
Prayer meetSong
ing Tuesday evening; Class meeting Friday
7.30.
at
cyenhig
West congregational Chuhch.—Kev. 8. KPerkins, pastor. Preaching service at 10.30 am. and 7 p. in.
Sunday school at 11.46 a. mWilliston Church—Comer Thomas and Carroll streets, Kev. L. H. Hallock, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by Kev. E. P. Wilson, of Woodfords. Sunday School at 3. Lecture at 7 o'clock
on "Modern Social Life iu Bible Lauds,” by Kev.
C. A. Hereby. Public are Invited.
Young Men’s Christian association—
All religious meetings for men only. Prayer and
eonfereuce meeting at 0 a. m.. led by Dana C.
Skillin. Topic: “The True Foundation." AfterKev.
noon service at 4.30, A. B. Merrill, J.eader.
Mr. Cogswell will be present an^ address the
meeting. All young men cordially invited.
_-

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

FBIDAY—William Stewart, Thomas Woodford,
John White John Ryan and Charles Howard. Intoxication ; each fined $3 and costs.
Jeremiah Black. Intoxication;live days In tne
county jail.
William Smith. Intoxication; 10 days lu the
county jail.
Patrick Monahan. Intoxication; 30 days In the
county jail.
Patrick Sullivan. Intoxication; IS days lu the
county jail.
Fred (Hills. Common drunk; (our mouths lu the

county Jail.

James Herbert.

in the

Common

drunk; three mouths

county Jail.

Charles Sanborn. Vagabond and Idle person;
three months In tire city house ol correction.
Patrick Monahan. Assault; 00 days in county

jail.

__

.Found Dead.

Annie Smart, aged about 38 years, lived
alone In the rear of 227 Uanforth street. She
bad no children, and her husband, who Is a
sailor, named Frank Smart, sailed in Capt.
XWrois’s brig for Matanzas about two
About 1 o’clock yesterday,
ionths ago.
Mrs. Cassidy, who occupies the most of the
house, failed to hear any sound from her
room, and saw, what was uqusual, that the
She knew that Mrs. Smart
door was ajar.
came in the night previous, apparently intoxicated, and peeping through the window
of the room saw her lying by the bed, on the
She notilied Officer Hanson, who
floor.
found Mrs. Smart dead. Ur. King was summoned by Coroner Rich, who said she died

from

apoplexy._

Board of Mayor and Aldermen.O
special meeting of the Board of Mayor
ad Aldermen was held yesterday.
Horace A. Prince was ordered not to prod further on the construction of a wooden
a ding at No. 198 Congress street, for u
ood shed. The matter elicited some dishe had miscussion as it was claimed that
represented bis intentions.
An insane person was sunt to the asylum.
A

Observed In and About
Town.

Yesterday was partially cloudy and warm
in the morning: cooler and cloudy in the af-

Fast Day was a beautiful spring (lay and
it was observed in this city about as usual.
ternoon.
There was a large attendance at the different
Horse back riding
Drew & Whitney, of this city, have leased j places of entertainment.
the workshop of the Androscoggin jail for
was enjoyed by many; bnll games were playI ed in many places nbout town and in the
eighteen months.
Conductor Orin Hamilton fell down stairs suburbs; all the public offices and mauy of
at his home on Cedar street yesterday afterthe private business houses were closed; the
noon, cutting a large gash on his head and
pland boats made excursion trips to the
otherwise injuring himself.
islands; the Portland Gun Club hold Its first
A team belonging to J. Williams rau away
shoot on its grounds at Woodford’s and the
on Franklin wharf and although the horse
Portland Wheel Club gave a repetition of
went very fast he was stepped before any
their minstrels at the Portland Theatre
Religious services were held at the First
damage was done.
There will be a special meeting of Grand Parish, St. Lawrence Street and First
Baptist churches.
Canton Ridgeley, No. 2, at Odd Fellows’ Hall,
Rev. Dr. Thomas Hill, pastor of the First
this evening, for the transaction of important
business. All members are requested to be Parish church, in his Fast Day discourse
Portland, April 18,1888.
Mu m/e:
noted the anniversary of April 19. 1776 when
present.
f say good-bye to you forever.
1 cannot live
the
the
first
blood
of
Massachusetts spilled
The members of Thatcher Post, G. A. R.,
any longer. I am all discouraged and heart brokrevolution and that of April 19,1861, when en, and before this reaches you I shall be dead.
with their families and friends, have received
Good bye, Lora; try and forget me and my awful
Massachusetts men again spilled the fii-t
and accepted an invitation to attend memoend. You aud the children (heaven pity them),
blood in defence of the Union, sent forth by
will get along better without me than if I were
Messiah
the
rial services at the Church of
a noble governor furnished by Cumberland
ali> c. Kiss them for me and teach them to forget
county. He uttered some wholesome truths
on the last Sunday in May.
even my name.
relative to the purity and permanency of
Form
Ned.
The steamer Harrisburg, Captain Thomas
Democratic institutions. In the evening he
Edward Chase, the murderer, is a son of
Alberton, arrived from Philadelphia Thurs- spoke at Brown’s Block on the “Five FallaDr. Edward P. Chase, formerly a dentist in
cies of Pseudo Liberalism.’’
day night, with 1,(165 tons of coal foi Randall
Rockland. The father lately moved to New
Rev. A. H. WriglH preached at St. Law& McAllister. The voyage was made in the
rence St. Church on the relation of the Bible
unusually quick time of 60 hours; it general- to social welfare, and showed it to be the York, where he has charge of a department
of the Brush Electric Light Company. About
sole efficient regenerating force in purifying
ly requires about 72 hours to make the trip.
a year ago the son went to Gardiner from
of
Edgar P. Ramsdell is sick witli varioloid at and ennobling national life. Hundreds
are without Bibles and in
South Livermore and went to work for
No. 81 Federal street Dr. Cammett is in at- homes even here
is
as
Important
mauy more it is unread.
Moore & Brown, formerly of that city.
He
tendance on him. The board of health are
the study of
temperance text books in
was about Mrs. Stevens’ age.
Mr. Ladd,
taking all necessary precautions to prevent a schools still more vital is the power of the
Mrs. Stevens’ father, took boarders.
Mr.
Bible in moulding the thought and character
spread of the contagion. It is not known of
our youth.
Chase boarded with a lady who resides close
how Mr. Ramsdell contracted the disease.
an
Lowden
Rev. J. M.
interesting by Mr. Ladds’. During the winter this lady
preached
At the residence of George C. Frye, ou
sermon at the First Baptist church taking
was taken sick and she asked Mrs. Ladd to
“I was enfor his text Psalm lxxiii. 3,17:
Congress street, Thursday evening, a gas jet
vious at the foolish ivlien T saw the prospertake Mr. Chase to board until she got well.
came in contact with a curtain and there was
ity of the wicked, f went into the sanctuary Mrs. Ladd did so and there he and Mrs.StevThe carpet was burned and consida blaze.
of God; then understood I their end.”
There is a spirit among men, manifesting ens became very well acquainted.
erably damaged before the fire was put out.
Yesterday morning Mrs. Stevens’ brother
The loss amounted to about $100; covered by itself under mauy high sounding names,
quite fascinating to certain minds. We have cime on from Gardiner—where she leaves a
Insurance.
“free thought,’’ “modern thought,” “higher
fu her, mother, brother and sister—and, witli
Some miscreants kindled a fire on the Eastcriticism,” “liberal religion,” and many othMr.Josselyn, took the remains to GardinerThere is a manifest reluctance to recers.
ern promenade Thursday afternoon which
the blameworthiness of wrong-doing.
Mr. Josselyn said that Mrs. Stevens had alspread over a half acre in extent, and, fanned ognise
As one has said, “Sin is :;n error, sin is an
Chase was
ways borne a high reputation.
by a strong wind, endangered the cottages imperfection, sin is partial knowledge, sin is
conscious yesterday morniDg and showed a
near by. After half an hoar’s labor the
spiritual ill health ; sin is a misdirection of
flames were extinguished, after charring the the will; sin i» anything but guilt.” The race chance for recovery.
needs refining, that is all, and men may pray
while Officer
During Thursday night,
fences.
'Lord teach,’ but never‘Lord forgive.’ There
The lecture at Williston church Sunday is today a serious lack of sound conviction as Miles had been in charge, he asked Chase
wluit induced him to shoot Mrs. Stevens,and
of sinners,
night will be by Rev. Mr. Derebey, a native to the evil of sin and the danger
because men are not breathing the
Chase reDlied. “because she wouldn’t live
of Turkey, whose life has been spent in and this,
are
not
of
the
sanctuary; they
pure, vital air
with ms. She asked me where I wanted her
Athens and vicinity, and who gives an acstanding in the white light of God. Rememcount of social life in that country, under the ber it was the Christ who spoke with such to live, and 1 told her anywhere in the
sin. No man
world.” Miles farther says Chase told him
title “Constantinople to Athens, or modern terrible .emphasis concerning
standing by the Christ can make light of sin.
he came to Portland Monday directly from
Free
all.
to
life in Bible lands.”
No “smartness” of wrong-doing can atone New York and
stopped at the City Hotel
for its blameworthiness; no deed of dishonrcitaunAL.
esty can be so brilliant in the execution as to under an assumed name; that Mrs. Stevens
blind the eye to its essential guilt.
came here the same day from Gardiner to
Mr. Charles E. Adams of Bangor, has been
meet him, stopping at Mrs. Josselyn, accordMUSIC AND DRAMA.
re-engaged for another year as instructor in
ing to correspondence between them, and
physical culture at Colby.
that she visited him several times at his
ALONE IN LONDON.
John I). Lord of Halloweil, died Wednesroom at the City Hotel while here.
Last evening Miss Cora Tanner appeared
day night. He was about 91 years of age
The coroner’s inquest impanelled by Corat Portland Theatre, supported by a stock
and had been a resident of Halloweil for
oner Hall yesterday afternoon found the
company, in Buchanan’s striking comedy
many years.
following verdict, and a verdict rendered
The story is that Mrs. Stevens met ber deatli by felonious
drama “Alone in London.”
Dr. E. P. Tliwing of Brooklyn and Ills
Cora homicide on tbe 19th of
well known and well constructed.
wife, who returned last week from Canton,
April, 1888, by
arrived in town on Thursday and will spend Tanner, who heads the company, is a capa- means of a bullet wound in the right side of
ble artist, is every way full of teuderness> the head inflicted with a revolver by EdSunday here.
Rev. J. S. Cogswell will address the young
yet strong emotion, comedy and pathos are ward Ciiase, in said Portland.
alike easy to her, touching on the different
men at the usual 4.30 p. in. meeting at the
The remains were taken to Gardiner for
emotions and feelings of the audience who
Y. M. C. A. rooms tomorrow on “Objects in
interment where the funeral will be held
followed her at will. All who wish to see a
Life.”
great Play, beautifully set and magnificently today. When Mr. Stevens heard of his wife’s
played should see it at the performo nee to- death he was evidently affected, although
The funtral of B. F. Wing of Winthrop,
occurred Thursday afternoon in that town. night.
they had been separated so long. Mrs. Ladd,
UNCLE TOM’S CABIN.
His death is a serious loss to Winthrop. He
her mother, was prostrated with grief.
The old familiar drama was well put on
was a prominent and widely known citizen
A New York Herald reporter called ThursThe
the stage of City Hall last night.
and a brother of Colonel Charles A. Wing.
day night at the address referred to in the
cast
the
in
and
the
was
people
scenery
good,
Chase note and was received by Dr. E. P.
Rev. E. E. Peck, of Bangor, will be Mewell adopted to the various characters.
Chase, the father of the unfortunate young
morial Day orator at Eenduskeag, Rev. C. F.
Daisy Markoe made a good Topsy, while man, who said: “My son left for Gardiner,
a week ago last Wednesday, in order to
Mclntire at Solon village, and Principal GGeorge Eaton as Uncle Tom, Miss Gonzales Me.,
work there as a carpenter and engineer. He
E. Purington of the Farmington Normal
as Aunt Ophelia, Frank D. Smith as Marks,
was of a mechanical turn of mind aud could
school at New Sharon.
and Frankie Carpenter as Eva, were all
put his hand to almost anything. As far as
were
there.
The
bloodhounds
Mr. John Bicknell, Past Master of the
satisfactory.
his mother and 1 knew he was always steady
There will be a matinee to-day and per- never drank, and was not dissipated. 1 imMasonic Lodge at South Paris, and for many
formance to-night.
agine that he was infatuated with this womyears landlord and proprietor of the Glen
TllB 8TOCKBKIDGE CONCERT.
He made her
an, as he often spoke of her.
Mountain House at Bryant’s Pond, died very
The Stockbridge testimonial drew a very acquaintance the first time he went to Gardiner—this was tlie second time—when he
suddenly Wednesday afternoon.
large and enthusiastic audience to City Hal), boarded with Ladd. He was
The Rockland Opinion has seen a letter in
twenty-seven
Fast night, and we can only regret that our years of age, was married and had three
which Dr. C. F. Malbon, a former dentist of
limited space prevents extended notice. children, and I was in the habit of sending
Thomaston, now located at Rome, Italy* Mme. Fursch-Madi proved a most brilliant money to his wife, who lives at Livermore,
Me., my old home. If he shot the woman it
writes to a friend that he has just received
soprano singer, and her rendering of the air
is best for him to die.”
the munificent sum of $1,500 for filling a
Dr. and Mrs. Chase arrived in this city
from "Mignon” was entitled to high praise.
tooth of one of Rome’s nobility.
from New York on tlie Pullman train last
She sensibly acknowledged the encores, conin
the
will
K.
Rev. Julian
night and were taken to tlie hospital immeSmythe
preach
sidering the very long programme by bowing.
son.
Mrs. Chase was
Swedenborgian church tomorrow morning, Fessenden’s sweet tenor delighted every- diately to see their
deeply grieved and moaned and wept as only
and in the evening will lecture there. For
body as usual. The Harvard Quartette, John a heartbroken woman can. Mr. Chase was
the morning service the subject will be: “I Thomas and Miss Brown were ail pleasing calmer but sorrow was apparent. Both are
features. Miss Bates, Mrs. Lord, Messrs.
fine looking, intelligent people.
go a fishingand in the evening the lecture
Bartlett aud Cornell gave the second act
Upon arriving at the hospital they were
the
of
will be on: “The divine humanity
from “Martha” in excellent-shape.
conducted to tlie bedside of their erring son,
WHEEL CLUU MINSTRELS.
Lord Jesus the corner stone of our Faith.”
and after several attempts lie was aroused
The many friends of L. M. Dauglas the
The Wheel Club Minstrels repeated their from a stupor, and when asked if he recognised his father and mother replied that be
shoe dealer
on
Congress street will be performance Thursday afternoon and eve- did, but he did not say anything
in regard to
his
of
sudden
death
and
on
each
occasion
to
a
crowded
to
learn
of
the
pained
ning,
what be had done.
Mrs. Chase bent over him and asked him if
father George Douglas aged 63 years of Dur- house. The entertainment was somewhat
he was sick, and he answered that he had
In the first part
varied from the original.
ham, Maine. He lived in.Portland some eight
been sick.
or ten years was an active member of the
many new and taking jokes were introduced
It was with great difficulty that he was
while the farce was played with a new spirit.
aroused and when the fattier and mother
society of friends and widely known.
In the evening bouquets were presented to
to leave tbe hospital they bade him
started
The body of an unknown man, about twen- Lewis E. Smith and Fred B. Smith. Messrs.
several times before he was aroused,
ty-eight years of age, was found in Scarboro Pierce aud Thompson were particularly
ut when he seemed to understand what they
amusing in the evening and were frequently
on the Boston and Maine track, Thursday
were saying he made an attempt to say good
night.
evening. The remains were brought to the applauded.
NOTES.
Mr. aud Mrs. Chase were driven from the
It
rooms of Undertaker Rich, in this city.
will
he
at
Mather
Portland
lu wic
Margaret
1xiuu'j, ami, uuiuicuiiuhis thought he was struck by the train arriving
Theatre next week, Thursday, Friday and
ally, they were given the same room which
in Portland at about eight p. m.
Saturday, playing “Borneo and Juliet,” "As their son had occupied. It was a little past
You Like It” ana “Honevmoon” in the order
midnight wiien the Press reporter arrived at
the hotel, and was conducted to the room of
Hon. Jas. S. Wiley of Dover, now over named.
The coming concert of the Haydn Associathe unhappy parents. Upon being questionseventy years old,is one of the veteran ex- tion is to consist of miscellaneous seiectious ed, Mrs. Chase said: “Our hearts are brokof
Maine.
He
the
is
and
the
Congiessmen
represented
unusually en, and we cannot say much. We were so
programme
exclusively,
The date is fixed for Monday,
pleasing.
old Piscataquis and Penobscot Districts in
surprised to loam the sad news. He was
never dissipated; onr old neighbors and
April 30th.
the 30tli Congress for one term from 1847 to
friends where lie was brought up will tell
1849 having for colleagues, E. K. Smart,
TU^
A enn/ti
you that he was a good, kind boy. We cared
Franklin Clark, A. W. H. Clapp, Hiram
for him so tenderly, and tried to bring him
A large number of the members of Trefup well; he was religiously brought up. We
Belcher, David Hammond and Hezeklah
loved him so much, and no one can tell how
dale Association spent Fast Day at the
Williams.
much we enjoyed his company when he was
islands. The boats of the Forest City Line
with us.
He lias a wife that idolizes him,
were well patand
the
steamer
Greenwood
Caucuses.
Republican
and who never believed that he could err,
The
associafine
it
was.
and
a
I
know
that the blow will kill her.”
and
day
The Republican caucuses were well attend- ronized,
Mr. Chase stated that he never knew of his
tion was greeted as they lauded on the wharf
ed last evening and the following delegates
before. “He had
by the father of the Trefdales, Captain Wil- aboy doing anythinginwrong
were elected to the District and Bangor conNew York, and was algood position
liam
Trefethen.
him
We
this
title
begive
trusted.
He
has
in
always supported his
ways
ventions. It was voted that the delegates
cause he Is always looking after the comfamily, which consists of a wife, two sons
the several wards have power to fill vacanforts of this society, and the members enjoy and one daughter. His wife is a most amiacies. The delegates chosen to attend the
ble woman, and I do not know how she can
hours during the summer months in
stand the news.”
State Convention are requested to meet at many
to the stories, for which Mr. TreAt midnight last night the murderer was
Reception Hall, Monday, April 23d, at 4 listening
fethen is famous for telling. At the Valley
resting, and it was stated by the physicians
o’clock p. in., to choose four delegates at
that
his recovery seemed probable.
View House tables were spread in the large
large. The delegates chosen to attend the
with
all
the
delicacies
of
the
room,
dining
District Convention are requested to meet at
Methodist Sunday School Elections.
lobsters right out of the
Reception Hall, Saturday, April 28th at 4 season, including
The annual meeting of the Congress street
boiling pot, and clams, which were dug only
o’clock p. m., for the purpose of choosing half
M. E. Sunday school was held April 19, at
an hour before the arrival of the assofour delegates at large.
ciation. “Captain” Malone filled the chair
2.30 p. m.
WAKD ONE.
at the head of the table and opened the ball
367
School numbers.
with a bright speech, thanking Mr. Trefeth- Average attendance.
178
District—William H. Looney, Richard K. GatMelville
A.
445
Samuel
in
A.
the
which
Thomas
Bowen,
en
for
he
of
books
in
received
Number
Floyd,
pleasant way
lev,
library.
05
Number of books added this year.
Thurston, Francis Tukey, Jahez True.
the company. Captain Trefethen responded
State—Horace 11. Shaw, J. W. Smith, Reuel N.
Amount of envelope collections.$173.96
in a few witty remarks which elicited unField, E. K. Heath, Alpheus Griffin, Francis Higbounded mirth. There is one thing sure
The following officers were elected for the
glus, James E. Flannagan.
Mr. Trefethen knows how to keep a hotel.
year:
WAKD TWO.
Last season a large addition was made to
Superintendent—Lindsay B. Griffin.
District—John H. McCue, Thomas Fennell,
the hotel, since which time many other imAssistant Superintendent—Henry W. Straw.
Frank 11. Plummer, Win. A. Love, Levi M. Blake,
have been made. The old bowlA. Boothby.
provements
Secretary—E.
Edwin
A.
R. Cutler Libby,
Gray.
Treasurer—Joen H. Montgomery.
ing allev will be taken down soon in order
Stole—Nathaniel S. Heseltine, Isaiah S. Webb,
view
of
the
E. Holden.
abetter
harhis
Librarian—W.
to
guests
Jas.
H.
E.
T.
Foresgive
Isaiah Daniels,
Cunningham.
First Assistant Librarian—Edgar F. Ramsdell.
bor, and a billiard hall built on to the main
tel, Philip E. Hughes, Frank H. Plummer.
*
Librarian—Bennie Oaks.
Assistant
Second
WAKD THREE.
house.
Chorister-John H. Montgomery.
District— Lyman N. Cousens, W. W. Latham,
E. Baker.
Organist—Mrs.
John B. Coyle, Edw. F. Waite, Dr. Albert Evans,
The Kite Flyers.
At the annual meeting of the Vaughan
John C. Tukesbury, Joliti A. Tompson.
Fast Day, Clark, the clothier gave away
State— Frank H. Morse, Frank E. Lovell, Nestreet Sunday school, held on Fast Hay, the
John
Heibeitlt.
hemlali Smart,
B.Coyle,
gargent,
500 kites to the first 500 boys who applied for
following officers were elected:
Clias. A. Slum an, W. W. Ruby.
them at his store. As early as 7 o’clock the
WARD FOUR.
Superintendent—Dr. C. L. Holt.
Assistant Superintendent—Samuel Hadlock.
10
the
hour
claus gathered, and by
o’clock,
District—Us 8. Locke, George Hall, John H.
and Treasurer—J. B. Lang, Jr. I
Secretary
H.
Townsbend.
A.
George
Hammel, George
Clark, named for the distribution, the street was alLibrarian—C. F. Jose.
Ivorv 8. Bean. Nathan E. Redlon.
of
all
1500
At
least
most
boys
impassible.
Fred
1*.
V.
Lewis
Mote—Mark
J.
The reDort of the secretary shows the
Chase,
Emery,
Carney, Carroll W. Morrell, Samuel A. True, Jo- ages, nationalities, sizes aud colors were school to he in a most prosperous condition.
X.
Prindable.
seph B. Reed, John
present with a large number of girls. Mr.
Fifty-six having joined the school during the
WABD FIVE.
Mr. Clark counted TOO boys into his store, past year gives them a membership of three
John
II.
Xwitchell.
District—John Q.
Fogg,
William H. Smith, Isaac (J. Came, Robert W.
completely filling it, even the basement and hundred and twenty-eight.
Jackson, A. D. Sullivan, William Allen, Jr.
cliildren's department on the second floor
I’INE street.
State—Josiah H. Drummond, Sidney W. Tliaxbeing packed. lie gave each a kite as they
ter, Jacob S. Winslow, Charles A. Ferry, A. A.
Superintendent—A. A. Nickerson.
First Assistant Superintendent— Fred S. MitchStrout, A. D. Smith, David X. ltlnes.
filed out. It was a l«ng time before the othell.
WABD six.
er boys fully understood that nu more kites
Assistant Superintendent—E. h.Cheneyi
Second
District—James P. Baxter, Charles J. Pennell,
Secretary—Ed. Fiper.
were to be had.
When they did they slowly
Richard H. Ball, Weston F. Milllkcn, William M.
P. Morris.
Treasurer—James
Marks, George M. Selders. George H. Abbott.
departed and joined the lucky ones. All day
Librarian—W. Lord.
/(aio/or-Ciiarles F. Libby, Franklin A. Pitcher, the
with
kite
promenades were alive
flyers
Frank 8. Waterhouse,William H. Tanner. George
B. Lorlng, Edwin Clement, Ardon W. Coombs.
and a happier crowd of boys than those who
Merchants National Bank.
WABD SEVEN.
enjoyed Clark’s liberality would be hard to
At a meeting of the directors held yesterDistrict—Albion Little, N. S. Gardiner, Ezra
fin I
day the following resolutions were adopted:
Hawkes. Lewis A. Goudy, Lludlcy M. Webb, Lyman M. Hanson, Richard Webb.
Resolved, That In the death of our late presiTo
the
of
New
Boys
England.
Bangor—X. John Little, William W. Roberts,
dent, we have lost from our hoard one who for
Horatio Hlght. Fred A. Motley, George H. Owen.
more than thirty years lias been a wise counsellor
Boston, April 19.—All the boys in New in the affairs of the bank. aDd for a
Thomas II. Randall, James G. McGlaufliti.
period of lifEngland who take any Interest in base ball teen years lias served as Its honored and trusted
bead. In recognition of ids long and faithful serwant a copy of the next Boston Sunday
Accidents.
vice we would place upon our records, some exGlobe, which will contain an article that pression of the high esteem in which we held our
Yesterday James McQuude, a truckman, will tell how the game should be played to late associate, therefore
Resolved. That by the death of the late Hon.
when about to start his team ou Commercial
win. This article will be written by the
Jacob McLellan, we shall miss from his accus
wharf, was kicked in the chest by the horse following: Clarkson on
place, an efficient officer,an honored assopitching, Bushong tomedand
Positive in opinion,
a constant friend.
that he was driving and knocked down. He
ltadford on right fielding, ciate,
on catching,
upright In his dealings, of unquestioned Integrity
struck on his arm severely hurting it and
he
was always faithor
station,
In
left
private
on
public
fielding, Morrill on first
Hornung
ful to all trusts committed to his keeping, 1'earwas otherwise so badly injured that he had
base, Kichardson on second base, Pinkney less In the performance of duty, without reproach
to be taken home. It is not known at present
he has closed an active aud successful life, honon the third base, Irwin on the short stop,
In affectionate memory of
ored and beloved.
how severe his injuries are.
Hanlon on centre fielding, and Ferguson on him whose pleasant word and genial companionA man named Lawrence, who lives in
we
shall
to
know
how
miss, we direct that these
want
to
ship
greatly
If
play
you
umpiring.
resolutions be piace'd upon our records, and that a
Boston, was taken to the Marine Hospital bail read what these famous players say.
of the same be forwarded to his family, to
copy
yesterday to be treated for injuries received
whom we extend our warmest sympathy.
by falliag into the hold of the schooner
Funeral of Rev J. M. Mitchell.
Norina, of which lie was one of the crew,
Helping Hands.
The funeral of the late Iiev. Dr. J.|M. Mitchat Friendship last Saturday. He was able to
It will be admitted by persons who have
ell was held in St. Luke’s Cathedral at 2.30
walk but his side and shoulder were badly o'clock
yesterday afternoon. A large number seen the work done for children by the Fresh
hurt.
Aii Fund, at the Fraternity rooms, the
__
There were choral services,
were present.
kitchen garden under the care of the Y. W.
conducted by Bishop Neely, Jtev. A. W. LitReal Estate Transfers.
C. T. U., at various sewing and Sunday
tle, rector of the St. Paul’e church and Itev.
The following transfers of real estate in
Canon Sills. The pall bearers were non,
sdtwols In connection with our churches, and
this county iiave been recorded at the Regis‘•t that carnival of delight, the ChristE. B. Jackson, Hon. Nathan Cleaves,
final
George
try of Deeds:
1 given annually by the ChristCharles S. Deake, Edwin Clement, Herbert
mas
Falmouth—G. G. Gowell to B. F. Luut. tl. etc,
Portland'gladly affords-the
Briiigton-W. F. Larraliee to Corsley & Chase,
W. Kobinson and Frederick L. Merrill. The
mas
yioo.
oorer classes opportunities
in Evergreen Cemetery.
chili
Gray—J. Newbegiti to Chase A Stevens. $1160, burial was

j

AMUSEMENTS.

“

How It Was
There was one small fish arrival yesterday.
Today will be the last to try those griddle ;
cakes at Wilson’s tea store.

to improve aud eujoy themselves. Must Jof
this work necessary and helpful as it is,
places the children almost continually in
poison, some blacking and other trilles. The the attitude of receiving while they may
of
satchel belonged to Mrs. Stevens, the mur- know little or nothing of the pleasure of
contributing themselves to the happiness
dered woman, and contained a night dress others. Some slight
made
attempt lias been
in connection with the work at the Preble
and a garnet colored morning wrapper.
to
offer
I
alias
incentives to bo
little
Chapel
found
on
children
letters
were
Chase,
Two
helpful nnd thoughtful for those who, from
Johnson, and they were stamped and directillness or other causes, are less fortunate
ed, the one to his father, l»r. E. P. Chase*
than themselves. Christmas gifts of homemade scrap books, blooming plants, fruits
New York, and the other Mrs. Lora E.
They sent at Thanksgiving and Easter, theasgiving
Chase, South Livermore, his wife.
well
and lending of toys to little invalids,
read as follows:
ns various other work lias been done by the
Portland, April 18.
Helping Hands. The last meeting of the
Mu Dear Father and Mother:
second season, in connection with a little enI know that vou will be heart broken at flic awtertainment, the proceeds of which will conful news that you will hear about me, but I cannot.
Oh, l cannot live in this way any longer. I am all stitute the lund for another year’s work,
discouraged and heart broken, and before this
will be held Saturday afternoon at 3 o clock,
The woman who
readies you 1 shall be dead.
in the basement of the Preble Chapel, Portdies with me Is the only woman 1 ever loved on
land street entrance. Details of tlie work
earth. 1 had planned to come hero and see her
will be read by the secretary or right hand
and then leave her forever, but 1 could not. my
of the society, and all persons interested are
will is not strong enough. We prefer death to
a life of separation.
Good-bye and try to forget cordially invited to be present.
that I ever lived.
From
N ED.
The Methodists Pulpits.

NEW

A WOMAN KILLER.
[continued from first page.]

FAST DAY.

brief jottincs.

To the Editor of the Press:
Very many of the ministers of the Maine
conference will occupy on the morrow pulpits
for the first time and ■•many be in places
where the never thought of going. They
will doutless be greeted by unusually large
audiences as such is generally the ease. 1 hey
form an
the new man, and
him for themselves. The apto 1 ine
send
pointing power has seen lit to
Street M. E. Church the Rev. T. Gerrish,
formerly of the East Maine Conference, but
for the last three years at Biddeford. Should
he sustain his eastern reputation and remain
at the point readied in Biddeford, he can but
be well received iu ids new field of labor.
But few of us are acquaiuted with him, and
that not intimately but from what wo know
aud have beard, be is just the man for our
society, and would have beeu our first choice.
The field in the western ©art of our city is
ripe and ready for harvest! With the efforts
and labor? of poster and 'people we shall
looKTor a gracious outpouring of the Holy
Spirit, aud a large ingathering of souls.
Those who liked Rev. S. D. Paine so wall
the short time he was here will he quite as
well pleased witli the incoming man. Let
him finp you among the auditor* especially
The auditorium Is comSunday evening.
modious, well lighted, and best of all, seats
D.
are easy and free.
must

sea

i

CHILDREN’S CLOTHING.
to make

large

I

a

just

1 have also

and desirable stock to select from.

line of

a new

and Summer

Spring
are

of the finest

grades

work.

of

Prices

custom

to

equal
goods
always guaranteed.

We wish to call the attention of our readers to the auction salo by F. O. Bailey & Co„
of the valuable property corner of Spring and
Emery street this afternoon at two o’clock.
There are but few such opportunities for se-

curing

a

sunny and

pleasant

In this city. April 18, by Itev. A. H. Wright. Jas
E. Carr and Miss Mary K. Haskell, both of Port-

ingtou.
In Brooktou, April 6, Adklnson M. Cameron and
Miss Georgle A. Thornton.
DEATHS
In Deerlng. April 20, George G. Dodd, aged 78
years 8 months.
[Funeral Sunay forenoon at 10.30 o’clock,]
In Bangor, April 17, Charles H. Forbes, aged
74 years.
In South Paris, April 10, ltev. Franc.s Muzzey,
aged 76 years.
In Buckfleld, April 0, Mrs. Nancy It. Bowman,
aged 78 years.
In Oxford, April 12, John W. ?®ant, aged 62
vears,—formerly of Gray.
In Topsliam, April Id, Mrs. J.B. Chaney, aged
37 years.
In Charlestown, Mass.. April 10, Fannie E. Hanson, wife of S. E. Hanson and daughter of the late
Heury F, aud Susan A. Senter.Of Windham, Me.,
aged 43 years 8 months.

The Clothier and

MILLINE!

_014-

fslvets,
K in every

SILKS

TRICOTS and

TURNER BROS’.
New Goods Just Purchased a1

Best Broadcloth Tricots, yard and a half wide ir
14 New Spring Shades, representing 3000 yards
Reduced from $1.00 to 58 cents.
Farille Francaise Silks in 7 New Shades, reduc*
ed from $1.25 to $1.00.
21 inch $1.25 Black Satin Rhadames reduced
to 89 cents.
$1.00 and $1.25 Colored Satin Rhadames re*
duced to 89 cents.
apr21-dtf

priced

LEADER

^STARTLING FACTS1

POPULAR* PRICES.
for the

Bargains

9

9

NEXT TEN

9

Jk

—

men;

in

DAYS

—

As

aprSldlW*

JOHN F. PROCTOR,

('ratrunial Rlock.

I. 0. 0. F.
WHERE will be a special meeting of Grand Can
A ton Ridgeley, No. 2, at Odd Fellows Hall
this SATURDAY evening
April 21, at 7.31

o’clock. All members are requested to be preseni
as business ol Importance will come before lh<
Per order,
meeting.
H. K. Colesworthy, Commandent
Official: A. H. Thompson, Clerk.
It
apr21

Box

Stationery,

wagon;
Sress
extension top carryalls;

Photograph Albums,

but

is

above

2

passenger

buggies;

ex
wagon

2

phaeton;

all In good order. At 697 Congress street. FER
NALD& SAWYER.21 1

Week until 9.

Vases,

Paper by the Pound,

house

IVIACY’S,

515 CONGRESS STREET.
dtf

400 CONGRESS ST.

apr21

NICKLE PLATING.

apl6___

1888.

MEGQIIIER

R.

MOLASSES.
Willard,

sailed March 20, arrived April 14, da4
Hhds., 21 Tierces. Now lauding at
Merrill’s Wharf, and for sale by the im-

porters,

MRS.E.R.FOWLE
Ilaviup returned from Iter New
York lionise, Is prepared to
show the latest styles of

&

JONES,

Brass Founders and Finishers
Fire Place Furnishings, Wire Work, Fencing, aud Iron Work for Huildings.

HMiiutnles Uiven.

31 and 33 Pearl St., Portland.
apr21
eodlm

TiitMl, Mi & Co.

CLERK WANTED.
A

ly

Lady Clerk wlio Is thoroughexperienced In nice Dress

do

Buy!
not ad-

and Wood

No. 10 Elm Street.

NO SPECIAL OPENING DAY.
dlw

Top

SIDEBOARDS,
HALL SANDS,

WHATNOTS,
MIRRORS,
SECRETARIES,
OFFICE DESKS,

EASTMAN BROS., & BANCROFT.d3t
apr21_

CORONA COFFEE.

L. H.

VARNEY & CO.,

till Commercial Street.
ap!4eodtf

SALE AT AUCTION
—

CHIFFONIERS,

WARDROBES,

FOB

SALE-Best In

a
buildings
property is oflered by order of the trustees and
will be sold at a great bargain. Apply to JOHN

F.

PROCTOR, Centennial Block.21-1

fil.O«

WAEKENPHAST

BOOTH

Special sale of Gent.’s double sole, solid,

well-made

contains 9 finished rooms, good cellar, large lot
73x100, room for another house, sunny exposure.
N. 8. UAKUINUK, 40 Exchange St.

^Sl-1

WANTED—A suite of rooms
for man and wife or two gentlemen, with
board. Also table girl wanted; at Blanchard
House, Free street, next to Corey’s Furniture
Store.
21-1

BOARDRKN

WO

KKINISMEN—Should examine Brown's
“*2.00 Waukeuphast Boots."
For com-

fort, durability

and appearance
Notice show wludow.

celled.
ongress street.

they

are

unex-

BROWN. 461
21-1

celebrated *2.00 Waukenphast bals and congress on exhibition In
show window of store. 461 Congress street. They
are the finest ever offered In Portland for the
money, BROWN, 461 Congress St.
21-1

NOTICE—Brown’s

I.ET—One up stairs rent of eight rooms,
besides bath room and store room, at 65
Spruce street. Possession given the 1st of May.
Please ring the right hand hell.21-1

TO

AMT.—Bals and congress, all
solid, well-made, very durable, only *2.00

WATK.KNIMI
On exhibition in show window
per pair.
BROWN, 461 Congress street.

o(

store.
21-1

I.ET—Ur. Lamb has a fine house to let on
Congress St., and two good rents on Pearl
Street to let; has the sun from morning until
21-1
night.

TO

LRT-The

House,
occupied
TOby J. 8. Buck.Chadwick
1. P. FAKKINOTON,
21-1
PAINTKU WANTKD-At
CARRIAUR
71 Portland street, J. F. HOVEY.
21-1
now

Wholesale Aokms.

EXCURSIONS TO CALIFORNIA.

Andrews' House, Stable
and Lot,

On the COR. of EMERY and SPRING STS.
SPRING ST.

eory1

decaodtf

Booth._

Watch

sa-ar.

f\

iA

—1 I

~

t

|

_»£2£-1

—■

8HALL sell at

WE the twenty-first public
(21st) day of

auction

on

Saturday,

April,

Eremises.

Bytng

rained,

lnj|uUe

48Va Exchange street, Portland, Me.
V, O- Bailey A Ca., Aactiaaecrs.
apl 4,17,18,20.21_

Are All

Ready For Spring!

Our assortment of Hue, stylish, serviceable

and fresh for Spring trade, is larger and
more complete than ever before.

OUR SPECIALTIES.
There is hardly a style, quality
price but what may be seen
here, and almost at a glance, so
nicely is everything nrrunged,
aud yet you have not seen the two
upper floors where may be found
or

the

FEATHER AND MATTRESS DEPT.
Beds, Cots, HamFolding and
mocks* and
Beds*
Camp
Mantel
Extension TaChairs,
bles, Upholstered Easy
Chairs and Rockers,
Reed
and
Rattan
Coods
Almost without Number.

Spring

We have until

now

omitted

our

RAMIE DEPARTMENT.

STOVE AND

have got as we have
to have the Best aud Tlosc Extensive Hue in tnc country. Buy from
this department and no more
trouble from the kitrnen. So we
say, leaving aside the prices, that
we know aud can convince you

Of

sewed by «
“BHOWTS I3.M
of
new process combining all the advantages
Innerj
hand sewed shoe, with low price, smooth
Inside.
sole, no nails, tacks or threads
These goods are made of fine calf skin, sill
stitched and equal In style, lit and comfort to an;
$6. OO shoe.
MBKOtVM N JM.4MI MHOE,” Waukenphns
style, double sole, solid and durable, just ththing to walk or work In.
These goods are designed to give the moat po»
slble service tor a little money.

CALL AND EXAMINE THESE BAR6AINS AT

BROWN’S,
461 Congress Street, Market Square,

SIGN of MAMMOTH GOLD BOO

BOOTS and SHOE!

course we

that

we are

the lowest in New Eu-

and if New

England,
f;land,
the United States,
is

also
s'iy,
leave the prices out. We cun offer the greatest inducements to
the great or small, Cash or Time
n

we

Buyer of any house in existence.

There is
no urtiele
made but
what we cun furnish. Our goods
are ull kept in one store, and the
best assortment iu the world, anil
it will cost nothing to coiue aud
see if we have exaggerated.

THE ATKINSON
House Furnishing Co.

eodtf

apr!4

CHEAP !
We have taken the entire Stork

ROOTS, SHOES AMO RUBBERS, at 2:
York St., the old Perry Stand, and a
place tbenr before the public at mu
less than the first coat. This will gi
customers a chance to clothe tin
families with Boots and Shoes cheap.

our

WYER GREENE&CO
mar22

339 (M(tr» Ml., PtrllaiS
ThSATu

COME TO BEATRICE, NebrasA
Cheap homes, mild climate, rich soil, f
schools, population 10,boo, will double in
be c
years: values will also double, will soon
w
manufacturing city In the State: Immense
others
power; eight railroad outlets, with
■
advantage
veyed or building; come, take from
excursions
magic growth;
points at half rates. For circulars addnm
BOARD OF TB4DK,
eodlra&wlmltt
mj,27

3000

Live

Fowl

and

Cocker

WANTKO AT

the

Papers

For

W. and O.

A. l).

1888, at two (2) o’clock In the afterntxm, on the
premises, the house and stable formerly occupied
by Sullivan C. Andrews, and also the lot attucbed
thereto except a parcel forty (40) feet on Spring
street, and eighty (80) feet deep, maintaining the
width of forty feet, being the same lot marked "A”
the lot to be sold Is about
on the plan herewith;
eighty-eight (8S) feet on Spring street, about one
hundred seventeen (117) feet on Emery street,
and about one hundred twenty-eight (128) feet on
the southerly line, containing In all about 12,834
superficial feet, and embraces the boose and stable
The property Is too well-known to need further description In this advertisement. A iiult-clalm deed
will be given; bus leu days from the time of sale
will be allowed for examination of title, and the
sale will be cancelled unless the title Is good. The
terms will be one thousand dollars ''ash at the
sale ; and the balance will, at the option of the
purchaser, be cash or be paid In Instalments of
not less than one thousand dollars annually, Interest semi-annually, secured by a mortgage ou the
The purchaser of the premises will
ave the option of adding to the purchase "lot A.”
therefor sixty (60) cents per superficial
>t. For leave to examiue the premises and fer
onhe unde
further particulars

new

EVERY WEEK M ALL LIVES.
For tickets and Information, apply to the Ticket
Ageut, Boston & Maine K. K., Commercial stieet
Station. Lowest rates to all points West and

—

BOOTS AND SHOES,

EASELS AND

arranged
Will be sold at a bargain and on easy terms ol
payment. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, 93 Kx
change street.21-1
the town ol
FABifl
Deerlng, 90 acres, cuts 100 tons of hay
consist of
house and 2 barns. Tht

OF THE

BOOKCASES,

Ooods.

A Delicious Bleuded Coffee, carefully selected, combining the Finest Flavor and Greatest Strength.

aprlO

iu

CENTER TABLES,

situated or

L'iih sai,b.-.occiii‘w rrencn root cottage
house, corner C. and B. streets. West End

Frank B. Clark,

Kliooner Chas. J.

was
or liner sight
New England, mid
ELEthe
show
proud to

larger

good

MIS IS I HUM “ttK.

ex.

no

ever seen
we are

SALK-2Va story
FOB
Maple street, containing 16 finished
for two families
all in
order and

J?

Cargo

elevator,

CARPET ROOM,

aud

new

Open Every Evening This

Ponce P.

of

via

step,

u

been work
1

Utf

our

rooms

Jewelry,

St.

have

°

apl4

ranor suit hoot

Ash and Beautiful Painted

ated on Vaughan, Fine and Chadwick streets, one of the finest in
the city, about 58,000 feet of land:
will be sold as a whole or divided
into lots. For particulars apply tc

543 Congress St

Stated above our

Mahogany, Black Walnut, Cherry, Oak,

THIS IS MUST WEEK, Foil Pons and Perfumery.

crop

g«»r-

18th,

PALMERS,

at

TO THE NEXT FLOOR

W’kTst bals and congress at $2.00 pei
pair. These will equal any $3.00 shoe In service
See show window. BROWN, 461 Congress St
311

New

cel,t

the elevator will lake yon, where
for the eyes awaits the
a feast
purchasers of

horses;
FOB
ing in woods; prices moderate;
1 second liauil 10

400

SEASON

‘s^,, pcr oi ns.
?iJ’**<
lirf.haslng

*

vise yoti rightly.

SALE-3 work

Congress

onr

and

AT

passed

everybody

as

Come and see if we

FOR SALE—The spacious residence of Geo. W. Woodman, situ

THE

April I7tn

—■sSSRssas

Marble

AM

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

»el‘‘c,‘« rSmpeieut

CHAMBER SETS,

ifTgjygT~'

YOUE GBOCIR SELLS TECH.

to

it HOMEVII.Iand Oltoery handsome
hc display
aims tend1 to mau»
lessen
»omelihe and w tit cerw
make
ana
he
uncertainties
easier the
sales-

Now is Your Time To

We have received a Special Spring order of
Jersey Suits for Boys, and Dresses for Small
Girls made from Jersey Cloths. The demand
for these goods has been more than we could
supply, and It Is advisable to make an early
selection.

I

A

Jn«AS?

„„«•

c«vBPET
OMr

GANT; COSTLY, NIEDIEItl and
LOW PRICED Furniture tliat has
never before been sold for the
price we will offer for this and
the coming week. The bad travelling throughout the State effects
Branch Stores, which
our
all
Headcauses a blocking up ut
quarters here in Portland that
our
us
must be lightened up, aud
eontracts with manufacturers call
for a certain number of Suits
eaeh
month, they continue to
pour in, and, consequently

BOYS’ AND GIRLS' JERSEY SUITS.

Bonnets

Carpets

fettszassLSss
andn‘nVir' *satislaction

Bankrupt Prices.

Mouth,CoatedTongue,
Jpain In the Side, TORPID LIVER. They regulate the Bowels.
Small Pill. Small Dose. Small Price.

impurities

‘““^1"“,
‘„l‘

of fiatsuitsnpanidea iuii>o**i-

Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the

being removed. More
than double the strength of the
common pure spices.

£ade

,0.0^111\,tat'
fg1*

AT

-A.2NTID

upholster.

«f
hand that
desired article
,

®^ ,
o.u the
rhea match* <1 «■
tony can be had tha
le to get withont «mbl

Re

•

«"

doriugis *
placing any

»

ness,

!

OF

<

suites, made

:t

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

g
H

•

Brussels,
apestry,
Woolen, OPENIK

OW, and

-OF-

these Little Pills.

■

forth street, next
brick, contains 12 rooms,
bath room, hot and cold wi
cellar, etc; this Is one of tli
neighborhood, and Is surroi
of some of our first citizens
easy and made known at sa.

CARPETS.

—

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too
Hearty Eating. A per
feet remedy for Dizzi-

I

WEDNESDAY,
ON shall
sell the valnal
to Wlnt

Hat
Pattern
BasffirSsw®

ANOTHER GREAT SALE

jPoaltivelyCnredby

Tha bast la the World.
They are the best selected euttivated spices, powdered, perfectly
pure, ail dust, leaves and other

Desirable Iteal I

where a KOZEIM OR WORE CARPETS can be matched and comparer! at one time. There is no
reason why even the most particular cannot be perfectly salislied
in
detuil, from our immense

eodtf

_

calling for
SLADE’S EPICUREAN SPICES,

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.

JTTON AHD WOOL

SILK HtfluflUHt

j

rlage._

RUG DEPARTMENT,

Hotel,

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

apr21

[Tbe burial service of the late Lena Maitland

Are contained in the reports of 9
the Boards of Health, showing the 9
fearful adulteration of spices, and 9
yet anyone who wants absolutely 9
Pure Spices can got them by |

ON

-AND-

Furnisher,

Falmoutn

Under

Warren will be said at 8t. Luke’s Cathedral tills
Intimate friends will be
morning at 11 o’clock.
allowed to see tbe remains at her late residence,
160 Falk street, from *J.30 to 10.30 A. 61.
[Tbe funeral service of tbe late Albert F.
Bennett will take place on Sunday afternoon at
1.30 o’clock, at Ills late residence. In Deering.
Burial at convenience ofithe family

S

BATUKDAY.
drew* stable,
streets, Immediately
one Martin & Fenne
dard buggy, one Com

of
changes in their
making
homes, if one-half of the lime it
would lake to vist several stores
will be passed in examining the
wonderful pretty Carpets in our

“

land.
In Farmington Falls, April f>, James Butterfield
of ChesterVUle aud Miss Jennie H. Cook of Farm-

CARRIAi

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

home.

MARRIAGES.

SKI

every
line of every grade of

SACCAHAPPA,
The usual uniou religious services were
held in the Congregational church at 11 a. ni.
Fast Day. Rev. Messrs. Bacon, Cousins and
liev. E.
Pendexter conducted the services,

at Portland in the afternoon.
The ice is beginning to go out of the Beaver Pond, and on its northeastern shore can
be seen many dead fish, pickerel, perch, etc.
The cause of this strange phenomenon is yet
unknown, The sewerage leading into this
body of water from Valentine aud Brackett
streets may be brought up as a reason; but
that section of the pond nearest these streets
is free from the fish.
Thursday a French boy in a boat on the
mill pond near the saw mill went over the
falls, which are some twelve feet high at this
point, and was taken off the island below to
which the boat had floated, but a little the
worse for his involuntary trip.

o»

F. 0. BAILEY k l

make it protiluble to the
many hundreds who are thinking

Suitings,

and made

apl«

CARPET

FOR MEN AND YOUNG MEN,
which

erly

Corner Spr

will

SPRING OVERCOATS,

o'clock p.

at 2

HOUSE FURNISHING GO.,

fitted up a new and elegant room where I am prepared
specialty of CHILDREN’S CLOTHING, and I shall keep a

I have

An

...

ATKINSON

SUBURBAN NEWS.

E. Bacon delivered an instructive sermon
upon the subject of “Capital and Labor.’
There was a large congregation present.
All the manufactories aud the schools
were closed for the entire day, as were the
There
stores in the afternoon and evening.
were many out on horseback in the morning
and a large number attended the ball game

-tl>VERTIMt:n KiVrs.

For Audio

opinion of

food-bye

_

*KW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Cor. PEARLand MIDDLE STS.
Isaac C.

ap21

Atkinson,

lien. Wait tiger.
dU

GLEBE PLACE POULTRY FA
Brown’s BUI, t ape Elizabeth, X.
tHTHI K W. 1*1 KK.

p. O. Cape KlUabetU Station, Me.

apt7di

